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INTRODUCTION
This document is a prototype interjurisdictional management plan for the
Porcupine Caribou Herd prepared for by the Yukon Department of Renewable
Resources for use by whatever organization is eventually created to manage the
herd.

As such it is an attempted holistic approach to caribou management that

recogni zes juri sdi cti ona 1 boundari es but treats the Porcupi ne Herd and its
range as single units that are largely independent of human territories.
Although it is expected that modifications to the plan will be necessary
depending upon the particular nature of the management body employing it, still
it is felt that the background information and management principles provided
in this plan are basically correct and will

remain essentially intact.

Therefore in the interim, this version will be used by the Yukon Department of
Renewable Resources,

in consultation with other management agencies and

interest groups, to gui de its management pol i ci es and acti ons regardi ng the
Porcupine Herd.

As part of such consultation efforts, this draft will be

ci rcul ated among appropri ate organi zati ons for comments and suggesti ons that
will be incorporated in a subsequent redraft.

The concept of a management pl an wi th respect to its value and functi ons is
sometimes difficult to appreciate even for many wildlife managers.
management plan should be like a shop manual for a complex machine.

A good

The manual

first describes the machine and how it works, followed by diagnosis and repair
instructions, ending with a detailed maintenance schedule.

The analogous parts

of this plan are first, the Natural History and Status sections which summarize
current knowledge of the Porcupine Herd; second, statements of major management
concerns related to the herd plus the Goals, Objectives and Strategies sections
which establish how the herd should be managed; and third an Implementation
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Schedule which unites all the previous considerations into a specific plan of
action for a stated number of years.

The chief advantage of a management plan is that it is a means of dealing with
all aspects of wildlife management in an orderly fashion.

Such a system frees

managers to concentrate on parti cul ar duti es wi th the confi dence that other
aspects of cari bou management wi 11 be dealt wi th ina due course.

Wi thout a

plan, managers tend to fret continually about all of their problems (or as many
as they can remember at one time).

This approach tends to be frustrating,

inefficient and sometimes even counterproductive.

Other benefits of a well

ordered and thorough management plan are:

1.

A means of justifying particular management actions;

2.

A framework upon which to plan research and funding;

3.

A means of assessing management progress and effectiveness;

4.

A means of ensuring continuity in management policies and duties regardless
of staff changes;

5.

A handy reference for new staff and for supervi sors not parti cu1 arly
acquainted with Porcupine Caribou management.

Fi na lly a management pl an is the ideal document for pub 1i c educati on and
involvement in Porcupine Caribou management.

This plan or its successors

should form the basis for public discussions concerning the Porcupine Herd and
also for industrial negotiations which impinge on these caribou and their
range.

It should also become the foundation for international agreements

concerning the herd and for the coordination of international research and
management projects.
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TAXONOMY
All existing caribou belong to the tarandus species and separate Rangifer genus
of

the

deer

(Arti odactyl a).

fami ly

(Cervi dae)

in

the

order

of

even-toed

rumi nants

Porcupi ne cari bou together wi th the mi gratory barren-ground

caribou of Alaska compose the subspecies granti.

The other four current subspecies in the genus refer to the arctic mainland in
the Northwest Territories (groenlandicus), the arctic island (pearyi), woodland
and mountain (caribou), and reindeer (tarandus) types.

The classification of caribou has a complex history of alternating subdivision
and amalgamation with attendant controversies over proper nomenclature. The
most thorough analysis was produced in 1961 by A.W.F. Banfield and has since
been considered by the majority as the definitive version.

The earliest fossil evidence of caribou comes from Germany and has been dated
to about 440,000 years ago (Banfield, 1961).

It has been suggested that

caribou reached Alaska before the next to last glaciation (Illinois) and
persisted

in

North America

throughout

both

the

Illinois

and

Wisconsin

Glaciations in the Alaska-Yukon refugium as well as in a tundra belt at the
south edge of the ice sheet during the latter glaciation.

The extinct species Rangifer muscatinensis has been linked to various fossil
forms from the Wisconsin age and is tentatively considered to be the progenitor
of both the modern groenlandicus and granti subspecies (Banfield, 1961).
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Description
Caribou are deer which have become highly adapted to survival in regions of
prolonged snow coverage and low temperatures.
deer,

theirs

have

blunt

toes,

Unl ike the feet of most other

crescent-shaped,

functional dew claws (Russell and Martell, 1983).

sharp-edged

hooves

and

These features together with

a heavy growth of bri stly-l ike ha irs surroundi ng the hoof and toes that can
bend almost horizontally, enable the caribou to partially "float" on soft snow
(Russell and Martell, 1983).

Other distinctive adaptations to cold and snow

are a blunt, fully furred muzzle; valvular nostrils; short, heavily furred
ears; a short well furred tail and a compact body covered with a thick coat of
hollow guard hairs and fine crinkly underfur (Banfield, 1974).

Porcupi ne car; bou are among the small er of the North Ameri can subspeci es.
Mature males average 113 cm to the shoulder and 125 kg in weight, while mature
females are substantially smaller at 103 cm and 89 kg respectively (Yukon
Wildlife Branch, 1983).

By comparison males of the larger subspecies in

central Alaska, northern British Columbia, Ungava and Quebec weigh 181 - 272 kg
and females are usually 91 - 136 kg (Bergerud, 1978).

The coat colour of Porcupine caribou varies seasonally and individually but
generally these animals are considerably darker than those in the High Arctic
and somewhat 1i ghter than the mountai nand woodl and subspeci es.
typical colour pattern in winter consists of a dark face, back,

The most
flanks and

dorsal tail surface; a light neck, belly, rump, under surface of the tail and
hindquarters, dark legs with white "socks" just above the hooves.

Cari bou are the only deer that produce antl ers in both sexes.

The proporti on
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of antlered females varies greatly among North American herds (Bergerud, 1978)
with the Porcupine Herd belonging to the upper extreme having about 95-97% of
females with antlers (A. Martell, pers. comm.).

Bulls begin to develop antlers

around March and employ them duri ng rutti ng contests in October when the
antlers are full size and out of velvet (Banfield, 1974).

Older males begin to

shed thei r antl ers by early November whi 1e yonger ones may keep them unti 1
February (Banfield, 1974).

Cow antlers do not commence growth until the summer

months and are retai ned throughout the wi nter when they may be used in the
defence of feeding craters from larger but antlerless bulls {Banfield, 1974}.

Behaviour
Porcupine caribou,

like the rest of their genus,

are highly gregarious,

pursuing daily and seasonal activities {except parturition} either in small
groups, 1arge bands or massi ve aggregati ons.

Consequently, they exhi bi t both

individual and group responses to varying situations often with the latter
evolving from the former, such as the selection of migration trails, the
initiation of river crossings and the response toward predators.

Prerutting and rutting behaviour is similar to that of other deer in which
bull s voca 1i ze, execute threat di sp 1ays and spar among each other wi th thei r
antlers

(Banfield, 1972; Kelsall,

1968).

Such engagement can result in

injuries and even fatalities at times (Calef, 1981; Bergerud, 1978), although
most contests termi nate wi th 1i ttl e or no apparent damage (Kel sa 11, 1968).
Dominant bulls pursue and mate with cows in the large mixed bands comprising
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all age and sex classes which are usually migrating southward during the rut
(Calef, 1981; Kelsall, 1968).

Subdominant males present in such bands are

prevented from mating with cows by the constant vigilance of the dominant bulls
(Calef, 1981; Kelsall, 1968).

Energy demands upon activity rutting bulls are

extreme and a dramatic loss of condition is associated with this period (Calef,
1981).

Calving is probably the only major solitary activity that Porcupine caribou
regularly engage in.

Although pregnant cows reach the calving grounds in large

groups, parturient females isolate themselves for the period required to give
birth and attend the calf until it is mobile (Calef, 1981; Kelsall, 1968;
Banfield, 1972).

Thereafter, most cows, calves and many yearlings usually

coalesce into large post-calving aggregations (Bente and Roseneau, 1978; Yukon
Wildlife Branch, 1979; Whitten and Cameron, 1980).

Migratory behaviour of Porcupine caribou has been extensively documented mainly
as an aspect of di stri buti on and movement studi es.

Such observati ons may be

summarized as follows:

a)

Initial migratory movements often coincide with major environmental changes
such as rapid temperature declines plus snowstorms in the fall (Thompson,
1979; Surrendi and De Bock, 1976) and early thaws with consequent snow loss

in the spring (Thompson and Roseneau, 1978).
b)

The direction, duration and speed of migrations are strongly influenced by
travelling conditions which in turn are related to weather patterns
(Surrendi and De Bock, 1976; Thompson, 1979; Whitten, 1982).
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c)

Caribou follow contours in hilly terrain, traversing side hills rather than
travelling perpendicularly (Le Resche, 1975).

d)

Caribou tend to travel in narrower lanes in steep terrain and to spread out
on a broader front in flatter areas (Le Resche, 1975).

e}

Cari bou tend to course natural features such as ri vers, steep slopes and
cut banks for some distance before crossing them,

regardless of the

relative ease of crossing at the point of first encounter (Le Resche,
1975 ).

f)

Caribou tend to follow previous caribou trails, their inclination to do so
being in direct relation to the age of the trails (Le Resche, 1975).

g)

During winter,

caribou

frequent

frozen

lakes

and water courses

for

travelling and resting (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).
h)

Traditional water crossings are used by the Porcupine Herd.

i ) Porcupi ne ca ri bou movement rates peak duri ng the spri ng mi gra ti on, the
post-cal vi ng peri od and the fall mi grat ion.

Movement rates are lowest

during the calving period, August dispersal and winter.

Average movement

rates are greater during the post-calving period than during either
seasonal migration (Russell, H. and Farnell, 1981).
j)

In conjunction with movement behaviour, other activity patterns such as
feedi ng and resti ng vary consi derab ly duri ng the year.

I n October and

November, about 35% of the non-bedded time is spent in walking and trotting
whi 1e for other months, from December through March, these acti vi ti es
decrease from 14% to 4% of the non-bedded time.

Feeding intensity on the

other hand is higher during the same four months than in either October November or April.

Such behavioural variations constitute energy budgeting

strategies by Porcupine caribou to adjust costly activities such as walking
and trotting in relation to food supply (Russell and Martell, 1980).
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Behavi our toward i ndustri a 1 faci 1i ti es and di sturbances by Porcupi ne cari bou
can only be described so far as obvious short-term reactions to some elements
of industrial

developments

and

activities.

These

may

be

summarized

as

follows:*

a)

Escape

responses

to

aircraft

disturbance

increased

dramatically when

exposure was below approximately 75 m (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

b)

Seasonal variations in response to aircraft disturbance was evident among
Porcupine caribou.

Peaks of sensitivity occurred in spring and early

winter with the most sensitive period being June.

By contrast,

the

greatest contrast to overfl i ghts occurred in July (Surrendi and De Bock,

1976).

c)

Caribou in open habitats

(arctic tundra,

alpine areas,

frozen lakes)

reacted less to overflights then did animals in heavily forested areas
(Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

d)

Porcupi ne cari bou have 1 i ttl e di ffi cul ty crossi ng the Dempster Hi ghway
under 1i ght to moderate snow condi ti ons.

Car; bou use the hi ghway for

travel as they would a frozen river (Russell, 1982).

*See also Dempster Highway Section.
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e)

Avoidance of the Dempster Highway will occur if the road is associated with
significant wolf predation (Russell, 1982).

f)

At 1982 levels of traffic, the Dempster Highway is perceived by Porcupine
caribou as a slightly negative element (Russell, 1982).

g)

Caribou react more negatively to vehicles approaching at high speeds
(Horej si, 1981).

h)

Di sturbed cari bou frequently crossed the Dempster Hi ghway at ni ght after
traffic ceased (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

i ) Cari bou approachi ng the Dempster Hi ghway in forested areas seemed more
apprehensi ve than those doi ng so in open areas (Surrendi and De Bock,
1976) .

j) Cari bou

qui ckly

associ ate

the

Dempster

Hi ghway

wi th

hunti ng

consequently avoid sections of it where hunting has occurred (Russell,
1982) .

and
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SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATION
It may be said of the Porcupine Herd that it is in continual motion.

It is

also true that the herd seldom exhibits uniformity in the timing and direction
of its movements but functions rather as a composite of individuals and groups
whi ch choose from a vari ety of movement opti ons throughout the year.

Sti 11 ,

with rare exceptions, a basic pattern of annual distribution does occur that by
convention has been subdivided into the seasonal categories of spring migration
ca 1vi ng ground di s tri but ion, post-calvi ng movements, Augu s t di spe rsa 1, fall
migration and winter distribution.

Each phase,

however,

being subject to considerable variation,

cannot be

described in full detail but only according to its major features.

It must be

stressed that such descriptions do not represent the "norm", an attribute which
caribou movements unfortunately do not possess, and that major deviations,
while anomalous to the theoretical standard cannot be interpreted as abnormal,
particularly since reliable documentation covers only the past 13 years of the
herd's history which may total in the thousands.

Given the above considerations and constraints,

the distribution of the

Porcupine herd is presented as follows:

1. Winter Range
The winter distribution of the Porcupine Herd may be considered as the area
occupi ed between the fa 11 and spri ng mi gra ti ons.

The durati on of wi nter

range occupancy therefore vari es ; n 1ength dependi ng upon the end of the
preceeding

fall

migration

(mid-November

to

mid-December)*

and

the

beginning of the following spring migration (mid-January to mid-May)*.
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Although some historical records of wintering caribou in the Yukon do exist
(Thompson and Roseneau, 1978), their relevance is compromised by the lack
of distinction made prior to 1970 between Porcupine caribou and those of
adjacent migratory herds.

Such sitings are included in this summary,

however, since the majority likely pertain to the Porcupine Herd and hence
expand the hi story of the herd s wi nter range.
I

Hi stori ca 1 records of

caribou wintering in northern Yukon are as follows:

a)

Along the Arctic Coast in the vicinity of Herschel Island (Franklin,
1828; Jackson, 1892-1908; Russell, 1898; Harrison 1908; Olson, 1959).

b)

Richardson Mountains (Isbister, 1845; Posild, 1945; McEwen, 1956).

c)

North of Porcupine River (Soper, 1951; McEwen, 1952a, 1952b).

d)

Along the Porcupine River from Old Rampart House to LaPierre House and
to its headwaters (Murie, 1935).

e)

Upper Porcupine drainage (McEwen, 1956).

f)

"Well south" of the Porcupine River (Munro, 1953).

g)

In the northern Ogilvie Mountains (Olsen, 1958; Keele, 1910; Clarke,
1944 ).

h}

In the Black River drainage of Alaska and Yukon ( Hemming and Pegau,
1970) .

i)

Old Crow Flats (Kevam, 1970).

j)

Whitefish Lakes area (Kevam, 1970).

k)

Northern Richardson Mountains west of Aklavik (Hemming, 1971).

*See spring and fall migration sections.
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Winter range surveys have been flown annually since 1970-71 either for
general distribution data or in conjunction with radio-tracking studies.
The compiled results from all these investigations produce a total winter
range for the Porcupine Herd encompassing borderline areas of the N.W.T.,
most

of

the

Yukon

north

of

Dawson

and

a

sUbstantial

portion

of

north-eastern Alaska from east of Fairbanks to the Arctic Coast (Fig. 1)
(Thompson and Roseneau, 1978; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980c; Yukon Wildlife
Branch, 1981d; Whitten, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).

Within this

vast area, Porcupi ne cari bou may wi nter ina number of regi ons, wi th
concentrations over the past 13 years being most common in a) the Ogilvie
Mountains,

b)

the Chandalar region

and c)

the

Richardson

Mountains

(Thompson and Roseneau, 1978; Whitten, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).
Sometimes most of the herd will be located in one region while at other
times, a few large separate concentrations may exist or alternatively
cari bou may be broadly di spersed in varyi ng concentrati ons throughout the
winter range (Thompson and Roseneau, 1978; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).
further

complexity

is

that

II

new" ,

i.e.

previously

A

undocumented

di stri buti ons may ar; se such as ; n 1982 when part of the herd wi ntered
southwest of the Yukon River in what was previously considered to be the
exclusive winter range of the Forty-mile Herd (Whitten, 1982).

Winter distributions also vary greatly in the amount of local movement that
occurs within the

general

wintering

region

occupied.

Winter

range

selection is stongly associated with prevailing snow conditions, which when
they deteriorate, induce caribou to seek better feeding areas (Russell and
Martell, 1983).

Thus some winters entail considerate local movements due

to extensive unfavourable snow conditions, while in other winters with
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generally favourable conditions, local movements are small (Whitten 1982,
Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

Similarly, dispersal over the winter range is

greater when snow conditions are generally favourable but can be very
limited when conditions are generally unfavourable (Surrendi and De Bock,
1976).

Extensive winter range shifts may also occur.

Another factor i nfl uenci ng wi nter range occupancy may be the parti cul ar
fall migration route taken (Whitten 1982) which lead caribou to certain
traditional winter ranges.

Considering the variation in winter range occupation and movements that are
possible, it is very risky to attempt delineations of major winter range
areas (Thompson and Roseneau, 1978) based on accumulated survey data which
sel dom depicts the total range used for the entire winter season in any
year.

Consequently such ranges are best referred to by name alone 1est

such calculations become misleading.

Since the aforegoing winter range description is of necessity complex and
apt to be confusing, it is perhaps easier to perceive winter range use by
this herd as a sequence of decreasing probabilities as follows:

1) Most Porcupine caribou will winter south of the Arctic coast and within
their known range.

2)

The majority of the herd will winter in or near the Ogilvie mountains
wi th 1es ser numbers wi nteri ng in both or ei ther the Chanda 1a rand
Ri chardson regi ons and scattered groups el sewhere up to the Arcti c
coast.
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3)

The majori ty of the herd wi 11 wi nter in ei ther the Cahnda 1ar or
Richardson region with lesser numbers in the Ogilvie region and one or
other of the former regions and scattered groups el sewhere up to the
Arctic coast.

4)

Almost the entire herd will be located in one of the major winter
ranges with few animals elsewhere.

5)

The herd will be widely dispersed in scattered groups of varying size
throughout most of its winter range.

6)

In addition to any of the above, a significnt number of caribou will
winter in a previously undocumented area.

2.

Spring Migration

Among barren-ground caribou, the spring migration has been differentiated
from winter movements by appearing "direct and purposeful" as well as "goal
oriented" (Kelsall 1968).

This migration is initiated by the pregnant cows

whi ch are des ti ned for the calvi ng grounds.

Bull s and many j uveni 1es may

start later than the cows (Russell, H. and Farnell, 1981) and use different
routes which generally take them to "staging areas" of the periphery of the
calving grounds (Farnell 1979b).

All such movements are usually most

apparent in April and May but they have been recorded as early as February
and March (Thompson 1978, Whi tten and Cameron, 1982).

Wi th the advantage

of radio-tracking it has been shown that cows may begin to drift northward
as early as January (Russell, H. and Farnell, 1981).

Steady travel 1 i ng

however seldom precedes significant snow loss which usually occurs in April
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or May but may vary as much as a month or more among years (Thompson and
Roseneau, 1978).

In springs with extremely late snowmelt, the migration

may be de 1ayed to the extent that some cows calve enroute to the cal vi ng
grounds.

The spring migration is considered to have ended when the last cows reach
the calving grounds which is usually in early June, or later when the
mi grati on has been del ayed.

Thus the spri ng mi grati on covers an enti re

potential period of about five months from mid-January to mid-June during
whi ch the greater movements are undertaken in Apri 1 and May.

Even after

calving is underway many bulls and yearlings may still be moving northward
or drifting towards the calving grounds (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1980f, Yukon
Wildlife Branch 1981b).

Spring migration paths used by Porcupine caribou are numerous and also
highly variable among years.

They may however be grouped into three or

four major routes or corridors which seem to be widest at the southern end
and more constricted towards the north (Thompson 1978).

Within each

corri dor the paths chosen in any gi ven year are 1argely determi ned by
prevailing snow condiions (McCourt et

!l., 1974). The major corridors may

be described as follows:

a)

The Old Crow Route:
Originally designated in 1974, (Jakimchuk et

!l., 1974) this route has

been consi stently used by most or part of the herd s; nce 1971 when
accurate monitoring began (Thompson and Roseneau, 1978; Farnell 1979b;
Russell and Farnell, 1980; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1981b; Whitten and
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Cameron, 1982).

The Old Crow Route gathers trails from widely

dispersed winter ranges in the Ogilvie Mountains from north of Dawson
eastward to the Hart River (Fig.

2) and funnels them through the Keele

range across the Porcupi ne Ri ver east and west and 01 d Crow, through
the Old Crow Flats to eventually join the Richardson Route in the
vicinity of the Western Barn Mountains (Thompson 1978).

The migration along the Richardson Route typically occurs in two waves,
the first representing animals that wintered north of the Peel River
and the second bei ng composed of those wi nteri ng south of the Peel
River which are often delayed by more severe snow conditions (Thompson
1978) •

b)

The Western Route
Fi rst descri bed as a separate route in 1976 (Surrendi and De Bock,
1976), this small route has since been included in the Old Crow Route
(Thompson and Roseneau, 1978) but may deserve special attention in view
of the 1979 and 1982 spring migrations in which caribou wintering in
the Tatonduk River drainage traversed the same route described in 1976
until it converged with the Old Crow Route near the upper Salmon Fork
River (Fig. 1), (Whitten and Cameron, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1983b).

c)

Richardson Route:
Also designated first in 1974 (Jakimchuk et

~.,

1974) this route has

apparently been used by the majori ty of Yukon wi nteri ng cari bou four
times in the past twelve years (Thompson 1978, Yukon Wildlife Branch
1983b).

In the remaining years, the proportion of Yukon wintering
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animals following the Richardson Route has ranged from a few thousand
animal s (Thompson 1978) to nearly hal f of the Yukon wintering herd
(Roseneau et

~.,

1975).

Originating in the Wind, Bonnet Plume, Snake

and Arctic Red ri ver areas thi s route crosses the Peel
follows

the

long axis of the

Richardson Mountains to

Ri ver and
the

Fish

Creek-Rapi d Creek-Blow Ri ver area where it turns northwest along the
Barn and British Mountains to the Alaska border (Fig. 2) (Thompson
1978) .

d)

The Chandalar Routes:
Sometimes also referred to as the Arctic Village - South Brooks Range
Route (U.S. Dept. Interior and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servo 1982, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Servo 1983), this route had been used only by
Porcupine caribou wintering in the Arctic Village region until 1982
when a substantial

portion of the herd moved northwards through

previously undocumented spring migration territory to link up with the
Chandalar Route and the Old Crow Route in the general vicinity of Bear
Mountain (Fig. 2).

The longer Chandalar Route leads northeast from

Chandalar Lake across

the East Fork of the Chandalar River towards the British Mountains in
the vicinity of the Firth River (Fig. 2) (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servo
1983), Yukon Wildlife Branch 1983).

Alternatively, caribou may travel

northwards from the Chandalar region to reach the Arctic Coast of
Alaska via a number of mountain passes in the Brooks range, the most
heavily used pass being at the head of the East Fork of the Chandalar
River (U.S. Dept. of State 1980, Whitten et al 1982, Roseneau et al
1974) .
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It should not be misconstrued from the preceding route descriptions that
all Porcupine caribou traverse these entire routes every spring.
the

length

of

each

route

travelled

depends

upon

the

Rather,

late

winter

distribution of various herd segments such that some animals, for example
those wintering in the northern Richardson Mountains, travel only a small
portion of the route compared to those wintering in the Peel River region.
As for caribou which winter on or near the Arctic Coast there may be little
or no distance remaining between them and the calving grounds.
migratory behaviour of such animals

remains

undocumented

The

but it is

conceivable that they remain virtually stationary throughout the spring
migration period.

A major obstacl e to mi grati ng cari bou is hazardous watercrossi ngs where
injuries, drownings and hunting may occur.

For the Porcupine herd on its

spri ng mi grati on the pri nci pa 1 ri vers to be crossed are the Porcupi ne,
Blow, Babbage and Firth rivers (Thompson 1978, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1983).
Cari bou

often

cross

at

tradi ti onal

si tes

on

these

ri vers

where

topographical features seem to foster such efforts (D. Russell, R. Farnell,
pers. comm.).

For cari bou whi ch wi nter on or near the North Slope there

may be little or no distance between them and the calving grounds.
migratory behaviour of such animals

remains

undocumented but it

The
is

conceivable that they could remain virtually stationary throughout the
spring migration period.

Another important aspect of the spring migration is that many other trails
exist between the major migration corridors although such routes appear to
be "on ly sporadic and rather inconsistent with regard to the general routes
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that are followed

ll

(Thompson 1978).

Al so the major routes depicted in

Figure 2 should be considered as a map of potential pathways in which an
endless variety of combinations is possible.

For example in 1982, most

animals wintering in the Ogilvie Mountains moved up the main trunk of the
Ogi 1vi e route but turned westward south of 01 d Crow and met up wi th the
1atter

part of the Chandal ar Route

(Whi tten and Cameron, 1982; Yukon

Wildlife Branch, 1983).

A graphic perception of the Porcupine Herd's spring migration could be to
imagine it as a giant amoeba gradually shifting its mass northward by a
process that entai 1s the rapi d streami ng of cytopl asm in some secti ons
while elsewhere the cytoplasm is hardly moving at all or is slowly flowing
in di fferent di recti ons yet the overall

effect is one of coordi nated

reorganization that eventually transfers the cell to a position along the
coastal regions of Yukon and northeast Alaska.

Each spring this shift

occurs in a unique combination of cytoplasmic withdrawals and amalgamations
but always produces a similar distribution by early June.

3.

Calving Ground Location
Since 1971 annual calving ground surveys of the Porcupine herd indicate
tha t calvi ng has occurred throughout the Arcti c Slope from the Canni ng
River, Alaska to Shallow Bay, N.W.T. and as far south as the northern
drainages of Old Crow Flats (Fig. 3) (LGL Ltd. 1982, Yukon Wildlife Branch
1979b, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1982, U.S. Dept. of Interior and U.S. Fish and
Wi 1dl i fe Servi ce 1982).

Wi thi n thi s genera 1 area, the calvi ng ground

boundaries have shifted annually often excluding areas east of the Babbage
River but always including a central portion between the upper Jago River
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and

the

Firth

River.

Also,

each year

the

calving

herd

has

been

concentrated in one or more high density areas and distributed in varying
but lesser densities in the remainder of the calving ground.

Over the

1 ast 12 years three core areas have been located between the Katakuvuk

River, Alaska and some distance east of the Firth River, Yukon (Fig. 3)
(LGL Ltd. 1983, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1982).

The composition of the

calving herd also varies from areas where bands are almost exclusively
adul t femal es to other parts where bands contai n more juveni 1es and some
bull s (Yukon Wi 1dl i fe Branch 1981c, Yukon Wi 1dl i fe Branch 1979b).

It

should also be noted that the calving ground is never completely occupied
by calving caribou at any time but that it represents the total area in
which calving caribou move during the calving period

(U.S.

Fish and

Wi 1dl i fe 1980).

A1 though most cal vi ng usually takes pl ace in the foothi 11 s of the Brooks
Range and the British Mountains (U.S. Dept. of State 1980, LGL Ltd. 1982)
it may sometimes occur across the coastal plain to the shoreline of the
Arctic Ocean (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1981c, LGL Ltd. 1982).

It has been

suggested that factors i nfl uenci ng annual ca 1vi ng ground 1oca t ions may
i ncl ude wi nter range di s tri buti ons of the previ ous wi nter, the ti mi ng of
spring migration and routes taken as well as the progress of the snowmelt
(Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b).

Such considerations have prompted the

prediction that early spring migrations will

result in

most calving

occurring in Alaska whereas late spring migrations would shift the calving
grounds into Yukon (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976; U. S. Dept. of I nteri or,
1983) •

Wi thi n the general North Slope regi on, the choi ce of spec i fi c

calving areas may be related to snowmelt conditions which, when late, may
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make the comparatively snow free uplands of the Arctic Slope initially
preferable for calving but, when early, may expose the coastal plain
sufficiently for calving or at times may produce a shift from the foothills
to the plains as the snowmelt progresses (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b,
1980f, 1981c).

It has also been observed that earlier arrivals on the

calving ground may not occupy its remotest areas and that some cows coming
later may actually penetrate further into the calving grounds.

Ouri ng the calvi ng peri od most of the bull s, many j uveni 1es and some dry
cows, become located on the southern and eastern peripheries of the calving
ground and/or some distance south of it (Fig. 4) (Martell 1982, Yukon
Wildlife Branch 1979b, 1982).

Two commonly mentioned "staging areas

ll

for

the bull segments are the Firth and Babbage River regions (Farnell 1979b,
LGL Ltd. 1982).

Based on past documentation it appears that consistent features of the
calving ground distribution are:

a)

that a portion of the calving ground will be located between the upper
Jago and Firth Rivers;

b)

that the composition of the calving herd will

vary from nearly

exclusive adult female bands to mixed groups including cows, juveniles
and some bulls;
c)

that most of remaining Porcupine caribou will

be located on the

southern or eastern peri pheri es of the calvi ng herd or some di stance
south of it;
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d)

that the timing, origination and progress of the spring migration
likely determines the particular location of the calving grounds;

e)

that relative snow conditions on the North Slope may influence the
choice between the foothills and the coastal plain as the major calving
area.

4 • SUllller Movements

During the summer, the movements and behaviour of the Porcupine herd
usua lly i nvol ves two phases referred to as post-calvi ng aggregati on and
August dispersal.

a)

These are described separately as follows:

Post-calving aggregation:

Immediately following calving the Porcupine herd is arranged with the
majority of non-calving groups situated east and south of the calving
herd.

This relative positioning occurs annually regardless of the

particular location of the calving ground.

In some years when the

calving herd is located across the Alaska-Yukon border, the non-calving
segments wi 11 be generally further east and south in Yukon.

If the

calving ground is mainly in Alaska, the non-calving segments may be
concentrated on the Alaska-Yukon border, still east of the calving herd
but much further westward than in the previous example (Yukon Wildlife
Branch 1983c).

By mid June cows and calves have begun to form "nursing

bands" that continue to grow in size until practically all the females
and their young are gathered into a few large calving herd aggregations
and some small peripheral groups.

This formation is completed towards

the end of June or in early July (Davis, 1978; Le Resche, 1975;
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Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976; Whitten and Cameron, 1980).

During this

period the animals are usually moving eastward but often head northward
and even westward as well as towards the coast (LGL Ltd. 1983, Roseneau
et

~.,

1974).

Meanwhil e the bull segments that have been movi ng westward and/or
northward encounter and amalgamate with the calving herd aggregations
in early to mid July to form massive post-calving aggregations, some of
whi ch are very compact whi 1e others may be 1ess densely organi zed
(Whitten and Cameron, 1980; Calef, 1982).

Animals that are not

involved in the post-calving aggregations near the coast are most often
distributed along the coastal plain or in the foothills of the Arctic
Slope (Whitten and Cameron, 1980).

In some years the post-calving

aggregations do not completely form (Bente and Roseneau, 1978) but
remain as scattered bands over a broad area (Yukon Wil dl i fe Branch
1981d).

Such

variations

are

possibly

related

to

reduced

fly

harrassment associ ated wi th ; ncl ement weather (Yukon Wi 1 dl i fe Branch
1981d).

During the remainder of July the post-calving aggregations tend to move
southeastward or southwestward toward the Yukon si de of the border,
often reaching points anywhere from the upper Firth River to the N.W.T.

!l., 1975; Surrendi and De Bock, 1976;
Jakimchuk et !l., 1974; Roseneau et !l., 1974; Yukon Wildlife Branch,
border by late July (Roseneau et

1983c) (Fig. 5).

b)

August dispersal
In late July and throughout much of August, the large aggregations
progressively dissociate into smaller bands, most of which usually
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travel quite rapidly into Alaska while the rest disperse in northern
Yukon (Roseneau et

~.,

Bock,1976; Ealey, 1979).

1975; Roseneau et

~.,

1974; Surrendi and De

In the past 12 years the only exception has

been in 1975 when the majority remained in western Yukon (Thompson
1979).

By about the third week of August much of the herd is usually

in Alaska and some of it may already be returning to Yukon (Roseneau et
~.,

1975; Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

Those which had remained in

Yukon could be scattered in the British and Barn Mountains, the
northern Richardson Mountains and probably the periphery of Old Crow
Flats (Jakimchuk et

~.,

1974; Roseneau et

22..,

1975; Ealey, 1979).

Although many or most caribou often return to Yukon in late August and
early September, in some years substantial numbers remain on the Alaska
side of the border and also above the continental divide in Alaska
(Rosenau et

22..,

1974).

As with the other phases of the Porcupine herd's distribution, a very
basic pattern exists upon which annual variations are superimposed.
The general

sequence

of

movements

can

be

best

summarized

chronologically except for the least likely events which are mentioned
last as follows:

a)

Around mid to late June the calving herd aggregates on or near the
Alaskan and/or Yukon arctic coast.

b)

During the latter part of the calving period and onward into mid to
1ate June the bull groups tend to coa 1esce and move towards the

calving herd aggregations.
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c)

Around late June to early July the bull herds eventually encounter
and mix in with the calving herd aggregations to form large and
sometimes massive post-calving aggregations with the

remaining

caribou scattered about the coastal plain and the foothills.

d)

During the remainder of July the post-calving aggregations in
Alaska usually move southeastward into Yukon while the aggregations
already in Yukon may move south or southwestwards.

e)

Towards the end of July and duri ng the fi rst half of August the
large aggregations split into smaller bands, most of which travel
westwards into Alaska while the rest disperse in northeastern
Yukon.

f)

By late August a return to Yukon is underway while the Yukon
contingent remains dispersed.

g)

Caribou which did not leave Alaska become scattered in groups about
the North Slope of the Brooks range.

h)

5.

Sometimes large post-calving aggregations do not completely form.

Fall Migration
As with the spring migration, the fall migration is a complex of movements
that vary in timing, direction and duration, not only among years but among
di fferent herd segments in the same year.

Most authors consi der the

eastward return of caribou from Alaska to Yukon in late August to early
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September as part of the fall migration.

At that time caribou may also be

dispersed in northern Yukon and along the north slope of Alaska (Roseneau
et

~.,

1975; Jakimchuk et

~.,

1974; Roseneau et

~.,

1974b).

Thereafter, the initiation, rapidity and progress of the fall migration is
strongly influenced by weather patterns in northern Yukon (Surrendi and De
Bock, 1976; Thompson, 1979; Ealey, 1980).

As long as the fall weather

remains clement, caribou tend to move leisurely, either towards Yukon from
Alaska or, having reached there, southward in a widely dispersed pattern
(Thompson 1979).

Presumab 1y other herd segments in northern and coastal

Yukon and Alaska also move at a comparatively slow pace in many directions.
A marked change in these types of movements usua lly occurs shortly after
rapid temperature declines and substantial
anyti me in September (Thompson 1979).

snowfalls which can occur

Subsequent movements are generally

rapid and more or less uniformly southward from wherever the caribou happen
to be located when the weather condi ti ons deteri orated (Thompson 1979).
However,

if

the

weather

improves

aga; n

(tempera tures

ri se,

low

precipitation), the migration may slow down, or halt or reverse (Jakimchik
et

~.,

1974; Ealey, 1980).

At such times caribou may begin to drift

northward sometimes recrossing the Porcupine River or the Dempster Highway
unti 1 renewed snowfall s and temperature decl i nes produce a resumpti on of
the southward migrations sometime in October (Jakimchuk et
Ealey, 1980; Yukon Wildlife Branch ,1983d).

~.,

1974;

Occasionally however, weather

improvements do not affect the southward migration which maintains its
ori entati on and strength despi te ame1 i orati ng condi ti ons (Yukon Wi 1d1 i fe
Branch 1980g).
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The t i mi ng and progres s of the fa 11 mi gra t i on may vary annua 11 y to the
extent that caribou may reach a particular region in the southern extremity
of their winter range (i.e. the lower Tatonduk River) anytime between late
September and early November (or of course not at all), (Yukon Wi 1dl i fe
Branch 1983d, Roseneau and Curatolo 1976).

Similarly, caribou may be

crossing the Porcupine River throughout September and even up to mid
October (Thompson and Roseneau 1979) and peak crossings can occur anytime
between September 1 and October 4 (Ealey 1980).

The fall migration is

considered to have ended when steady movements have ceased and the
mi gratory bands begi n to di sperse on the wi nter range.

Such events have

often been recorded between late October and late November (Thompson 1979,
Russell and Martell

1980, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1983d) but sometimes

mi gratory type movements can persi st into December (Whi tten and Cameron
1982) •

An except i ona 1 fall mi gra t i on occurred ; n 1981 when ca ri bou cros sed the
Yukon Ri ver in the vi ci ni ty of Eagl e, Alaska.

Such movements had not

occurred si nce the 1950 s when presumably the Porcupi ne herd performed
I

similar manoeuvers which at the time were confused with those of then large
40-Mi1e herd (Whitten and Cameron 1982).

Documented fa 11 mi grati on routes are if anythi ng more di verse than the
spring ones, primarily because snow conditions are seldom a limiting factor
(Thompson 1979).

Still the fall routes can be generally grouped into the

spring corridors (Fig. 6) which are described in reverse as follows:

a)

Old Crow Route:
Originating primarily in the British and Barn Mountains, the paths of
thi s corri dor cross the Porcupi ne Ri ver innumerous 1ocati ons but
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principally between Bell River and Lard Creek and also west of Old Crow
(Thompson 1979).

Beyond the Porcupi ne Ri ver the broad corri dor 1eads

south generally within the Keele Range and mostly west of Eagle Plains.
Upon reachi ng the Ogi 1vi e Mountai ns, routes ei ther conti nue south to
the Tatonduk regi on wi nter range or branch westward towards the same
area.

Other routes diverge eastward to winter ranges in the Hart and

Blackstone winter ranges.

b}

Richardson Route:
The major Richardson Route penetrates the Richardson Mountains north of
McDougall Pass and extends south along the long axis of this mountain
chain to the Peel River while minor routes reach the Peel River by
crossing the Bell, Rock or Eagle Rivers and travelling along the
western flanks of the Richardsons (Thompson 1979).

The majority of

cari bou appear to cross the Peel Ri ver between the Bonnet Pl ume and
Wind rivers but crossings may occur as far west as north of Hungry Lake
(Thompson 1979).

After crossing the Peel

River migration routes

proceed to winter ranges in the Swake, Hart, Blackstone, Bonnet Plume
and Wind River draninages (Thompson 1979).

c)

Western Route:
Originally identifed as a distinct Spring Migration Route (Surrendi and
De Bock 1976), this corridor has always been included as an extreme
western component of the Old Crow Route.

It has however, appeared as a

principal route in the 1974, 1977 and 1981 fall migrations (Roseneau et
~.

1975, Bente and Roseneau 1978, Yukon Wi 1dl i fe Branch 1983d) and

should perhaps receive separate recognition on those accounts.

The
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route essentially parallels the Alaska - Yukon border from the Upper
Salmon Fork River to the Tatonduk River.

Caribou using this route have

reached winter ranges as far east as the Hart River (Bente and Roseneau
1978) and as far west as Delta Junction and Central Alaska (Whitten and
Cameron, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983d).

d)

Chandalar Route:
This route consists of a major component that extends westward from Old
Crow Flats across the Alaska-Yukon border to the Chandalar River
drainage (Fig. 6) essentially covering the same territory involved in
the August di spersa 1 movements.

The mi nor component compri ses tra i 1s

through passes in the Brooks Range that are used by caribou migrating
southward from the Arctic Slope.

These caribou are usually the

IIresiduals" (Roseneau and Stearn, 1974a) that did not join the large
post-calving aggregations nor participate in the basic summer movements
of the majority of the herd.

A noteworthy variation of the Chandalar Route occurred in 1972 when
many fall migrants crossed the Porcupine River in Yukon but shortly
thereafter swung northwestward,

recrossing the Porcupine River in

Alaska and merging with the Chandalar Route in the Coleen River region
(~lcCourt

et

!!.., 1974).

It must be emphasized that the preceding corridor descriptions are
gross simplifications of an extremely complex process.

t~ot

only do

migration trails vary considerably within the corridors but additional
albeit minor trails exist between them - particularly the Old Crow and
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Richardson routes.

Also caribou may begin the migration in one

corridor but later switch to another (Jakimchuk, 1974; Ealey, 1980).
Thus it is not possible to state unequivocally that the late summer
distribution of the herd will
majority will take.

indicate which migration routes the

The migration corridors and their constituent

routes are best perceived as a complex road map in which turns may be
made at any junction but in which certain combinations are used more
frequently than others-

An additional feature of the fall migrations

that should be kept in mind is that all caribou seldom if ever follow
the enti re routes descri bed but may wi nter at i ntermedi ate 1ocat ions
such that the winter distribution most often consists of a number of
disjunctive winter ranges located at various pOints along the routes.
Judging from winter distribution records, some caribou may not migrate
at all but remain from one summer to the next and perhaps for a few
consecutive years on the North Slope or north of the Porcupine River in
Yukon.

In view of the preceding considerations, a summary of the basic fall
migration pattern for the Porcupine Herd should contain the following
highly generalized elements:

a)

Each fall most caribou move southward from late summer locations.

b)

In all but one year in the past 12, caribou have moved eastward from
Alaska into Yukon prior to turning south.

c)

The fall migration often begins in late August to early September with
the beginning of the eastward return from Alaska to Yukon.
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d}

The fall migration is eventually accelerated by inclement weather
(temperature declines, substantial snowfalls), occurring sometime in
September, which often produces a southward movement in Yukon segments
that have not already turned south.

e}

Subsequent improvements in weather conditions sometimes slow, halt or
reverse the Yukon migrations but not always.

f}

The fall migration may end anytime between late October and early
December.

In the same year it may al so end at different times for

different herd segments.
g)

Each fall migration pattern is unique.
routes are utilized each year,
recorded as well.

Although parts of many known

new routes are continually being
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POPULATION RANGE
The range of the Porcupi ne cari bou herd incorporates all accura te records of
its occurrence.

With respect to delineation, pertinent data is restricted to

the past 13 years since prior accounts cannot be reliably distinguished from
those of adjacent mi gratory herds and resi dent herds of mountai n cari bou.
However, historical records dating from the early 1800's to the early 1960's
indicate that caribou have at times wintered in all the regions presently
util i zed by the Porcupi ne Herd (Thompson and Roseneau, 1978).

Two noteworthy

historical locations are Herschel Island (Franklin, 1828, cited by Surrendi and
De Bock, 1976), where caribou have not been reported in the past 13 years and
the MacKenzie Delta (Simpson, 1843, and Pullen, 1850, cited by Surrendi and De
Bock, 1976), where few Porcupine caribou have recently been observed and then
only

at

the

extreme

western

perimeter

(Thompson,

1979).

Additional

confirmation of long term use of present summer and fall migration routes
ex; sts ; n the remnant of Kutch; ncar; bou fences in northeastern Alaska and
northern Yukon which date to the late 1800's (Warbe1ow et

~.,

1975).

Traditional crossing points on the Porcupine River near the Old Crow River are
believed to be at least 30,000 years old and archaeological evidence indicates
that natives have killed caribou at such points and others along the Porcupine
River for centuries (Irving and Harrington, 1973; Morlan, 1973).

The documented range of the Porcupine Herd, based on distribution studies since
1970, covers virtually the entire Yukon Territory north of Dawson,
bordering sections of the

N.W.T.

particularly west of Aklavik and

some
Ft.

MacPherson and a substantial portion of northeastern Alaska from the Arctic
Coast almost to the Alaska Highway (Fig. 7).
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Most of this vast area has been used regularly or intermittently in the past 13
years with the exceptions of the extreme southeastern portion in the N.W.T.
which was reached twice (1971-72, 1976-77) and the extreme southwestern portion
west of Fairbanks which was occupied only once (1981-82),
Roseneau

1978;

Whitten and Cameron,

1982).

Prolonged

Thompson and

range

abandonment have so far not been detected within this region.

shifts or
The 1981-82

southwestern winter distribution may be either a range extension or merely a
reoccupation after a 40+ year absence (Whitten and Cameron, 1982).

The range of the Porcupine Herd overlaps with those of the Central Arctic Herd
and the 40-Mile Herd north and south of the Yukon River respectively (Fig. 6),
(Roseneau and Stern, 1974; Whitten and Cameron, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1983a).

Elsewhere, the Porcupine range is distinct from other migratory

barren-ground herds, however, it does cover the terri tori es of some mounta in
caribou herds such as the Hart River herd (Farnell, 1984).

Since reliable distribution records span such a short period in the history of
the herd, the boundary delineations merely signify the general range of the
herd, which likely includes most but not all of the traditional range - an area
that will never be completely known but which may become better identified as
distribution data accumulates and is judged in relation to historical and
archaeological information.
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REPRODUCTION
The rutting period coincides with the fall migration but apparently has little
or no i nfl uence on the timi ng or progress of such movements.
behaviour

among

Porcupine

bulls

usually

begins

around

Prerutti ng

mid-September

and

continues to increase in intensity to mid-October (Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1980g; Russell and Martell, 1980; Calef, 1981).

Rutting activity peaks about

the middle to third week of October and matings occur (Russell and Martell,
1980; Calef, 1981) in those couple of weeks (Calef, 1974; Bergerud, 1978).
Bull cari bou are polygamous and the domi nant ones mate wi th the recepti ve
females in their band (Banfield, 1974).

Cows can have several estrus cycles

until mating occurs (Skoog, 1968; Bergerud, 1978).

Age specific pregnancy

rates of the Porcupi ne Herd have never been determi ned however,

in other

popul ati ons most fema 1es do not mature unti 1 between the ages of 29 and 41
months, although a small proportion may bear young as yearlings (Bergerud,
1978).

For the Porcupine Herd it has been assumed that the pregnancy rate is

86% for 2+ year 01 d females (Hoffman, 1975).

The rut wanes rapi dly in early

November and the 1arger bull s begi n to shed thei r antl ers shortly thereafter
(Calef, 1981).

Although the chronology of the rut varies among barren-ground

herds (Bergerud, 1978), the preceding sequence described for the Porcupine Herd
closely approximates the average of others in North America (Banfiel d, 1974;
Ke 1sa 11, 1968).,

The gestati on peri od for cari bou hs been vari ously gi ven as about 227 - 229
days (Bergerud, 1978) and 210 days (U.S. Dept. of Interior and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1982.

In the Porcupine Herd, calving may begin as early as

May 22, but more often commences about the 27th of that month (Table 1).

In

all recorded years, the peak of calving has occurred between June 4-8 except in
1980 when several peaks were recorded between June 2-13 for different parts of
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Documented calving periods of the Porcupine Herd 1971 - 1981

Table 1

Start

Year

Peak

End

Reference

1971

June 2

June 8

June 17-19

Roseneau &Curatolo, 1976

1972**

May 28-27

June 5-7

June 13

Roseneau &Curatolo, 1976

1973*

May 27

June 7

June 15

Doll et!l.., 1974

1974**

May 27-31

June 6-8

June 14-19

Roseneau &Curatolo, 1976

June 4-5

June 14-15

Roseneau &Curatolo, 1976

1975
1980

***

June 2-13

Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980f

1981

May 22

June 4

Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1981c

*1973

June 3

June 12

**1972- 28 = Yukon 197427

= Alaska

June 18
27
37

Surrendi and De Bock 1976

= Yukon
= Alaska

***Suggested possible progression of peaks from west to east on calving
grounds.
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the calving ground (Table 1).
third week of June.

Calving is essentially completed by about the

Normally a single calf is born to each female although

twinning has been reported but is believed to be rare (Banfield, 1974; Kelsall,
1968; Bergerud, 1978).

Caribou calves are extremely precocious, being able to

stand and suckle within a few hours of birth (Banfield, 1974; Kelsall, 1968)
and to graze within their first day or so (Kelsall, 1968).

Weaning probably is

completed for most calves by early September, although instances of suckling
extending into winter have been recorded (Kelsall, 1968; Banfield, 1974).

Such

observations pertain to barren-ground herds of the N.W.T., but a similar
development sequence is likely for Porcupine caribou calves as well.

Further considerations of reproduction such as productivity, sex ratios, etc.
are discussed in the following section.
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MORTALITY
Prior to European contact, all mortality factors affecting the Porcupine Herd
could have been classed as natural.

Now, however, it is necessary to separate

natural mortality factors from those involving human activities none of which
any longer bear a purely survival

relationship

to caribou.

These

two

categories are discussed separately as follows.

Natural Mortality
1.

Predation
Porcupine caribou share their range with predators common to most caribou
herds.

This aspect of mortality, however, has seldom been seriously

investigated and existing data

is mostly

incidental

observations of

predators and occasionally predation recorded during other studies.

a)

Wolf
The wol f popul ati on of the Porcupi ne range has never been properly
assessed.

In 499 hours of surveying the Yukon portion of the Porcupine

range in 1971, 159 wolves were observed in 69 sightings - the largest
pack containing 14 members (Jakimchuk et

1974).

~.,

Of 133 wolf kills

exami ned at that time, 131 were cari bou and two were moose.

Wol f

predation on caribou was observed throughout the study period, and it
appeared that wolves not
(Jakimchuk et

involved with

denning

followed

caribou

!l., 1974). A subjective estimate of the northern Yukon

population was 300-400 wolves between the Peel River drainage route and
the Beaufort Sea (Jakimchuk, et

!!.., 1974).

A total of 154 wol f

sightings were made during 1972 and 1973 caribou surveys, and like
those of 1971 their distribution was quite broad and "sporadic"
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throughout northern Yukon

(0011

et

21..,

1974b).

Wol ves were often

associated with caribou; of the 154 sightings 31 were either at caribou
kills or of wolves hunting caribou, while in 1972 of the 122 sightings
that year only two were at moose kills (Doll et

~.,

1974b).

Wolves

were reported to be numerous in the Richardson Range in the winters of
1972/73 at 1974/75 and to kill calves and old bulls most frequently in
a diet that consisted exclusively of caribou (Hoffman, 1975).

In March 1980, nine wolves were observed in the Keele Range and one was
si ghted on the Ogi 1vi e Pl ai ns.

Si nce wol ves were not si ghted duri ng

many hours of winter range surveys,

it was suggested that wolf

popul ati ons were concentrated in the Keel e Range and Porcupi ne Ri ver
area but do not follow the caribou south into the winter ranges (Yukon
Wildlife Branch, 198 b).

Active wolf dens have been recorded in the mountainous terrain of the
Hulahu1a, Canning and Kongakut drainages, however, none have so far
been found on the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(U.S. Dept. of Interior and U.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982).
Thi s has been attri buted partly to the preference by wol ves for the
foothi 11 s of the Arcti c Slope and the mounta ins of the Brooks Range
where prey such as Dall sheep and moose reside (U.S. Dept. of Interior
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982).

Furthermore when caribou

are abundant on the coastal plain (May and June), most wolves are
probably confined to these mountains where denning activities restrict
their hunting radius at about 32 km (U.S. Dept. of Interior and u.s.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982).

Aerial hunting up to the early
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1970's and some continued aerial poaching have received credit for the
existence of low wolf numbers on the Alaskan Arctic Slope (Roseneau and
Curatolo, 1976).

In Yukon no wolf dens have so far been reported

within the calving grounds (D. Russell and R. Farnell, pers. comm.).

Despite numerous aerial surveys of the calving grounds since 1971, the
number of wolf sightings each year has always been very low (Table 2).

In view of the conflicting evidence concerning wolf numbers on the
Porcupi ne wi nter ranges, it is di ffi cul t to estab 1 i sh the potenti a1
significance of wolf predation on the herd.

Certainly the level of

predation must be lower than for adjacent N.W.T. herds, where wolves
are commonly sighted during winter range surveys; on the other hand it
is unlikely that wolf predation

is

insignificant as a mortality

factor.

b)

Gri zzly Bear
Gri zzly bears are by contrast qui te common on the Porcupi ne ca 1vi ng
grounds (Table 2) and at times appear to be gathered where calving
activity is most concentrated (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1979b).

Of 25

bear observations made on the calving grounds in 1975, two single bears
were at fresh caribou kills and two other attempts by bears to kill
caribou were observed (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

In 1974, four out

of ni ne observati ons made on the calvi ng grounds i nvo 1ved bears at
caribou kills (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

Of 45 sightings on the

calving ground in 1979, two lone grizzlies were observed chasing
caribou and three lone grizzlies were at kills two of which were
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calves (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1979b).

On two occasi ons in 1981,

grizzlies were observed feeding on calf carcasses on the calving
grounds and one sow was seen chasing caribou (Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1981c).

In 1982 only one instance of grizzly predation was noted in a

calf mortality study on the calving grounds (Mauer et

!l., 1983), but

on six other occasions grizzlies were observed at caribou kills in a
separate study which captured 50 bears on the coastal plains and
adjacent foothills of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in 1982
(Garner and Reynolds, 1983).

Of 93

sightings

in 1971

throughout northern

Yukon,

52

involved

grizzlies associated with caribou either as kills or in proximity to
live animals (Jakimchuk et

!l., 1974).

Between March and November

1973, 144 grizzly bears were observed in northern Yukon, apparently
somewhat segregated in distribution according to family units and
solitary animals (0011 et

!l.t 1974b). An apparent southward shift in

distribution away from the coast in September was also noted (Doll et

!l., 1974b). Recorded denning sites in Yukon are all well south of the
coast (Jakimchuk et !l., 1974). It has been suggested that as calving
and post-calving progresses, large mammalian predators become more
numerous as individuals are attracted to these concentrations, however,
it has a1 so been noted that in northeastern Alaska, at least, both
wol ves and gi rzzl i es are rel ati vely scarce north of the Brooks Range
(Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

Of 38 den locations made in 1982 in the

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, only one was on the coastal plain and
the remainder were in the foothills and mountains of the Brooks Range
(Garner and Reynolds, 1983).
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c)

Golden Eagle
Between 1972 and 1975 reports of Golden Eagle numbers and calf
predation

on

the

calving

grounds

particularly

the

non-nesting

predator on

the

calving

Curatolo, 1976).

and

indicated

sub-adults,
post-calving

was

that
the

grounds

this
most

species,
important

(Roseneau

and

The sub-adults being neither confined to nesting

territories nor involved in the reproductive cycle, are highly mobile
and the majority appear to maintain almost constant contact with the
calving and post-calving herds (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

In a

1982 study of calf mortality, Golden Eagles were involved in 50% of the
total mortality either as the probable predator or a predator/scavenger
(Garner and Reynolds, 1983).

From the preceding information it is not possible to determine the relative
importance of these three species as predators of the caribou herd nor can
the relative contribution of predation to overall mortality of the herd be
determined.

While in order of importance the major calving ground

predators are eagles, grizzlies and wolves respectively, neither eagles nor
grizzlies are likely to be very significant predators of adult caribou
whereas wol ves are.

The apparent scarci ty of wol ves on the major wi nter

ranges in recent years suggests that wolf predation is probably low during
the wi nter season, however, the amount of predati on in thi s season or
spring and fall cannot, at this time, even be estimated.

Still, in

comparison to many other North American herds, wolf predation seems to be
quite low, while eagle predation (pactically unheard of in the N.W.T.) is
quite high.
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2.

Acci dents
Porcupine caribou are prone to accidents throughout the year, but they may
sustain more injuries in certain periods such as during migrations and
post-calving movements.

A common cause of mortality is river crossings,

where animals are either drowned or injured.

In the 1971 spring migration,

28 caribou were killed while trying to cross the Porcupine River which was

carryi ng movi ng ice pans whi ch, when too many trapped ani ma 1 s tri ed to
climb onto, overturned causing death by crushing and drowning (Jakimchuk et

!l.,

1974).

In 1975 a cow with a ruptured abdominal cavity was found near

the Kongakut River bank from which it was inferred that the animal had
impaled itself on a rock or limb while crossing (Roseneau and Curatolo,
1976).

In 1982 a collared calf apparently died by drowning,

while

attempting to cross the Firth River with a nursery band on June 30 (Mauer
et

!l.,

1983).

Another likely source of injury and sometimes eventual mortality is running
from predators or from insect harrassment.

Post-calving aggregations in

particular seem prone to such accidents perhaps partially because insect
harrassment peaks at thi s peri od and parti ally because the aggregati ons
appear susceptible to panic stampeding (Roseneau and

Curatolo, 1976).

These aggregations also at times move extensively and rapidly crossing many
rivers in a relatively short interval (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

In

July 1972, of 32,784 caribou which had been moving rapidly across the
coastal plain for some time and reacting violently as well

to insect

harrassment,

the

limping

individuals

were

conspicuous

among

last

1,000-2,000 animal s to pass, and an estimated 200 or so were seriously

injured and seemed unl ikely to travel much farther (Roseneau and Stearn,
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1974).

Such

post-calving

movements

have

also

been

credited

contributing significantly to calf mortality (Calef and Lortie, 1973).

with
Not

only would calves be exhausted by hard travelling at such an early age and
thus vulnerable to accidents and predation, but other factors such as calf
abandonment wou1 d 1ikely be increased by numerous ri ver crossi ngs and
erratic stampeding.

3.

Sickness, Disease and Parasitism
Information concerning diseases and parasitism of adult Porcupine caribou
is very limited.

The only noteworthy disease which has so far received

comment is "1 umpy jaw", a deform; ty cau sed by
Calves may die from exposure or starvation during their first few weeks of
1i fe (Mauer et

!l.., 1983).

Starvati on usua lly resul ts from abandonment

which may have a number of causes such as predator disturbance, neglect by
inexperienced young females and physiological disorders such as mastitis
that interfere with suckling (Mauer et

!l.., 1976), as well as other factors

such as cow mortality or accidental
crossings.

separation, especially at water

In 1982, one radio-collared calf died of exposure following

high winds (x=42.6 kph) and "mild temperatures"

(x=3.8 0 C),

(Mauer et

!l.., 1983).
4.

Neonatal Mortality
Since calf mortality has been discussed in the previous three sections, it
is only necessary to state that as an age class, calves have the highest
mortality rate owing to their vulnerability to predation, accidents,
exposure and starvation.

That the Porcupine caribou population

has

remai ned rel ati vely stabl e over the past decade despi te apparently low
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hunting and predation pressures, may signify that neonatal mortality rates
in this herd are exceptionally high.

A further discussion of mortality

rates in relation to population dynamics is presented in the following
section.

Human Related Mortality

1.

Hunting
Humans have apparently hunted caribou on the Porcupine Range for at least
27,000 years (Irving and Harrington, 1973) employing, no doubt, the typical
strategies of ambush, spearing at water crossings etc., but also erecting
long driftwood fences and corrals such as those used by the Kutchin tribes
(Warbelow et

!l., 1975).

Aboriginal dependence upon Porcupine caribou

likely fluctuated with the availability of other food sources such as fish,
muskoxen and marine mammals for the Inuit and fish, moose, Oall sheep and
woodl and cari bou for the i nl and Athapaskans.

At ti mes the fa; 1ure of

Porcupine caribou to arrive at a critical period resulted in starvation
among both Inuit and Athapaskan communities as recently as the early 1900's
(Stefansson, 1914).

The nature of the caribou harvest began to change si gni fi cantly wi th the
advent of the whalers in the early 1800's followed by the fur traders,
prospectors, trappers and mi ners.

At the hei ght of the arcti c wha 1 i ng

industry in the 1890's up to 5,000 caribou may have been taken annually for
provisioning (Calef, 1974).

Professional

meat hunting was a common

occupation in the period 1890-1910, and as late as the 1930's thousands of
caribou were used as dog food by trappers and miners (USFWS, 1980).

Other

factors ; nfl uenc; n9 the cari bou harvest were a shi ft from subsi stence
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lifestyles

to

a greater

dependence

on

imported

food

and

clothing,

centralization of human settlements, adoption of snowmachines in preference
to dog teams (USFWS, 1980), as well as the population status of native and
white groups plus of course the increasingly widespread use of rifles and
the availability of ammunition.

The influence of such factors, in conjunction with the variability of
caribou distribution, have determined the size of the caribou harvests over
the past century, but si nce none of the factors can be quanti fi ed, and
since some are synergistic while others are oppositional the net effect on
the harvest is difficult to judge for any given period.

For example,

although it has been suggested that the harvest peaked during the height of
the whaling era, and that "use by whites was practically non-existent by
the 1930's" (LeResche, 1975), another opinion is that hunting pressures
were also extreme in the 1930's (USFWS, 1980).

A similar analysis for the Bathurst Herd in the N.W.T. which was subjected
to most of the same factors concluded that the greatest hunting pressure in
the 20th century may have occurred between the two World Wars (1918-1945)
(Urquhart, 1981).

Harvest data for the Porcupine Herd was probably first recorded from 1932
to 1948, when Game Return forms were distributed to R.C.M.P. detachments in
the N.W.T. and Yukon, (Banfield and Jakimchuk, 1980).

Beginning in 1953,

hunters in the N.W.T. reported their harvest on their General Hunting
License, and analyses of these returns for the period 1964 to 1972 yielded
an average of 1,345 as a reported harvest from the settlements of Aklavik,
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Ft. MacPherson and Inuvik (Hoffman, 1975), (Table 3).

A separate analysis

of returns from Ak1 avi k and Ft. MacPherson pl us reports for 01 d Crow and
the Dempster Hi ghway produced an average annual harvest of 1,183 for the
same peri od (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).
fraught

with

errors

since

the

returns

Such ana lyses, however, are
are

incomplete,

individually

inaccurate in many cases and ignore a significant segment of the hunting
community altogether (Table 3).

Other harvest data for the Porcupine Herd

has been acquired mainly by hunter interviews and field observations.
Since 1976-77 hunters in Alaska have been required to submit a harvest
report to transport caribou south of the Yukon River (Davis, 1978).

These

reports, however, account for a very sma 11 portion of the total ha rves t
from Game Management uni ts 25 and 26c whi ch cover the Porcupi ne Range in
Alaska.

Otherwise, as in Canada, Alaskan harvest figures are based on a

combination of interview, observation and conjecture.

Such methods vary greatly in reliability, but the types of errors involved
tend to reduce harvest figures and thus the annual harvest totals (Table 3)
are minimal, and since most totals are
regions, the figures are further reduced.

incomplete due to unreported
It is also impossible to

meani ngfully compare harvests among years because the annual val ues in
addi ti on to thei r inherent errors, have been compi 1ed by a vari ety of
methods each with its own biases.

Also, no two sets of data represent all

the same settlements and regions.

Interpretations of harvest data are thus severely constrained by the data
quality and about all that can be determined with some confidence is that
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the annual harvests of the Porcupine Herd fluctuate between a low of around
a couple of thousand and a high in the neighbourhood of 5,000.

Not

withstanding these limitations, one version is that the total mortality of
the Porcupine population is 8,500 annually consisting of 3,000-5,000
animal s from hunting, and the remainder being made up by natural factors
(McCourt, 1980). This seems to imply that a} mortality is a constant, and
b) that natural mortality somehow compensates harvest fluctuations.

If

this is so, then it is a unique and highly fortuitous relationship.

Annual

harvests

vary considerably not only in

total,

but also for

parti cul ar communi ti es dependi ng upon the speci fi c mi grati on routes and
wi nter ranges chosen by the maj ori ty of the herd.

In pa rt i cul ar, the

communities in the N.W.T. on the eastern periphery of the range exhibit the
highest variability among annual harvests (USFWS, 1980), but others such as
those in the Chandalar winter range also experience years of extreme
scarcity and abundance (Le Resche, 1975; Whitten and Cameron, 1980; Whitten
and Cameron, 1982).

In general, however, more caribou are harvested

annually in Canada than in the U.S. perhaps within the suggested range of
50+% to 75% (USFWS, 1980) but probably by more than that, such as in 1980
when the reported Canadian harvest was 83% of the reported total which did
not include the N.W.T. component {Table 3}.

To properly assess the significance of hunting as a mortaity factor, the
effect of crippling loss must also be considered.
shootingll

and poor marksmanship exist in

Accounts of "flock

hunting accounts

from

the

Porcupine Herd from which a crippling loss of 10% was suggested {Hoffman,
1975}.

Another suggestion

put the crippling loss as

high as 33%
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(Jakimchuk et

!.!..,

1974).

A popular figure employed arbitrarily in many

such harvest analyses for other herds is 25% which if applied to the
Porcupine caribou harvest would increase the approximate range of the
annual caribou kill to between about 2,500 and around 6,000+.

2.

Non Hunting Factors
Apart from hunting, other human activities may directly or indirectly be
involved in caribou mortalities.

An obvious danger is from traffic on the

Dempster Highway, and although few road kills have so far occurred (D.
Russell, pers. comm.), increased traffic levels might eventually result in
significant mortality levels.

On some cari bou ranges, such as that of the Tuk toyak tuk Rei ndeer Herd,
animal s occasionally become entangled in blasting wire and die from such
injuries (A. Martell, pers. comm.).

Caribou are vulnerable to harrassment either by snowmachines

(Hoffman,

1975) or aircraft (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976) which stress animals and
could conceivably contribute to mortality at certain times of the year.

So far none of the preceding possibilities

constitute significant mortality

for the Porcupine Herd, a few basic conclusions are possible from existing
data.
a)

These are summarized as follows:

In order of significance, the major caribou predators on the Porcupine
calving grounds are golden eagles, grizzly bears and wolves respectively.

b)

In order of s; gni fi cance the major car; bou predators on the rest of the
Porcupine range probably are wolves, grizzly bears and golden eagles.
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c)

In recent years wolf predation has apparently been quite low.

d}

Accidents contribute to mortality in the Porcupine population chiefly
through mishaps at river crossings, but also from injuries sustained in
stampedes either from predators or insect harrassment.

e)

Some caribou succumb to starvation and exposure and probably also disease,
although the latter has never been documented as a mortality factor.

f)

Neonatal mortality results from a variety of factors including predation,
starvation, exposure and accident.

g}

Porcupine caribou have been hunted by humans for millenium.

h)

European contact and succeedi ng stages of human hi story on the Porcupi ne
range drastically altered hunting methods and harvest levels of Porcupine
caribou.

i)

Peak harvest periods may have occurred in the late 1800's and perhaps again
around the 1930's.

j)

Harvest data for the Porcupine Herd are generally incomplete and inaccurate
to the extent that 1i ttl e substanti ve i nformati on can be obtai ned from
them.

k)

Annual

harvests

fluctuate

considerably

for most

communities

on

the

Porcupine range, primarily due to the variability in migration routes and
winter ranges selected by the herd.
1)

Total animal harvests probably fluctuate between around 2,000 animals and
around 5,000.

m)

The total mortality resulting from hunting is substantially higher than the
actual harvest due to crippling losses which may account for an additional
10-33% of the actual harvest.

n)

Generally more caribou are harvested annually in Canada than in the U.S.,
with the Canadian portion sometimes exceeding 80% of the reported total.
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0)

So far human activities other than hunting have caused negligible mortality
in the Porcupine population, but some of these could become significant if
the levels of activity (i.e. traffic) were substantially increased.
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POPULATION DYNAMICS
The Porcupine Herd is a population of interbreeding caribou that is continually
(but not constantly) losing individuals throughout the year (mortality), and
once each year recei ves a quanti ty of new members (producti vi ty) .

These two

contendi ng functi ons produce a dynami c that determi nes the cha racteri st i c s of
the Porcupine population such as its size and composition.

Information

concerni ng vari ous aspects of the Porcupi ne popul ati on dynami cs are di scussed
under the following topics!

Composition
The discussion in this and the following subsection are based upon composition
data obtained from the Porcupine Herd at various seasons.

Typically these data

are acquired by trained observers using spotting scopes and
counters.

hand tally

The observers are moved by aircraft to various locations in order to

obtain a reliable sample distribution.

Occasionally caribou are classified by

helicopter or from aerial photographs.

Since the composition of the Porcupine Herd is never homogeneous,

it is

imperative that the total sample size be around 10% of the entire population or
in the range of about 10,000 animal s, and that thi s total be composed of
several well dispersed samples.

Applying these criteria to the data summarized

in Table 4, it is apparent that some of the estimates are of doubtful
reliability due to inadequate sample sizes.

In addition all of the July

samples are taken from the post-calving aggregrations, and therefore it does
not represent the enti re popul ati on si nce bull and yearl i ng components are
highly variable at that time.

Thus the only value of the July data is the

calf:cow ratio since it is likely that all but a few cows are comprised in the
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aggregat ions.

Even then, however, errors may ari se such as in 1977 when the

calf:cow ratio in July was 19% smaller than the October - November figure.
This was attributed to calves being missed in oblique photographs (DanIs,
1978) .

Productivity and Survival
The productivity of the Porcupine population is the number of calves born in
June each year.
per 100 cows.

The best measure of the calf crop is the proportion of calves
Ideally this calf:cow ratio should be obtained immediately after

calving, but this is not possible since the calving herd is still widely
di spersed and cannot be sampl ed accurately.

A1so a si gni fi cant number of

non-breeding cows may not have reached the calving grounds and thus cannot be
accounted for.

Consequently cal f:cow ratios are determined from early to

mid-July post-calving aggregations, but as such represent only the proportion
of calves that have survived the first 2-4 weeks of life.

These ratios vary

annually within the range of 47 to 66 calves:100 cows (Table 4) for reliable
samples.

If about 87% of the females are pregnant each year as they were in

1974 (Hoffman, 1975), then about 54% to 76% of the calves survive until
mi d-July.

Calves continue to die throughout the summer and fall.

The 1980 composition

counts indicate that about 82% of the early July calf population survived to
mid-October (Table 4).

If the 1972 October ratio is accurate, then only 66% of

the calves survived that year between July and October (Table 4).
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Recruitment
Since the mortality rate of calves is so high, their contribution to the
population cannot be gauged until the following spring at the earliest - after
the winter has taken its toll.

Spring segregations are rarely attempted for

the Porcupi ne Herd, because of the extreme di ffi cul ty of obtai ni ng rel i ab 1e
samples.

For example, the March 1980 calf:cow ratio of 55:100 was higher than

the July 1979 ratio fo 54:100 indicating that the March data is inaccurate.

The July composition counts are also unreliable due to the previously mentioned
variability of bull

and yearling mixing in the post-calving aggregations

(Whi tten and Cameron, 1980).

The only remai ni ng data therefore are the fall

composition counts which range between 8% and 12% of the herd (Table 4) and
actually represent 15 months old animals or "l ong yearlings".

Unfortunately,

only the 1977 figure of 12% can be used, since the 1972 sample size is too
small and the 1980 sample was incomplete for yearling segregations (Yukon
Wildlife Branch, 1980g).

Thus the recruitment rate for the Porcupine Herd can

be consi dered to be in the nei ghbourhood of 12%, but must fl uctuate somewhat
accordi ng to the previ ous years

I

ca 1f crop and its mortal i ty rate over the

succeeding 15 months.

The documented recruitment rate of 12% for the Porcupine Herd is somewhat lower
than average spri ng recrui tment rates of 15-16% reported for Canadi an Arcti c
caribou populations (Kelsall, 1968) and similar figures for the Western Arctic
Herd in Alaska (Lent, 1966).

This may indicate higher calf mortality rates for

the Porcupine Herd than for the other herds mentioned and may be related to the
levels of golden eagle and grizzly predation on the calving grounds as well as
si gni fi cant calf losses duri ng the peri od of rapi d movement often undertaken
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by the post-calving aggregations.
typical.

On the other hand, the 12% figure may not be

A 15% estimate was obtained for short yearlings in March 1980 which,

if accurate, is within the range of the other herds.

Another recruitment parameter is the yearl ing to cow ratio which can only be
reliably taken from the fall segregations.

For the Porcupine Herd the only

reliable estimate is 31:100 for 1977 as the 1972 and 1980 samples are
unreliable.

Since the 1976 July calf:cow ratio was 59:100, then 53% of the

1976 July calves survived the following 14 months of life that year.

Mortality Rates

There is only one complete analysis of differential mortal ity rates for the
Porcupine caribou population (Martell and Russell, 1981).

This was based on

the age and sex of jaws from hunter kills on the Dempster Highway in the falls
of 1972, 1973, 1977 and the winter of 1973-74 harvest by Ft. MacPherson
residents.

When only the jaws of known sex were used, the mortality rate for

females greater than three years of age (3+ females) was 0.20, while for the 3+
males it was 0.41 (i.e. each year 20% of each 3+ females cohort and 41% of each
3+ male cohort die).
0.25.

For combined sexes over three years of age the rate was

The estimates for females and combined sexes are consistent with those

for other herds, where the same analytical method was employed.
mortality

rate

(0.41)

is

intermediate

between

the

lightly

The male

sport-hunted

Kaminuriak Herd (0.34), (Miller, 1974) and the heavily sport-hunted Nelchina
Herd(O.51), (Bos, 1973) where the same analytical method was employed (Martell
and Russell, 1981).
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When unsexed jaws were included in the data, the mortality rate for all age
classes was estimated to be .27, for 3+ animals the rate was 0.28, employing a
somewhat different analytical method than for the sex jaws data only.

In this

versi on the estimates are sl i ghtly hi gher than the Kami nuri ak Herd (0.24 and
0.24 respectively), Miller, 1974) and for Northern Canada (0.21 and 0.22),
(Banfield, 1955).

Us; ng census, recrui tment and hunti ng parameters for the Porcupi ne Herd, the
total mortality rate for the population was calculated to be 0.07 comprised of
hunting 0.03 and natural mortality 0.04.

The total rate (0.07) is extremely

low and likely inaccurate, since it depends on two parameters - yearling
recruitment and harvest levels that are not reliable for this population.

About all that can be concluded from the precedi!1g analyses is that the
Porcupine population does not exhibit drastically different mortality rates
from those of other herds when the same ana lyt i ca 1 methods are employed.

The

estimates therefore should be considered as indices of comparison with other
herds, but not as actual mortality rates for the Porcupine Herd alone.

Herd Structure
The sex and age composition of the Porcupine Herd is known from the segregation
counts conducted in various seasons (Table 4).

As mentioned previously in

subsection "Composition data", however, most of these data are inadmissable due
to the unreliability of the samples.

The best available data is contained in

the fa 11 segregati on of 1972, 1977 and 1980, but each of these is fl awed as
well.

However, it appears from these that in the fall, adult cows constitute

sl i ghtly 1ess than hal f of the herd and adul t bull s about a quarter of the
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herd with the remainder divided between calves and long yearlings.

As the year

progresses, the calf proportion in particular drops substantially with the
effect of elevating all the other proportions.

Thus, by spring the percentage

of adul t females and adul t mal es in the herd woul d be si gni fi cantly greater.
Also, it is likely that the proportion of adult bulls to adult cows will
vary throughout the year as each sex experiences greater or lesser mortality in
different seasons.

However, the total mortality rates for bulls and cows may

not vary much from year to year as the factors determi ni ng thei r mortal i ty
rates (weather, predation, hunting, etc.) might be fairly consistent.
bull

to

cow

ratio

at

any

given

season

should,

barring

Thus the

exceptional

circumstances, be similar each year.

Three of the four bull:cow ratios from fall segregations range between 58:100
and 78:100 (Table 4), the fourth ratio of 33:100 is likely biased (Bente and
Roseneau, 1978).

These fi gures concur wi th those for 1i ghtly hunted herds in

Alaska and Canada (Pegau and Hemming, 1972; Skoog, 1968; Kel sall, 1968),
whereas for heavily hunted herds the bull:cow ratios are much lower (Bergerud,
1971; Bos, 1974).

This effect of course only pertains to populations with bull

only hunting restrictions or no sex hunting restrictions in which latter case
there is usually some selection for bulls.

The age distribution of the Porcupine Herd based on hunter kill data from 1972
to 1977 indicated that 77% of the population is younger than six years old, but
that Porcupine caribou can reach the age of 13 years (Martell and Russell,
1981).
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Population Size
As wi th other cari bou herds, attempts to enumerate the Porcupi ne popul ati on
were made long before a re 1 i ab 1e method had been developed.

Thu s earl y

accounts of Porcupine caribou numbers (Table 5) incorporated unreliable data
wi th rampant specul ati ons bolstered by 1argel y unfounded convi ct ions.

These

opinions are not to be compared with those produced after 1971, when aerial
photographic techniques were adopted.

A fine example is the observation that,

based on 1972 spring migration counts, the Porcupine population was judged to
be 35,000 - 40,000, whereas 93,000 animals were counted in the 1972 July
post-calving aggregations.

Yet spring migration counts were the basis of the

1953 estimates (30,000 - Munro, 1953 - to 55,000 - Skoog, 1963a), apparently
corroborating a "drastic" decline in the late 1940's which was attributed to
migration to adjacent Alaskan and/or Canadian herds (Skoog, 1968).

Concurrent

declines were reported for Canadian herds (Banfield, 1954, 1980), but were
based on cumulative reports from northern resi dents and concei vably may have
ari sen from shi fts to rarely used and unpopul ated wi nter ranges that were
mi si nterpreted as popul ati on decreases rather than unusua 1 (but not uni que)
distribution changes (Urquhart, 1981).

It is possible, therefore, that data

from the 1940's for Alaskan herds were similarly misinterpreted and that the
Porcupine caribou population neither plunged in the 1940's nor rebounded in the
1950's to 110,000 in 19612; Skoog, 1963b, 1968).

The 1961 figure was based on

an entirely different technique which was the first to sample the calving
ground population and extrapolate it to a total herd census.

It stands,

therefore, as an unique value since this method has never been repeated for the
Porcupi ne Herd.

Subsequent estimates for 1963 and 1964 are pure specul ati on

based on the 1961 figure, the presumed 1962 recruitment and the presumed 1964
addition of 20,000 Forty-mile caribou (Skoog, 1963b, Lentfer, 1965).

In 1957
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and 1964, it was reported that many Forty-mi 1e cari bou mi grated northward in
the spring with the Porcupine Herd and were not known to have returned to their
own range (01 son, 1958; Skoog, 1964).

These accounts plus the proposed

emigration of Porcupine caribou to adjacent herds in the late 1940's (Skoog,
1968) are without foundation and should no longer be treated as factual.

Such

explanations were popular in that era of caribou biology (Kelsall, 1968), but
subsequent mark/recapture and monitorng studies indicate that herds essentially
maintain

their integrity

despite overlapping winter ranges

Cameron, 1982; Parker, 1972).

(Whitten

and

When Porcupine caribou occupied Forty-mile

winter range in the winter of 1981-82, marked Forty-mile caribou did not depart
with the Porcupine animals in the spring (Whitten and Cameron, 1982).

The two 1971 population estimates of 60,000 (Table 5) employed visual estimates
of wintering herds (Renewable Resources, 1972, cited by LeResche, 1975) and a
crude extrapolation of general photo samples from post-calving aggregations
(Calef and Lortie, 1972, cited by LeResche, 1975), neither of which methods can
be considered reliable as executed.

Since 1972 population estimates for the Porcupine Herd have employed aerial
photographs in a technique termed aerial photo direct count extrapolation
(APDCE), (Hemming, 1971; LeResche, 1975).

Basically this method attempts to

photograph all post-calving aggregations to determine the number of cows (C) in
the Porcupine population.

The proportion of cows in the herd (.xy) is also

calculated from the photos in conjunction with fall composition counts made by
ground crews.

These two fi gures are then combi ned (C/. xy) to produce a total

popul ati on estimate.

For example, if 50,000 cows were counted from aeri a1
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photos and cows represented .50 of the entire herd, then the population would
be 50,000/.50=100,000 animals.

Although the APDCE eliminates many errors

inherent in other methods, it still relies on several components that may be
inaccurate (LeResche, 1975).

Without providing a lengthy discussion of errors,

it is sufficient to note that each APDCE estimate contains some potential
fallability, the weakest part being the segregation of cows followed by missed
herd segments or unsatisfactory photos.

Also, modifications of the method in

di fferent years tends to produce uni que resul ts that cannot be compared wi th
other estimates unless they are recalculated {Davis, 1978}.

Finally, the

confidence intervals accompanying some estimates are too large to permit much
meaningful comparison with others (Bente and Roseneau,

1978; Whitten and

Cameron, 1980).

Undoubtedly the best estimate of the Porcupine population is the 1982 figure of
125,000, since it is based entirely on animals counted on photographs and does
not require a cow composition ratio nor estimates of missed peripheral animals
(D . Russell, pers. comm.).

Sources of error are therefore 1 i mi ted to hi dden

animals in the photos and to fatigue on the part of the enumerators, both of
which would produce underestimates.

It is interesting to note that while the

total population is larger than previous APDCE estimates, the adult estimate is
lower than both the 1977 and 1979 values.

This could be partly due to the

misidentification of some yearlings as calves and does not detract from the
total 1982 figure.

The problem of inaccurate segregations and the consequent

depreciation of the adult population figure is unfortunate, however, since it
limits the comparative value of the estimate.
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If future censuses are of the 1982 calibre and are further enhanced by accurate
composition data, a valid population monitoring system might be realized.
this regard,

it

should

be

emphasized

that while

the

Porcupine

In

caribou

population is often cited as the total July population, a better measure is the
adult population alone, since it is more liable to reflect the status of the
herd rather than the annual productivity and survival of calves to early July
which tends to mask the long term population trends.

It can be concluded from the preceding information giving each type of data its
due ments, that there is no evi dence to suggest that the Porcupi ne cari bou
population has done anything other than remain relatively stable over the past
decade.

The reported increase in the herd's popul ati on to the early 1940 IS

followed by a rapi d decl i ne to the early 1950' s and a subsequent recovery to
1968 mayor may not have occurred.
version

of

the

herd's

Curiously, many analysts accept this

history without

reservation,

while

tirelessly over the unreliability of vastly superior data.

they

quibble

Certainly if such

data would be rejected by modern standards, it should at least be viewed
objectively in retrospect.

In summary, the population dynamics of the Porcupine Herd, despite considerable
data for some aspects is not well known.

The chief problem is the acquisition

of accurate data which for population parameters seems to be a very difficult
task.

Consequently, the following statements are considerably constrained by

the reliability of available data.

a)

The productivity of the Porcupine caribou population has varied between 44
and 66:100 cows in early July over the past 10 years.
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b)

If the pregnancy rate of Porcupine caribou is relatively constant then the
early July productivity varies in relation to neonatal.

c)

Survi val rates of calves from July to October seem to vary substanti ally
from year to year.

d)

Recrui tment ra tes for the Porcupi ne herd are vi rtua lly unknown due to
unreliable data.

The October 1977 figure of 12% long yearlings in the

population is the only confident estimate and this gives no indication of
this parameter's range among years.

e)

If the 12% recruitment figure is average then it suggets a somewhat higher
calf mortality rate than in other Alaskan and northern Canadian herds.

f}

Differential mortality rates are essentially unknown for the Porcupine
population since they do not appear to diverge significantly from those of
other barren-ground herds.

g) The age and sex structure of the Porcupine herd changes over the period of
a gi ven year accordi ng to the survi val rates of the vari ous age and sex
classes but particularly those of the calves.

h}

The age and sex structure of the Porcupine herd varies among years for any
particular season, however, in the falls of the last 10 years adult cows
have comprised slightly less than half of the herd and adult bulls about a
quarter of the herd wi th the remai nder di vi ded between calves and long
yearlings.
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i)

Semi-reliable bull:cow ratios for the Porcupine herd range between 58:100
and 78:100 indicating a lightly harvested population.

j)

The Porcupine caribou population is probably young with the majority of
animals being less than 6 years of age and with potential longevity of
about 13 years.

k)

Ci rcumstanti al

evi dence

of

doubtful

rel i abi 1i ty

has

been

commonly

interpreted to i ndi cate an increase in the Porcupi ne ca ri bou popul a ti on
from 1900 to the early 1940's followed by a decline to the early 1950's and
a recovery by 1968.

Allor part of this cycle may have occurred but the

number duration and magnitude of fluctuations can never be determined from
existing data.

1)

Proposed

emi gra ti ons

of

Porcupi ne

cari bou

to

adj acent

herds

and

immigrations of Forty-mile caribou to the Porcupine herd likely did not
occur.

m)

The population history of the Porcupine herd should be considered as
unknown prior to 1972 with the best evidence indicating a likely low around
1900, but probably additional fluctuations in the ensuing decades.

n)

The Porcupine herd appears to have remained relatively stable over the past
decade si nce prevai 1i ng census methods woul d probably have detected any
change greater than 25% or so.

0)

The current Porcupine caribou population is about 80,000+ adults and in
early July could number more than 135,000.
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UTILIZATION
Subsistence hunting constitutes the bulk of the Porcupine caribou harvest, most
of which is taken by native peoples in Alaska, Yukon and the Northwest
Territories.

Non-native residents also hunt caribou for sUbsistence and

perhaps a few hunt for trophi es.

Non-resi dent hunters are consi dered to

account for an average of 1-2% of the annual harvest (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1980).

Commercial sport hunting enterprises operate in Alaska and Yukon parts of the
Porcupine range but constitute a very minor portion of the total harvest.

Hunting regulations are different for each jurisdiction managing the Porcupine
herd.

I n Alaska, hunti ng restri cti ons concerni ng Porcupi ne cari bou di d not

exist prior to 1975 and commercial hunting was permitted on part of the range
until that year.

Begi nni ng in 1976 a 10 cari bou 1i mi t

i nsti tuted (U. S. Fi sh and Wi 1dl i fe Servi ce 1980).

per hunter was

A1so no more than two

caribou per hunter could be removed from the Game Management Units covering the
Porcupi ne range.

I n Yukon non-nati ves are 1i mi ted to an annua 1 1i m; t of one

caribou which must possess antlers with one or more forks.

Registered trappers

may take two cari bou per year and nati ve peopl e ha ve no 1 i mi t but no one may
hunt females in the spring.

Hunting along the Dempster corridor is the subject

of an ongi ong regul atory controversy.

Non-nat; ve peop 1e were prohi bi ted from

hunting within a five mile limit of the highway until 1985.

Native people

including a significant number from the N.W.T. do use the Dempster Highway for
access to Porcupine caribou.

Since caribou may be lawfully transported across

the Yukon-N.W.T. border, native hunters from N.W.T. may take Porcupine caribou
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from Yukon and sell them in settlements of the N.W.T. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1980).

In the N.W.T. there is no bag limit for native people but

non-natives are restricted to a maximum of two animals per year, reduced in
1979 from a maximum of 5 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1980).

Tourism within the Porcupine range is relatively undeveloped.

Some companies

offer river-rafting trips in Alaska and as the Dempster Highway in Yukon
becomes the focus of greater touri sm promoti on by the terri tory, the presence
of Porcupine caribou is being recognized as a valuable asset.

Research interest in the Porcupine herd burgeoned in the early 1970's with the
proposed MacKenzie Valley Pipeline and attendant environmental impact studies.
Since then the herd has been subjected to numerous ecological studies in the
past decade.

As industrial proposals for the Porcupine range multiply, it is

likely that research will increase as well.
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CONFLICTS
Wi thi n the context of thi s plan, the fo 11 owi ng descri pt i on of conf1 i cts is
restricted to aspects of Porcupine caribou management involving contending
viewpoints or needs either among humans themselves or among humans and caribou.
These matters are categorized as follows:

a)

Conservation:

The value of the Porcupine herd and its environment is

perceived somewhat differently among the jurisdictions responsible for its
management, whereas the Alaskan government has created the International
Wildlife Range which so far protects the herd and its habitats,

the

Canadian government to date have not guaranteed similar protection.

So far,

there has been little accord among jurisdictions concerning

wildlife regulations pertaining to the herd.
formulates regulations

At present each jurisdiction

independently so that the herd is subject to

substantially different management regimes depending upon its seasonal
location.

At times, conflicts arise among various public factions with respect to
conservati on measures undertaken for the Porcupi ne herd.
remoter groups support exclusive

protection,

I n genera 1 ,

whereas territorial

and

Alaskan groups plus their respective federal representatives may promote
multiple use of the herd and its environment to accommodate both harvesting
and

industrialization.

Such

disparities

of

opinion

often

engender

conflicts with the management agencies which must ultimately choose a
conservation system which naturally cannot satisfy everybody.
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b)

Utilization:

Conflicts exist among user groups with respect to harvest

levels and rights.

Yukon non-native big game hunters object to potentially

unregulated hunting by Yukon native groups and both object to unregulated
hunting in Yukon by N.W.T. native people.

Increased access to the

Porcupi ne range has resu 1ted in di sputes between hunters and ecol ogi s ts
concerning the proper use of such developments, particularly the Dempster
Highway.

The crux of this issue is that increased access results in

greater harvest levels which may endanger the Porcupine population, either
di rectly or through associ ati on of the road wi th hunti ng and consequent
range abandonment.

A related conflict concerns harvest demands
which,

being

conti ngent upon the status of herd, is independent of human needs.

Thi s

Porcupine caribou

and

the maximum harvestable

surplus

for

also involves conflicts concerning harvest allocation among user groups and
special harvest projects such as commercial meat hunting.

Although exploitation of the Porcupine herd by tourism is embryonic, future
conflicts may arise between those wishing to photograph or view caribou and
those wishing to hunt them.

c}

Industrialization:
space.

At times, Porcupine caribou and industry compete for

The major confl ict thus far, has been road construction through

Porcupine range.

So far, such conflicts have been resolved in favour of

industry and impacts on the caribou are being determined after the fact.

Various segments of society also strongly disagree upon the relative value
of industry and wil dl i fe in northern Yukon.

The extreme pol ari zati on

arising from this conflict has accentuated the need for the development of
a proper regional plan for this area.
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PROBLEMS
Apart from resolving the aforementioned conflicts, other problems associated
with Porcupine caribou management are covered in this section.

Of these,

perhaps

popul ati on

the

most

cruci al

characteristics of the herd.

is

the

di ffi cul ty

of

moni tori ng

Such data are essential

to a responsive

management programme but existing methods present formidable technical problems
in addition to the vicissitudes of weather and herd behaviour which can
frustrate even the best of preparations.

Reliable methods are also a drain on

the manpower, ti me and resources of all management agenci es mak i ng them even
more difficult to justify since success is by no means assured.

A deceptively simple looking problem but one

that has

defied

solution

throughout northern Canada and Alaska is the accurate moni tori ng of cari bou
harvests.

A major defect in this regard is the unrestricted hunting by native

groups from both territories and to some extent in Alaska.

Industrial encroachment on Porcupine range has spawned a host of problems for
caribou management chiefly related to disturbance and habitat alterations, the
impacts of which are poorly understood for this species.

Insufficient knowledge in this realm substantially reduces the capacity of
managers to mitigate negative effects of existing developments and limits their
contribution

to

future

proposals.

This

problem

is

aggravated

by

the

difficulties of conducting behavioral and ecological studies and the fact that
industry can develop swiftly often leaving the wildlife sciences years behind
in providing answers to industrial demands.
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For

a

system

that

is

ultimately

dependent

upon

law

enforcement

for

effectiveness, a basic problem for wildlife management is the successful
prosecution of offenders.

This requires a substantial investment in manpower

and funds for patrol duties plus additional time and costs for case hearings.
And notwi thstandi ng such efforts, conv; ct; ons are ra re concern; ng game 1aw
infract ions and even then the penal ti es are se 1dom severe.

Even then, mos t

wildlife regulations only pertain to a small fraction of users.

Although caribou management is the responsibility of government agencies whose
actions should be based upon public response to recommendations from wildlife
managers, yet a sati sfactory system of estab 1ish; ng a major; ty concensus among
all

concerned,

particularly about

controversial

topics

does

not

exist.

Consequently, the media has become the principle public forum for negotation
and one tha t has a number of seri ous drawbacks.

Under such conditions

management programmes are sometimes difficult to conduct and may be terminated
at inopportune times.

A related problem is that user groups in general do not

appreci ate that an i nternati ona 1 herd cannot be managed un; 1atera lly nor at
times do some groups fully understand the ecological relationships of the herd
to its environment which
proposals.

necessarily

influence

the

scope of management
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IMPACTS

With existing knowledge of the status and requirements of the Porcupine herd,
; tis possi bl e to predi ct the consequences of major changes in some basi c
factors i nfl uenci ng thi s popul ati on.

It is also important to cons i der the

impacts of the herd on people.

a)

Hunting:

If harvest levels do not exceed those of the past decade, it is

unlikely that the herd would decline from overhunting, since the population
is believed to have been fairly stable since about 1970.

This implies that

existing harvest levels have seldom exceeded the maximum allowable for the
population under the prevailing conditions of the past ten ears or so.

It

follows therefore, that if harvests increased, such as would result from a
relaxed policy towards the Dempster Highway or the introduction
hunting, a population decline would be expected.

of market

Given existing monitoring

techniques, the herd might be reduced by as much as 20,000 or more before
the di fference coul d be detected and uncondi tiona lly proven to everyone s
I

sati sfacti on.

Recovery mi ght then requi re decades and coul d only be

achieved by stringent hunting restrictions.

In so far as caribou hunting affects people, it is possible that more Yukon
residents will become involved in such pursuits as access to the Porcupine
range increases.

Sport hunting also may increase due to greater public

exposure of this area through tourism and industrial development.

As well

with a growing cultural awareness, native groups will desire more control
over the herd and its management.
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Since effective management of the Porcupine herd is impossible as long as
each jurisdiction operates independently, either an agreement must be
acceeded to by all user groups or the herd will suffer in the long run.

b)

Industry and Tourism:

Although the grossly detectable effects of the

Dempster Hi ghway on the seasonal di stri buti on of the herd appear to be
minimal

so

far,

changes

in

traffic

significantly disrupt normal movements.

levels

on

the

highway

might

If, as a result caribou failed to

utilize the eastern winter range a high mortality could be expected in
years of unfavourable snow conditions.

Similarly linear developments on

the North Slope which intersected major migration routes might disrupt
periodic or cyclic events such as the occupation of particular calving
grounds or the formation of post-calving aggregations.

These effects might

in turn be manifested as a population decline or aberrant range shifts.

Industrial complexes located anywhere but on the major calving grounds
would likely have little direct impact on the herd since such developments
never occupy much space in relation to the available range and their
influence with respect to noise and odour pollution is similarly confined.
Coastal developments restricted to sea and air access would have the least
impact of all.

Road access to hunters provided by industry, however, would

have a major impact on the herd.

Tourism on the Porcupine range may increase significantly in the future but
negative impacts

from

such activities

should be

harrassment and unregulated hunting are minimized.

slight as

long

as
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To some extent i ndustri al act; vi ti es may be thwarted by Porcupi ne cari bou
where such developments confl i ct wi th the herd s requi rements and where
I

public support exists to mitigate industrial impacts.

Thus some projects

may be delayed or abandoned while others will be more costly to undertake
due to special measures required by the wildlife managers.

c)

Environment:

As with all migrating barren-ground herds, the Porcupine

popul ati on is strongly affected by envi ronmental condi ti ons on its range.
Weather, in particular, plays a major role in the timing and location of
all seasonal movements and distributions.
factor in population dynamics.

It may also be an important

Undoubtedly, the herd will maintain its

reputati on for unpredi ctabi 1i ty as it conti nues to respond to prevai 1i ng
environmental conditions.

Thus it will never be possible for managers to

know other than generally where the various segments of the herd might be
located.

Where conflicts with industrial developments are involved this

will necessitate annual monitoring of parts of the herd during the critical
periods.

The effects of these relationships on the management agencies will be a
need for special funds to conduct periodic surveillance and enforcement
programmes.

It will result also in an ever increasing data base concerning

herd movements and behaviour at certain times of the year.

This information will likely be used in a variety of media productions for
the enjoyment and enlightment of the public in general.
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POLICY
The Porcupine herd will be managed on the principles of both conservation and
sustained use but al so as an integral part of the arctic ecosystem.

As the

only large international caribou herd in North America, a major emphasis of its
management must be on cooperation with other jurisdictions responsible for its
welfare.

Although public interests in and attitudes towards the Porcupine herd vary
greatly with the economic status of the regions involved, an objective position
must be maintained to guarantee the future conservation of the herd regardless
of fluctuating economic conditions.

Until recently the Porcupine herd required

relatively little management attention by virtue of

its

remoteness

and

inaccessibility in an unpopulated region that attracted little industrial
interest.

But 1ately the north has been undergoi ng rapi d changes, none of

which are beneficial to Porcupine caribou and all of which require increasing
management attention.

In recognition of this trend, the efforts will be

concentrated on aspects of caribou management that will be of greatest service
to the continued conservation of the Porcupine herd.
most important are better harvest controls,

Among these, some of the

greater input to industrial

developments and more public education.

At the heart of any wildlife management system is accurate information
concerning the species.

This is not only necessary to conduct management

programs but it is also es sent i alto convi nce vari ous pub 1i c groups such as
hunters and i ndustri ali sts as to consequences of thei r actions.

Onl y through

the provi si on of i ncontrovertab 1e evi dence backed by sound research proj ects
can managers hope to gui de development on the Porcupi ne range in ways whi ch
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will be least disruptive to the Porcupine herd.

Thus special attention will be

devoted to the desi gn and support of studi es that best address present and
future management problems concerning the herd.

Chief among

these are

behavioral and habitat studies related to industrial development, mortality
studies

related

to

harvest levels

and

natural

factors,

and

population

monitoring.

At present, over a hundred thousand Porcupine caribou are thriving in their
natural environment as they have done for longer than man can remember.

If its

current status is preserved over the next few decades, the management agencies
will have accomplished their mission and the herd1s future will be assured.
This aim will remain foremost in all policies related to caribou management
that are proposed and undertaken by managers of the Porcupine herd.
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GOALS
The goals of the Porcupine herd management plan are consistent with the overall
goals for wildlife management on its range.

Goals are concise definitions for

general purpose which collectively form the rationale for caribou management.
A distinction between primary and secondary goals is provided to initiate the
logical progression from theory to practice which forms the framework of this
plan.

Pri mary Goal s

Primary goals denote the ultimate and ideal aims of caribou management towards
which all subsequent stages must contribute.

Since without Porcupine caribou,

this management plan would not exist, it is most appropriate that the herd be
recognized first as a separate entity in nature and second in relation to
mankind.

Thus two primary goals have been developed as follows:

TO ENSURE THAT THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD CONTINUES TO THRIVE IN ITS NATURAL
HABITAT AND REMAIN ABUNDANT ON ITS TRADITIONAL RANGE
This goal established the most fundamental relationship between the management
agencies and Porcupine caribou.

It recognized the intrinsic value of the herd,

its rights to co-exist with other species including man and the responsibility
of managers to conserve it in its natural

environment.

Since wildlife

populations normally fluctuate in size and distribution, it is consistent with
the goal that the herd exhibits such trends although only within broadly
defined limits.

Inustrial developments on the herd's range can be accommodated

by thi s goal, even where 1oca 1 di sp 1acement of ani ma 1s occurs, so long as the
overall welfare of the herd is not compromised.

Since portions of the herd's
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range

incorporate

both

Alaska

and

the

Northwest

Terri tori es,

interjurisdictional cooperation is implicit in this goal.

TO DERIVE THE MAXIMUM BENEFIT FROM PORCUPINE CARIBOU FOR THE ENJOYMENT OF ALL
PEOPLE
This goal defines the role of the management group as one which assists the
public in the wisest and most rewarding uses of the resource.

In this respect,

the managers will strive to provide optimum levels of fulfillment for each use
category and to provide an optimum opportunity for all users to participate
within public guidelines for allocation priorities.

Secondary Goal s .

Secondary goals amplify primary goals to express specific aspirations for
proper management of the Porcupine herd.

As such, they provide the impetus for

all management efforts which are chosen for and judged by their contribution
Five secondary goals have been

towards the achievement of these goals.
developed for this plan.

Their numerical order indicates management priorities

only to the extent that the goals are arranged in a logical sequence.

1.

TO MAINTAIN THE PORCUPINE HERD NEAR OPTIMUM LEVELS OF DENSITY AND
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE CAPACITY OF ITS TRADITIONAL RANGE

This goal describes the principle function of the management group as the
custodi an of all wi 1dl i fe and whose responsi bi 1i ty is to conserve Porcupi ne
caribou according to the dictates of society.
understand what characterizes the normal

To do so, managers must first

functions of the herd including
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natural fluctuations in productivity and distribution.

Secondly, they must

determine what factors adversely affect the herd and which of these can be
effectively managed for the herd's protection.

Thi s goa 1 es tab 1 i shes cri teri a for management response wi th respect to the
basic parameters of abundance and distribution for the Porcupine herd in
relation to the carrying capacity of its traditional range.

Such a scale would

enable better monitoring of programme effectiveness and establish levels for
management action.

Thus an unprecedented and sustained expansion, contraction

or shift of the herd's range would, by contravention of the goal, elicit an
investigative response followed by remedial action where possible.

The same

situation would pertain to exceptional changes in abundance.

2. TO MAINTAIN THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE PORCUPINE HERD WITHIN HABITAT
LIMITATIONS AT PARAMETERS WHICH PROVIDE OPTIMUM SUSTAINED USE BUT NEITHER
THREATEN ECOSYSTEM BALANCE

NOR CONTRADICT SOCIETy S PRIORITIES
1

FOR

WILDLIFE
This goal addresses the most demanding task of wildlife management which is to
provide optimum use of a constantly fluctuating population that is influenced
by

factors,

circumstances,

many

of whi ch

are

it is essential

unmanageabl e

or

unknown.

Under

such

to determine which factors are of major

significance to population dynamics and thereafter to monitor them as well as
regulating those which are within management control to adjust the herd1s
population to the desired level.

Although this goal acknowledges that society

ultimately determines priorities for wildlife management, it has been assumed
that such intentions would not alter the status of the herd to the extent that
Goal 1 would be compromised.
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3.

TO ENSURE THAT HUMAN ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE PORCUPINE HERD' S RANGE DO NOT
REDUCE THE POPULATION OR ITS DISTRIBUTION BELOW AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL.

This goal addresses the only element of caribou management that is entirely
within man's capacity to manipulate.

In the past, hunting has been the only

si gni fi cant human factor affecti ng the Porcupi ne herd but recent i ndustri al
encroachments upon the herd's range are not only exaggerating hunting pressures
but are also i ntroduci ng a number of other human act i vi ti es wi th whi ch the
caribou must interact.

The Wildlife Branch must therefore not only regulate

all forms of hunting, but also identify all aspects of industrial development
which are potentially harmful to Porcupine caribou and restrict or prohibit
them until their effects have been vindicated.

Included in this category are

rel ated human acti vi ti es such as touri sm and research whi ch may accompany
industrial projects.

4.

TO ENCOURAGE WISE UTILIZATION OF PORCUPINE CARIBOU FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL
USERS

This goal emphasizes respect for wildlife which deplores wasteful killing,
needless harrassment and careless treatment of harvested animals.

Support will

be given to programmes which attempt to extract additional gains at no risk to
the Porcupine herd.

Where trophy hunting or tourism are involved, high quality

exper; ences shoul d be provi ded.

Wi se use of car; bou however, wi 11 not be

judged purely by economic standards since some aspects of utilization are of
equal merit but cannot be translated into material profits.
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5.

TO INCREASE GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND APPRECIATION OF THE PORCUPINE HERD AND

ITS MANAGEMENT

This

goal

recognizes

that our relationship

to

Porcupine caribou can be

continually enhanced through the acquisition and disseminaton of information
concerning the herd and its environment.

The majority of people interested in

the Porcupi ne herd may never see it in the wi 1d but are dependent upon
publications, films and other presentations produced directly by management
agencies or with their guidance.

In particular, persons or agencies directly

affected by management policies should understand how and why they were
developed.

A sincere public regard for this herd and its habitats, achieved

and reinforced through increased knowledge and appreciation, will

also be

helpful in reducing harrassment, careless hunting and unnecessary exposure to
; ndustry.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this plan are derived from the goals for Porcupine caribou
management and

are consistent with

management on the Porcupine range.

the

overall

objectives

of

wildlife

Objectives describe general tasks which

require continued effort and achievement to fulfill the goals.

As such, they

form the transition stage from specific theory to general practice which is
essential to a logically designed management system.

These objectives are

based on uni versa 1 management pri nci pl es whi ch have been adapted to sui t the
special requirements of the Porcupine herd in the Yukon.

Seven objectives have

been developed for this plan, and while most serve more than one goal, each is
numerically identified with the major one that influenced its formation.

1.1 MONITOR THE STATUS OF THE PORCUPINE HERD AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
Proper management of any wildlife population depends primarily on thorough and
up-to-date analyses of its status and trends in relation to its environment.
Such information is essential for all subsequent decisions and actions, such as
establishing harvest levels, delineating critical areas, defining acceptable
limits

of

abundance

and

distribution,

minimizing industrial impacts.

designing

research

programs

and

A sophisticated monitoring program has already

been developed whi ch wi 11 conti nue to be refi ned in the future and modi fi ed
accordi ng to needs for speci fi c i nformati on.

In recogni ti on that thi s work

requires continual data sharing with Alaskan and N.W.T. agencies, contacts must
be maintained to foster such relations and to participate in coopoerative
studies.

Encouragement will also be given to other groups to undertake

research projects, particularly in areas related to the most urgent management
requirements.
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In addition to monitoring the herd itself, managers should investigate and
monitor aspects of the physical and biological environment which have a major
influence on the herd in order to refine management responses to fluctuations
in these factors or modifications of them by industrial developments.

Monitoring of both the herd itself and its environment must incorporate a
factor of relative acceptability with respect to maintaining the herd's status
in accordance with the goals for its management.

Thus, levels of distribution

and abundance must be established which function as a means of assessing the
current status of the herd and the effectiveness of management programs.

2.2 MONITOR AND REGULATE PORCUPINE CARIBOU UTILIZATION

The greatest di rect i nfl uence that man can exerci se on Porcupi ne cari bou is
through his own use of them.

Characteristics of the population can, to some

extent, be manipulated by restricting harvests according to age, sex, number,
season and 1ocati on.

Other uses such as touri sm and research shoul d al so be

regulated to permit broader control and to increase the manipulative capacity
available to managers.
public

but

be

Regulations must be designed in consultation with the

based on

sound ecological

principles

and

retain

enough

flexibility to permit necessary adjustments in response to population dynamics.
It is also essential to any regulatory system that its effectiveness be
monitored and that the results be of such quality that they can be judged in
relation to the status of the herd.
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3.3

MANAGE HUMAN ACTIVITIES THAT MAY HAVE ADVERSE IMPACTS ON THE PORCUPINE
HERD

Since voluntary restraints with respect to wildlife conservation rarely receive
sustained or conscientious compliance, activities which are considered harmful
to the Porcupi ne herd must be restri cted by 1aw.

The degree of impact

resul t i ng from apart i cul ar acti vi ty depends partl y on its nature, 1eve 1 ,
timing and duration which are within management control

and partly on

behavioural characteristics and physical status of caribou, plus prevailing
environmental conditions, all of which are largely independent of management.
Regul at ions must therefore concentra te aspects of di sturbances but also be
responsive to ungovernable factors which influence the herd's vulnerability.
In situations where human activities are beyond the purview of wildlife
regulations, managers must make every effort to exert their influence upon the
appropriate regulatory bodies to ensure that the herd's welfare is not
compromised.

4.3

INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT
PORCUPINE CARIBOU

Consi deri ng the vast range of the Porcupi ne herd and the mul ti tude of human
interactions with caribou that occur annually therein, enforcement of wildlife
regulations can never be thoroughly accomplished by existing manpower and
resources.

In addi t; on, numerous i nci dents i nvo 1vi ng potenti ally negative

consequences to caribou could not be properly covered by wildlife legislation.
It is therefore important to employ other means for the publ ic to respect
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Porcupine caribou and their environment.

Management agencies will investigate

and utilize effective means of contacting the public and impressing upon them
the value and vulnerability of this wildlife resource.

4.5 RECOGNIZE AND ACCOMMODATE DIVERSE INTERESTS IN PORCUPINE CARIBOU

Apart from subsi stence hunti ng, other interests in Porcupi ne car; bou have
ari sen over the past decade as the northern Yukon has become a focus for
transportation, tourism, research and hydrocarbon exploration.

To the extent

that Porcupine caribou are not unduly stressed by such interests, managers must
assist the public in their caribou related endeavors as well as attempting to
ensure that each type of endeavor has an optimum opportunity for fulfillment.
To do so effectively, it ;s imperative that all interests in Porcupine caribou
be rei tered wi th management agenci es so that each may be scrut i ni zed wi th
respect to feasibility, conflicts with other interests and impacts on the
herd.

5.6 PROMOTE AESTHETIC VALUES OF PORCUPINE CARIBOU AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT

Aesthetic values, as opposed to utilitarian values, are those qualities of the
Porcupine herd and its members which are appealing and stimulating but which do
not contribute directly to our physical well being.

It is believed that this

percepti on of the herd ; s very important and presents a des; rab 1e aspect of
man's relationship to it.

Thus, managers will endeavor to accentuate and

promulgate such values for public enjoyment and enlightenment.
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5.7 SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PORCUPINE HERD WITH ANY INTERESTED PARTY

~lanagement

agenci es

functi on

as

pri nci pa 1

reposi tor; es

of

; nformat; on

concerning the Porcupine herd, much of which is unavailable elsewhere.

As a

public service, they will share such material with whoever desires it and also
prepare accurate, interesting and informative presentations for both general
and specific audiences.
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STRATEGIES
Strategies are derived from the objectives for Porcupine caribou management and
indicate specific methods by which the objectives will be met.

As such, they

constitute the final stage of this plan as they are within the capacity of
staff members or secti ons to undertake.

For the sake of brevi ty, only the

major strategies emloyed by managers are presented here.
are also

performed in

the

A host of minor tasks

regular course of caribou management but a

description of each would create a massive volume.

Twenty-two strategies have been developed for this plan.

While many have been

sel ected from the array of techni ques common to wi 1dl i fe management, others
have been formulated especially for the management of the Porcupine herd in the
Yukon.

In all cases, both the choice and design of these strategies have been

based on a candid appraisal of manpower and resources available to all agencies
involved and their affiliates.

Strategies consist of both routine duties requiring continual attention by
managers of their staff and finite projects, often in the form of research, but
also involving other phases of management such as law enforcement, education
and publicity.

Both existing and proposed strategies are included in this plan

to permit an evaluation of their relative importance, state of perfection and
feasibility to determine priorities for future attention that forms the
implementation schedule in this plan (Appendix A).

Since strategies are considered to be almost self-explanatory, elaborations are
intentionally concise.

Definitions of special terms and biological jargon are

provided in the glossary.

Although most strategies contribute to a number of
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objectives, they have been numerically identified withthe principle objective
which they serve.

Thus, the numbers illustrate how a strategy was derived

but do not indicate management priorities which are dealt with separately.

1.1.1 CENSUS THE POP OLATON AT 2-YEAR INTERVALS

Censusing must be scheduled on a periodic basis to permit adequate resource and
manpower planning.

Accurate methods of obtaining and analyzing such data are

costly and time consuming but it is preferable to acquire reliable information
i ntermi ttently, rather than poor data annually.

The fi nanci al burden of such

programs may be all evi ated somewhat by cooperati ve efforts.

Of paramount

importance to population estimations is a standardized technique that will
permit realistic comparison of census results to enable managers to monitor
popul ati on trends in the herd.

Therefore, si nce an exi sti ng method has been

agreed

critically

upon,

managers

should

assess

the

merits

of

further

refinements that might compromise the comparability of results.

1.1.2 ESTIMATE ANNUAL PRODUCTIVITY AND RECRUITMENT

Annual composition counts should be conducted in appropriate seasons.

Although

spring and fall counts may be the most valuable, such data can be scheduled for
other peri ods, if necessary to conform wi th other fi el d studi es.

Experi enced

observers are essenti al for such work and whenever staff changes are bei ng
contemplated, replacements should be given either prior exposure in the field
or

at

least

the

opportunity

for

preparation

with

some

visual

aids.

Productivity and recruitment figures may function as indices of population
status particularly in the intervals between censuses.
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1.1.3 INVESTIGATE MORTALITY FACTORS

Apart from hunting, the causes of mortality in the Porcupine caribou population
are poorly understood.

This strategy should constitute one or a series of

research projects to be either conducted or supervised by management agencies.

1.1.4 DEFINE ACCEPTABLE LIMITS OF ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION FOR THE HERD

Such figures should be based on existing knowledge of the traditional size and
range of the Porcupine herd.

These values will indicate the extremes between

which the herd may fluctuate without contravening the goals for its management.
I f one or both parameters are exceeded, managers woul d respond wi th speci al
investigation and remedial actions where possible.

Although there may be some

resistance to a commitment to such values, the fact is that management operates
within unstated and often nebulous versions of them all the time.

A more

concrete perception of the herd's relative status to such limits may clarify
management actions both among the managers themselves and also the public.

1.1.5 INVESTIGATE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO THE HERD

This strategy should involve a number of research projects designed to identify
aspects

of

climate

and

habitat

which

significantly

affect

seasonal

di s tri but ion, product i vi ty and related aspects of the herd's survi va 1 .

Such

information may not only eventually permit some predictive capacity about the
herd,

but will

also enable both the delineation of critical

industrial design that will have minimal impact on caribou.

areas

and
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2.2.6 ADOPT METHODS FOR THE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF HARVEST DATA

In northern Canada and Alaska, experimentation with various harvest monitoring
methods for big game has shown that particularly where the majority of hunters
are unrestricted by quotas or seasons, the best means of obtaining complete and
consistent harvest statistics is by a thorough canvassing of the settlements
involved periodically throughout the year.
adopted by all management agencies.

This method should be uniformly

In addition, major access routes should be

patrolled during the hunting season to compute the harvest by non-residents of
the areas.

2.2.7 REGULATE CARIBOU HUNTING

Hunting is the major mortality factor for this species that is within
management control.

Regul ati ons therefore must be comprehens i ve, preci se and

flexible to enable complete manipulation of the kill.

Harvest levels should be

apportioned by quotas based on:
a)

seasonal restrictions,

b)

age, sex, cow/calf units,

c)

population size and trend,

d)

hunting zones (see

e)

hunting methods, and

f)

use priorities for specific areas.

),

Regulations should be developed in consultation with appropriate communities
and jurisdictions utilizing the herd.

Interjurisdictional workshops and

conferences concerni ng thi s subject may be benefi ci al towards an eventual
management agreement among all parties.
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2.2.8 PROMOTE NEGOTIATIONS TO ESTABLISH QUOTAS FOR HUNTERS OF PORCUPINE
CARIBOU

A major obstacle to effective management of this herd is that the majority of
hunters are not subject to existing or proposed hunting regulations.

This

situation persists in both territories and to some extent in Alaska.

The

management groups should therefore initiate negotiations that will ultimately
rectify this situation.

2.2.9 MONITOR AND REGULATE SPORT-HUNTING TOURISM

Organized recreational use of the Porcupine herd must be conducted with due
regard to the detrimental effects of carel ess hunti ng and harrassment on
cari bou.

~lanagers

wi 11 moni tor such acti vi ti es and restri ct them or thei r

methods in the best interests of both people and cari bou.

Hi gh qual i ty

experiences should be emphasized in all such undertakings, and manager will
encourage recreational companies in this regard as well as ensuring compliance
with

other aspects

of

their

operations

which

are

covered by wildlife

regulations.

2.2.10 REGULATE RESEARCH PROJECTS CONCERNING THE HERD AND ITS HABITATS

All

research

concerning

the

Porcupine

herd

must

be

approved

by

both

governmental agencies and public organizations to ensure that such studies are
publically sanctioned, that the methods are scientifically sound, and that any
disturbance is both unavoidable and justified in terms of the need for data.
This system may be administered through a Caribou Management Committee and the
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issuance of Wildlife Research Permits by appropriate agencies subject to
approval and recommendations from the committee or its contacts.

3.3.11 ESTABLISH CRITICAL WILDLIFE AREAS FOR THE PORCUPINE HERD

Given the essentially unpredictable nature of this herd's seasonal distribution
and movements, it is difficult to establish critical areas with reasonable and
meani ngful boundari es.

However, certa in regi ons or topographi ca 1 featu res,

such as traditional water crossings and particularly favoured Dempster Highway
crossing zones could be identified with some accuracy.

Other areas such as the

calving grounds, should receive the status of a critical area but be defined as
the area where the majority of parturient cows are located in any particular
year.

Enforcement of pertinent regulations would thus be contingent upon

annual calving ground surveys to further delineate the core area each year.

3.3.12 LEGISLATE HABITAT PROTECTION REGULATIONS

Apart

from

critical

areas

which

are

restricted

sites

with

specific

characteristics, other important elements of the herd's environment that cannot
be precisely defined by location or extent should also be protected.

These may

be included as habitat stipulations conditional to the granting of Land Use
Permits.

3.3.13 INCREASE INPUT TO INDUSTRIAL PROPOSALS

Wildlife managers must be involved in the initial

planning phases of any

industrial development within the range of the Porcupine herd.

Also, they
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must contribute substantially to EARP hearings and other enquiries concerning
Porcupine

caribou

and

their

environment.

Comments

should cover

every

conceivable aspect of caribou ecology and utilization with statements by
managers being reinforced wherever possible by wildlife regulations concerning
proven hazards to the species.

3.4.14 INFORM THE PUBLIC OF ACTIVITIES WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECT PORCUPINE
CARIBOU

Since regulations cannot always be adequately enforced with the limited
manpower available, other means also must be employed to enlist public
cooperation in minimizing harrassment and other needless disturbances of
caribou or their habitats.

Managers will

explore all

forms of media

communication and concentrate on those which most effectively reach particular
audiences and impress them with its concerns.

4.5.15 MANAGE SPECIFIC PORTIONS OF THE HERD·S RANGE FOR EXCLUSIVE OR MULTIPLE
USES OF CARIBOU

This strategy combines the use potential
principles of wise husbandry.

of Porcupine caribou with the

Uses which serve basic needs may take precedence

in certain areas according to priorities established by public consensus.
Other uses such as research, photography, vi ewi ng and sports hunti ng may be
compatible with primary uses in certain areas or may require exclusive areas
conforming to specific requirements.

Uses must be categorized with respect to

compatibility and applicability for certain areas.

As well, managers must

assess the effects of each use type on the herd in order to protect ca ri bou
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from negative impacts resulting either from the use itself or specific methods
employed.

Following such preliminaries, the herd1s range must be partitioned

according to the results plus public approval of such divisions.

4.5.16 ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN SPECIAL LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS WITH OTHER
INVOLVED IN USES, CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH CONCERNING PORCUPINE
CARIBOU

Proper wildlife management is based upon accurate and continuous communication
between the public and the management agency.

Managers will improve existing

modes of communication and develop new ones to increase its awareness of public
expectations, to ensure public involvement in management decisions and to avail
itself of expertise in all matters relating to the study and appreciation of
the species.

5.6.17

COLLABORATE

WITH

THE

YTG

DEPARTMENT

OF

EDUCATION

TO

PROVIDE

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PORCUPINE HERD IN SPECIFIC COURSES

~Iodern

concepts of wildlife management can be most effectively instilled in

students, many of whom will eventually become hunters, legislators and voters
in the Yukon.

This relationship is recognized as being of paramount influence

to the future of wildlife conservation and its importance will be emphasized by
full cooperation with the education departments in the design of courses where
the Porcupi ne herd is a major topi c.

I t wi 11 a1 so encourage its staff to

provide interesting and informative accounts of the herd to other student
bodies in Yukon and elsewhere as well as providing information for other
educational endeavors such as the production of textbooks.
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5.6.18 PRODUCE AUDI-VISUAL MATERIAL FOR USE IN EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT
MEDIA

~lanagement

agenci es shoul d produce fil m and vi deo programs emphasi zi ng the

aesthetic qualities of the Porcupine herd's natural history for use as short
and full length programs by television stations and in educational courses.
Publ i c awareness and enjoyment of thi s herd can only be mai ntai ned through
repeated exposure to a variety of such presentations which serve the triple
purpose of entertainment, education and empathy with the herd's status in
relation to the encroachment of humans on its range.

5.7.19 RESPOND TO ENQUIRIES FROM ANY SOURCE

I ndi vi dua 1s frequently wri te to the Wi 1 dl i fe Branch requesti ng i nformat ion
about the Porcupine herd.

Such requests and similar enquiries will be handled,

where appropriate, on a personal level with the provision of some relevant
information and guidance for the acquisition of additional material.

As well,

information packets will be supplied to requests of a more general nature.

5.7.20 COOPERATE WITH MEDIA AGENCIES

Documentary films,

television and radio

programs,

newspaper and magazine

articles will all receive input and assistance from the management agencies
upon request.

As well, many of these outlets will be used to publicize matters

concerning the Porcupine herd.
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5.7.21 DISTRIBUTE PUBLISHED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PORCUPINE HERD TO
SPECIFIC AND GENERAL AUDIENCES
Si x major types of publ i cati ons shoul d be produced by management agenci es
being:
a)

Posters and pamphlets explaining the natural history of the Porcupine herd
emphasizing aesthetic qualities of the species and its habitats.

b)

In-service reports describing the purpose, methods and results of specific
projects undertaken by the Wildlife Branch.

c)

Environmental impact assessments and similar reports related to industrial
development proposals.

d)

Reports to pri vate compan; es detai 1i ng resul ts of studi es undertaken or
supervised by the Wildlife Branch but funded by non-Government sources.

e)
f)

Research papers published in scientific journals.
Special reports to committees, conventions or agencies concerned with
caribou conservation and research.

1.1.28 MONITOR THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENTS OF THE HERD
This strategy has been employed for the past 13 years with the result that a
basic understanding of the seasonal distribution cycle already exists.

Further

refinements of this knowledge therefore should be specifically directed towards
problem areas such as the North Slope and the Dempster corridor.
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- 1 INTROJ:l.CTlOO

A great deal has been written alx1ut the Porcup.ine Herd in the past 30 years
but this material has never been <Xl11pletely sumnarized under one cover.
report

is

designed

as

a

readable

encyclopedia

of

Porcupine

This

carilx1u

infonnation to be used primarily as a reference for particular topics but
also as a detailed account for those involved with research and managanent.
For others who wish merely to obtain a rapid overview of the herd,

the

sunmaries at the end of each section are recannended.

As with other carioou herds, Im..1ch of the early work on this one was attended

by considerable theorizing and speculation sane of which,

became converted to dc:gna.

along the way,

This report attanpts a fresh. sumnary of the

original observations unencumbered by the conjecture of their time, and also
provides concluding statements that hopefully do not exceed the capacity of
the

data

to support them.

This serves to pare

~

the nuuntain of

infonnation to what is "'b:).Ily krXJWn about the herd.

Originally written in 1983, this report has recently been redrafted and the
population section uJ:X1ated.

otherwise the background infonnatian is only

current to 1983.

~

All existing caribou belong to the tarandus species and separate Rangifer
genus of the deer family ( Cervidae) in the order of even-toed ruminants
(Articxlactyla) .

Porcupine caribou together with the migratory barren-ground

caribou of Alaska canpose the subspecies granti.

- 2 The other four current subspecies in the genus refer to the arctic mainland
in the Northwest Territories (groenlandicus) ,

The

classification

subdivision

and

nanenclature.

of

caribou

amalgamation

a

has

with

the arctic island (pearyi) ,

canplex

attendant

history

of

controversies

al ternating
over

proper

The llDst thorough analysis was prcduced in 1961 by A.W.F.

Banfield and has since been considered by the majority as the definitive
version.

The earliest fossil evidence of carib::>u canes fran Germany and has been dated
to about 440, CX)() years ago (Banfield,

1961).

It has been suggested that

caribou reached Alaska before the next to last glaciation ( Illinois) and
persisted in North America

througrout lx:>th

the

Illinois

and Wisoonsin

Glaciations in the Alaska-Yukon refugitml as well as in a tundra belt at the
south edge of the ice sheet during the latter glaciation.

The extinct species Rangifer muscatinensis has been li.nk:ed to various fossil
fonns

fran

the Wisconsin age and is tentatively considered to be the

prog-enitor of lx:>th the rrodenl groenlandicus and granti subspecies (Banfield,
1961) •

DESCRIPrION

Caribou are deer which have becane highly adapted to survival in ra;rions of
prolOI1CJed
deer,

S1XM

theirs

coverage and low temperatures.
have

blunt

toes,

Unlike the feet of rrost other

crescent-shaped

functional dew claws (Russell and Martell, 1983).

sharp-edged

hooves

and

Also the toes bend a1.Irost

horizontally and in winter, the feet are oovered by a dense growth of coarse

- 3 hair so that carioou can virtually "float" over the snow on little "bear paw"
(Russell and Martell,

snowshoes,

1983).

Other distinctive adaptations to

cold and snow are a blunt, fully furred nruzzle; valvular rx:>Strils; short,
heavily furred ears; a short well furred tail and a canpact body covered with
a thick coat of hollow guard hairs and fine crinkly underfur (Banfield,
1974) •

POra.Ipine carioou are arrong the smaller of the NOrth American subspecies.
Mature males average 113 em to the shoulder and 125 kg in weight, while
mature females are substantially snaller at 103 em and 89 kg respectively
(Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).

By ccmparison males of the larger subspecies

in central Alaska, r:orthern British Columbia, lJng'ava and Quebec weigh 181 -

272 kg and females are usually 91 - 136 kg (Bergerud, 1978).

The coat colour of Porcupine caribou varies seasonally and individually but

generally these anirnals are considerably darker than those in the High Arctic
and sanewhat lighter than the woodland subspecies.

The nost typical colour

pattern in winter consists of a dark face, back,

flanks and dorsal tail

surface;

a

light

neck,

belly,

rump,

under

surface

of

the

tail

and

hindquarters; and dark legs with white "scxiks" just al::x:Jve the hcx:Jves.

Carioou are the only deer that produce antlers in both sexes.

The prop:>rtian

of antlered females varies greatly anong Nc>rth American herds (Bergerud,
1978) with the Porcupine Herd belonging" to the upper extreme having" atx:Jut
95-97% of females with antlers (A. Martell, pers. ccmn.).

Bulls begin to

develOP antlers around March and anploy them during" rutting contests in
Oc::tober when the antlers are full size and out of velvet (Banfield,

1974).

Older males begin to shed their antlers by early November while yourger ones

- 4 -

may keep them until February (Banfield, 1974).

CorN antlers do not ccmnence

growth until the Stnl1l1er IlDnths and are retained throughout the winter when

they may be used in the defence of feeding craters fran larger but antlerless
bulls (Banfield, 1974).

BmmVIaJR

Porcupine caritx:>u,

like the rest of their genus,

are highly gregarious,

pursuing daily and seasonal activities (except parturition) either in small

groups, large bands or massive aggregations.

Consequently, they exhibit both

individual and. group responses to varyirg situations often with the latter
evolvirg fran the fonner, such as the selection of migration trails,

the

initiation of river crossirgs and the resp::>nSe toward predators.

Preruttirg and rutti.rg behaviour is similar to that of other deer in which
bulls vocalize, execute threat displays and spar anong each other with their
antlers (Banfield,

1974; Kelsall,

1968).

Such ergagements can result in

injuries and even fatalities at times (calef, 1981; Bergerud, 1978), although
IlDSt contests te:rminate with little or no apparent damage (Kelsall, 1968).
Dcminant bulls pursue and. mate with

r:::x:7-iIS

in the large mixed bands cx:mprising

all age and sex classes which are usually migratirg southward during the rut
(calef, 1981; Kelsall, 1968).
prevented fran mating with

Sul:::d:minant males present in such bands are

COWS

by the oonstant vigilance of the dcminant

bulls (calef, 1981; Kelsall, 1968) •

Energy d.emands upon ruttirg bulls are

extrane and a dramatic loss of CX>ndition is assc:x:;iated with this period

(calef, 1981).

calving is probably the only major solitary activity that Porcupine caribou
regularly ergage in.

A1 though pregnant

r:::x:7-iIS

reach the calving grounds in

- 5 large groups, parturient females isolate th€mselves for the period reQ.Uired

to give birth and attend the calf until it is mobile (calef, 1981; Kelsall,
1968; Banfield,

1974).

Thereafter,

rrost

cx:MS,

calves and many yearlings

usually coalesce into large p::>st-calving aggregations (Bente and Roseneau,
1978; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1979; Whitten and Cameron, 1980) ..

Migratory behaviour of Porcupine caribou has been extensively documented.
mainly as an aspect of distribution and rrovement studies..

Such observations

may be surrmarized as follows:

a)

Initial migratory rrovements often coincide with major envirormental
changes such as rapid temperature declines plus srx::JWStorms in the fall
(T.hanpson.,

1979;

Surrendi and De Bock,

1976)

and early thaws with

consequent snow loss in the spring (T.hanpson. and Roseneau, 1978) ..
b)

The direction, duration and speed of migrations are strongly influenced

by travelling conditions which in tu:m are related to weather patterns

(Surrendi and De Bock, 1976; Tho:npson, 1979; Whitten, 1982) ..
c)

caribou follow contours in hilly terrain, traversing side hills rather
than travelling perpendicularly (Le Rasche, 1975) ..

d)

caribou tend to travel in

na.rrc::JIi,019

lanes in steep terrain and to spread

out an a broader front in flatter areas (Le Resche, 1975).
e)

caribou tend to course natural features such as rivers, steep slopes and
cut banks for sane distance before crossing them,

regardless of the

relative ease of crossing at the point of first encx::Rmter (Le Rasche,
1975) ..
f)

caribou tend to follow previous caribou trails, their inclination to cb
so being in direct relation to the age of the trails (Le Rasche, 1975) ..

- 6 g)

During' winter,

carib::>u frequent frozen lakes and water courses for

travelling' and resting (Surrendi and De Beck, 1976).
h)

Traditional water crossing'S are used by the Porcupine Herd.

i)

Porcupine carioou rrovement rates peak during the spring migration, the
post-calving period and the fall migration.
during'

the

calving

period,

August

~t

dispersal

and

rates are lowest
winter.

Average

rrovement rates are greater during' the post-calving period than during
either seasonal migration (Russell, H.J. and Faxnell, 1981).
j )

In conjunction with rrovement behaviour, other activity patterns such as
feeding and resting vary considerably during' the year.
November,

In October and

about 35% of the non-bedded time is s.pent in walking and

trotting while for other rronths,

fran Decanber through March,

activities decrease fran 14% to 4% of the non-bedded time.

these

Feeding

intensity on the other hand is higher during the same four nonths than
in either October -

November or April.

Such behavioural variations

constitute energy budg'eting strategies by Porcupine carib::>u to adjust
costly activities such as walking and trotting in relaticn to food
supply (Russell and Martell, 1980).

Behaviour toward industrial faoili ties and disturbances by Porcupine caribou
can only be described so far as obvious short-term reactions to sane elements
of industrial developnents and activities.
follows: *

*See also Dempster Highway Section.

These may be sunmarized as

- 7 a)

Escape responses to aircraft disturbance increased. dramatically when
exposure was below approximately 75 m (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

b)

Seasonal variations in response to aircraft disturbance was evident
annng Porcupine caribou.

Peaks of sensitivity occurred in spring and

early winter with the rrost sensitive period. being June.

By cx:ntrast,

the greatest tolerance of overflights occurred in July (Surrendi and De
Bock,

c)

1976) •

caribou in open habitats (arctic tundra,

alpine areas,

frozen lakes)

reacted less to overflights than did animals in heavily forested areas
(Surrendi and De Bock, 1976).

d)

Porcupine caribou have little difficul ty crossi.rYJ the Dempster Highway
under light to rroderate srDW oonditions.

caribou use the highway for

travel as they 'WOUld a frozen river (Russell, 1982).

e)

Avoidance of the Dempster Highway will occur if the road is asscx:::iated
with significant wolf predation (Russell, 1982).

f)

At

1982

levels

of

traffic,

the

Dempster Highway

is

perceived by

Porcupine caribou as a slightly negative element (Russell, 1982).

g)

caribou react rrore n€!t1atively to vehicles approaching at high speeds
(Horejsi, 1981).

- 8 h)

Disturbed cari1:x:>u frequently crossed the Dempster Highway at night after
traffic ceased (Surrendi and De Bcx:X, 1976).

i)

Carilx>u approaching the Dempster Highway in forested areas seemed rrore
apprehensive than th:Jse doing so in open areas (Surrendi and De Bock,
1976) .

j )

Carilx>u quickly associate the Dempster Highway with hunting and
consequently avoid sections where hunting has occurred (Russell, 1982).

SFASONlU.. DIS'l'RI.Bl1rIONS AND MIGRATIONS

It may be said of the Porcupine Herd that it is in c:x:n1tinua1 rrotion.
also true that the herd seldon exhibits uniformity in the

It is

timing

and

direction of its rrovements but functions rather as a canposite of individuals
and groups which chcx:>se fran a variety of rrovement options througlx>ut the

year.
does

Still, with rare exceptions, a basic pattern of annual distribution
occur

that

by

convention has

categories of spring migration,

been

subdivided

into

the

seasonal

calving" ground distribution, post-calving

rrovements, August dispersal, fall migration, and winter distribution.

Each phase,

h:Mever,

being" subject to considerable variation,

canrx:>t be

described in full detail but only acoording to its major features.

It must

be stressed that such descriptions do not represent the "norm", an attribute
which

carib:::>u rrovements

unfortunately

do

not

possess,

and

that

major

deviations, while an:malous to the theoretical standard cannot be interpreted

as abn:>nnal, particularly since reliable documentation covers only the past
13 years of the herd's history.

- 9 Given the ab::Jve considerations and constraints,

the distribution of the

Porcupine herd is presented as follOl'tlS:

1.

Winter Range

The winter distribution of the Porcupine Herd may be considered as the

area occupied between the fall and sprinJ migrations..

The duration of

winter range oocupancy therefore varies in length depending up::>I1 the end
of the preceeding fall migration (mid-November to mid-December) * and the
beginning of the following spring migration (mid-January to mid-May) * .

AI th:Jugh sane historical records of wintering caritx::ru in the Yukon do
exist (Thanpson and Roseneau, 1978) , their relevance is CCITIprOtlised by
the lack of distinction made prior to 1970 between Porcupine caril:x:>u and.

those of adjacent migratory herds.
SllI11TIary,

however,

Such sitings are included. in this

since the majority likely pertain to the Porcupine

Herd. and thus expand the history of the herd's winter range.

Historical

records of caribou wintering in n:::>rthern Yukon are as follows:

a)

Along

the

Arctic

Coast

in

the

vicinity

of

Herschel

Island

(Franklin, 1828; Jackson, 1892-1908; Russell, 1898; Harrison 1908;
Olson, 1959).
b)

Richardson MJuntains (Isbister, 1845; Porsild, 1945; M::::Ewen, 1956) ..

c)

North of the Porcupine River (Soper, 1951; McEwen, 1952a, 1952b) ..

d)

Along the Porcupine River fran Old Rampart House to LaPierre House
and. to its headwaters (Murie, 1935).

e)

Upper Porcupine drainage (McEwen, 1956) ..

*See spring' and fall migration sections.

- 10 f)

"Well south" of the Porcupine River (Munro, 1953).

g)

In the oort:he:tn Ogilvie M:>untains

(Olsen,

1958;

Keele,

1910;

Clarke, 1944).
h)

In the Black River drainage of Alaska and Yukon (

Hemning and

PE!Ig"au, 1970 ) •
i)

Old Crow Flats (Kevan, 1970).

j)

Whitefish Lakes area (Kevan, 1970).

k)

Northern Richardson lVbuntains west of Aklavik (Hemning, 1971).

Winter r8l1.9'e surveys have been flown annually since 1970-71 either for
general distribution data or in oonjunction with radio-tracking studies.
The ccmpiled resul ts fran all these

investigations produce a

total

winter r8l1.9'e for the Porcupine Herd enca:npassing' borderline areas of the
N. W. T., rrost of the Yukon north of Dawson and a substantial portion of
north-eastern Alaska fran east of Fairbanks to the Arctic Coast (Fig. l)
(Thanpson

and Roseneau,

Wildlife Branch,

1978;

Yukon Wildlife

1981d; Whitten,

Within this vast area,

Branch,

198Oc;

1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch,

Yukon
1983) •

Porcupine caribou may winter in a number of

regions, with concentrations over the past 13 years being rrost camon in
a) the Ogilvie M:>untains, b) the Olandalar region and c) the Richardson
M:>untains (Thcmpson and Roseneau, 1978; Whitten,
Branch, 1983).

1982; Yukon Wildlife

Sanetimes rrost of the herd will be located in one region

while at other times a few large separate concentrations may exist, or
al ternatively,

carioou

may

be

broadly

dispersed

in

va:rying'

ooncentrations throughout the winter range (Thanpson and Roseneau, 1978;
Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).

A further ccmplexity is that "new", i.e.

previously und.:::x:unented distributions, may arise such as in 1982 '\Nhen

part of the herd wintered scuthwest of the Yukcn River in what was

- 11 previously considered to be the exclusive winter rarge of the Forty-mile
Herd (Whitten, 1982).

Winter distributions also vary greatly in the arrount of local rrovement
tbat occurs within

~

general wintering region occupied.

selection is stongly asscx::iated with prevailing
when they deteriorate,

(Russell and Martell,

STX:M

Winter range

conditions, which

induce caribou to seek better feedirg areas
1983).

Thus

SCI1.lf3

winters entail considerable

local rrovements due to extensive unfavourable

srr:M

conditians, while in

other winters with generally favourable conditions, local rrovements are
small (Whitten 1982, Surrendi and De Bcx:::k, 1976).
over the winter range is greater when
favourable but can be very
unfavourable

SJ."lOW"

Similarly, dispersal

conditions are generally

limited when conditions

(Surrendi and De Bcx:::k,

1976).

are

generally

Extensive winter range

shifts may also occur.

Another factor influencing winter rarge occupancy may be the pa:cticular

fall migration route taken which lead caribou to certain traditional
winter ranges (Whitten 1982).

Considering the variation in winter range occupation and rrovements that
are :possible, it is very risky to attempt delineations of major winter
range areas ('lh:Inpson and Roseneau, 1978) based on accumulated survey
data which seldan depicts the total range used for the entire winter
season in any year.

Consequently such ranges are best referred to by

name alone lest such calculations becx:rne misleading'.

- 12 Since the aforegoing winter range description is of necessity c::a:rplex
and apt

to be CX>I1.fusing, it is perhaps easier to :perceive winter range

use by this herd as a sequence of decreasing probabilities as follows:

1)

Ivbst Porcupine caribou will winter south of the Arctic coast and
within their

k:J:lc::)wn

range.

The majority of the herd will winter in or near the Ogilvie

2)

rrountains with lesser numbers wintering in both or either the
Olandalar and Richardson reg-ions and scattered groups elsewhere up

to the Arctic coast.
3)

The majority of the herd will winter in either the Olandalar or
Richardson region with lesser numbers in the Ogilvie region and one

or other of the fanner regions and scattered groups elsewhere up to
the Arctic coast.

4)

Alm:>st the entire herd will be located in one of the major winter
ranges with few animals elsewhere.

5)

The herd will be widely dispersed in scattered groups of varying

size tl1rouglx>ut ITOSt of its winter range.

In addition to any of the above, a significant mnnber of caribou

6)

will winter in a previously und:::x:::t..mtted area.

2.

Spring Migraticn
AIrong

barren-ground

differentiated

from

the

spring

ITOVernents

by

caribou,
winter

migration
appearing

has

"direct

been

and

- 13 -

purposeful" as well as "goal oriented" (Kelsall 1968).
is initiated by the pregnant

which are destined for the calving

cx:MS

grounds.

Bulls and many juveniles may start

(Russell,

H.

J.

and Farnell,

This migration

1981)

later than the cows

and use different routes which

generally take them to "staging areas" on the periphery of the calving
grounds (Farnell 1979b).

All such novanents are usually rrost apparent

in April and May but they have been recorded as early as February and
March (Thanpson 1978, Whitten and Cameron, 1982).

With the advantage of

radio-tracking it has been shown that cows may begin to drift northward
as early as January (Russell, H. and Farnell, 1981).

steady travelling

hc:Mever seldan precedes significant snow loss which usually occurs in

April or May but may vary as much as a rronth or rrore am:::>nQ' years
(Thanpson and Roseneau, 1978).

In springs with extremely late snowmelt,

the migration may be delayed to the extent that sane cows calve en:route

to the calving" grounds.

The spring migration is cxnsidered

to have ended when the last cows

reach the calving grounds which is usually in early June, (or later when
the migration has been delayed).

entire potential

period of

Thus the spring migration covers an

a1::x:nJ.t

five rronths

fran mid-January to

mid-June during which the greater novanents are undertaken in April and
May.

Even after calving is undeI:Way many bulls and yearlings may still

be rroving" northward or drifting towards the calving grounds

(Yukon

Wildlife Branch 1980f, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1981b).

Spring migration trails used by Porcupine caribou are rn.nnerous and also
highly variable am:::>nQ' years.

They may hc:Mever be grouped into three or

four major routes or corridors which seem to be widest at the oouthenl.

- 14 end and m::>re constricted towards the north (Thanpson 1978).

Within each

corrid:>r the paths clx:>sen in any given year are largely determined by
prevailing snow conditions (McCourt et al., 1974).

The major corridors

may be described as follows:

a)

The Old Crow Route:
Originally designated in 1974, (Jakimc:huk et al., 1974) this route
has been consistently used by m::>St or part of the herd since 1971
when

accurate

rroni toring

began

(Thanpson

and

Roseneau,

1978;

Farnell 1979b; Russell and Farnell, 1980; Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1981b; Whitten and

cameron,

1982) •

The Old Crow Route gathers

trails fran widely dispersed winter ra.ng-es in the O,;;Jilvie J.V.buntains
fran north of Dawson eastward to the Hart River (Fig.

2)

and

funnels them through the Keele range across the Porcupine River
east and west of Old Crow, and onward through Old Crow Flats to
eventually join the Richardson Route in the vicinity of the Western
Barn M:>untains (Thanpson 1978).

b)

The Westen1 Route:

First described as a separate route in 1976 (Surrendi and De Bc::lck,
1976) , this small route has since been included. in the Old Crow
Route

(Thanpson

and

Roseneau,

1978)

but

may

deserve

special

attention in view of the 1979 and 1982 spring migrations in which
cari1::x:>u wintering in the Tatonduk River drainage traversed the same
route described in 1976 until it converged. with the Old Crow Route
near the upper Salrron Fork River (Fig. 2) ,

1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983b).

(Whitten and

cameron,

- 15 c)

Richardson Route:
Also designated first in 1974 (Jakim::huk et al., 1974) this route
has apparently been used by the majority of Yukc:n winterirg caribou

four times in the past twelve years (Thcmpscn 1978, Yukon Wildlife
Branch 1983b).

In the ranain:i.ng years,

the proportion of Yukon

wintering animals following the Richardson Route has ranged fran a
few thousand animals (Thcmpson 1978) to nearly half of the Yukon
wintering herd (Roseneau et al., 1975).

Originating in the Wind.,

Bonnet Pltnne, Snake and Arctic Red river areas this route crosses
the

Peel

IVbuntains

River

and

follCMS

the

long

axis

of

the

Richardson

to the Fish Creek - Rapid Creek - Blow River area where

it turns oorthwest along the Barn and British M:>untains to the
Alaska l:x:>rder (Fig. 2) (Tlxxnpson 1978).

The migration along the Richardson Route typically occurs in "h\o

waves,

the first representing animals that wintered north of the

Peel River and the second being cx::.mp::>Sed of th::>Se wintering south
of the Peel River which are often delayed by nore severe

sr:rJW

conditions (Ttonpson 1978).

d)

The Cl1andalar Route:

Sanetimes also referred to as the Arctic Village -

South Brcx::>ks

Range Route (U. S. Dept. Interior and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Srov.
1982, U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Serv. 1983 ), this route had been used

only by Porcupine caribou winterirYJ in the Arctic Village region
until 1982 when a substantial p:>rtion of the herd J.lDVed oorthwards
through previously und:::>cumented sprirYJ migration territory to link

up with the Cl1an.da.lar Route and the Old C:ra'N Route in the general
vicinity of Bear M:>untain (Fig. 2).

- 16 -

The 1on.g-er O1andalar Route leads northeast

fran

Olandalar Lake

across the East Fork of the Olandalar River towards the British
M::runtains in the vicinity of the Firth River ( Fig. 2) (U. S. Fish
and

Wildlife

Al ternatively,

1983,

Serv.

Yukon

Wildlife

Brandh

1983).

caribJu may travel northwards fran the Olandalar

region to reach the Arctic Coast of Alaska via a number of nountain
passes in the Brooks range, the rrost heavily used pass being at the
head of the East Fork of the Olandalar River (U.S. Dept. of State

1980, Whitten et al 1982, Roseneau et al 1974).

It sl'x:>uld not be misconstrued fran the preceding route descriptions that
all

Porcupine

caribou

traverse

these

entire

routes

every

spring.

Rather, the length of each route travelled depends up::>J.1. the late winter
distribution of various herd

~ts

such that

sane

animals,

example tl"x:>se wintering in the northern Richardson IVbuntains,

for

travel

only a snaIl p:>rtion of the route cx::mpared to tl"x:>se wintering in the
Peel River reg-ion.

As for caribou which winter on or near the Arctic

Coast there may be little or no distance ranaining between them and the
calving grounds.

The

migratory behaviour of

such animals remains

undc::ct.m:1ented but it is ccnceivable that they remain virtually stationary
throughout the spring migration period.

A major obstacle to migrating caribou is hazardous watercrossings where
injuries, dIUNnings and hlmting may oocur.
its

spring migration the

principal

rivers

For the Porcupine herd on
to

be

crossed are

the

Porcupine, Blow, Babbage and Firth rivers (Thcmpson 1978, Yukon Wildlife
Branch 1983).

caribou often cross at traditional sites on these rivers

- 17 where topJgTaphical features sean to foster such efforts (D. Russell, R.

Farnell, pers. ccmn.).

Another important aspect of the spring migration is that many other

trails exist 'between the major migration corridors although such routes
appear to be "only sporadic and rather inc:x:::I.1sistent with reg-ard to the
general routes that are followed"

(Thcmpscn 1978).

Also the major

routes depicted in Figure 2 should be considered as a map of potential
pathways in which an endless variety of canbinations is possible.

For

example in 1982, rrost animals wintering in the OrJilvie l\hmtains rroved
up the main trunk of the Ogilvie route but turned westward south of Old
Crow' and met up with the latter part of the Olandalar Route (Whitten and

cameron, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983).

A graphic perception of the spring migration could be

herd as

to imagine the

a giant arroeba gradually shifting its mass northward by a

process that entails the rapid streaming of cytoplasm (caribc:u) in sane
sections while elsewhere the cytoplasm is hardly noving at all or is
slowly flowing in different directions.
of a

Yet the overall effect is ens

ccx::>rdinated reorganizaticn that eventually transfers the cell

(Porcupine herd) to a p::>sition alOI"lt'J the coastal reg-ions of Yukon and
northeast Alaska.

Each spring this shift occurs in a unique cx:::mbination

of cytoplasmic withdrawals and amalgamations but always

produces a

similar distribution by early June.

3.

calving Ground Locaticn
Since 1971 annual calving ground surveys of the Porcupine herd indicate
that calving has occurred t.hrougl'xx.1t the Arctic Slope fran the canning

- 18 River, Alaska to Shallow Bay, N.W.T. and as far south as the :rx::>rthern
drainages of Old Crow Flats (Fig. 3) (LGL Ltd. 1982, Yukon Wildlife
Branch 1979b, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1982,
U .. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1982) •

u.s.

Dept. of Interior and

Within this general area, the

calving ground b::Ju:ndaries have shifted annually, often excluding areas
east of the Babbage River,

but always including a

between the upper Jago River and the Firth River.

central p:>rtion

Also, each year the

calving herd has been concentrated in one or nora high density areas and
distributed in varying but lesser densities in the remainder of the
calving ground.

Over the last 12 years three core areas have been

located between the Katakuvuk River, Alaska and sane distance east of
the Firth River, Yukal (Fig. 3) (LGL Ltd. 1983, Yukon Wildlife Branch

1982) ..

The CXllIpOSition of the calving herd also varies frcm sections

where bands are al.n:ost exclusively adult females to other parts where

bands contain nore juveniles and

~

1981c, Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b).

bulls

(Yukcn Wildlife Branch

It should also be :rx::>ted that the

calving ground is never cx:mpletely occupied by calving carib::1u at any
time but that it represents the total area in 'Which calving cari1:x:>u nove
during the calving period (U. S. Fish and Wildlife 1980) ..

Although rrost calving usually takes place in the foothills of the Brooks
Range and the British lV.buntains (U .. S. Dept. of state 1980, LGL Ltd.
1982) it may sanetimes occur across the coastal plain to the shoreline
of the Arctic Ocean (Yukcn Wildlife Branch 1981c, LGL Ltd. 1982).

has

been suggested that

factors

influencing

annual

It

calving ground

locations may include winter range distributions of the previOUS winter,
the timing of spring migration and routes taken, as well as the progress
of the srx:MITl9lt (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b).

Such considerations have

- 19 pranpted the prediction that early spring migrations will result in nost
calving' occurring in Alaska whereas late spring' migrations \oJOUld shift
the calving grounds into the Yukon (Su:rrendi and De Bock, 1976;
Dept. of Interior, 1983).

u.s.

Within the general l\brth Slope reg-ion, the

choice of specific calving areas may be related to snowmelt conditions
which, when late, may make the cx::mparatively

srx::M

free uplands of the

Arctic Slope initially preferable for calving but,
expose the

produce a

when early,

may

coastal plain sufficiently for calving' or at t.im.es may
shift fran the £cx:>thi11s to the plains as the

progresses (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b, 1980f, 1981c) •

~l t

It has also

been observed that the earlier arriving cows may not occupy the calving

ground's rarotest areas and that sane

c:::a-,.;,s cx:ming

later may actually

penetrate further into the calving grounds.

During the calving period rrost of the bulls, many juveniles and sane dry
CCf.iIS* ,

becane located. on the southern and eastern peripheries of the

calvin;J ground and/or sane distance south of it (Fig. 4) (Martell 1982,
Yukon Wildlife Branch 1979b, 1982) .

~

CXJlllully mentioned "stagin;J

areas" for the bull segments are the Firth and Babbage River reg-ions
(Farnell 1979b, LGL Ltd. 1982).

Based an past Cbcumentation it appears that consistent features of the
calving ground distribution are:
a)

that a portion of the calving ground will be located between the
upper Jago and Firth Rivers;

*

et::MS

that Cb not have calves

- 20 b)

that the carq;x:>sition of the calving herd will vary fran nearly
exclusive

adult

fanale

bands

to mixed groups includirYJ cows,

juveniles and sane bulls;
c)

that ITOst of rerna.ining" Porcupine carib:>u will be located on the
southern or eastern J;>eripheries

of

calvintJ

the

herd or

sane

distance south of it;
d)

that the timing, origination and progress of the spring migration
likely detennines the particular location of the calving grounds;

e)

that relative

sroN

oonditions on the North Slope may influence the

clx:tice between the foothills and the c::oastal plain as the major
calving area.

4.

Sunner MoveI.'I1ents

During the sumner, the rrovanents and behaviour of the Porcupine herd
usually involves two phases referred to as p:>st-calving aggregation and
August dispersal.

a)

These are described separately as follows:

Post-calving aggregati<D:
Inmediately follOW"ing calving, the Porcupine herd is arra.rged with
the majority of non-calving groups situated east and south of the

calving herd.

This relative p:sitianir.g occurs annually rt:'9ardless

of the particular location of the calving' ground.

In sane years

when the calving herd is located across the Alaska-Yukon border,
the non-calving segments will be generally further east and south
in

Yukon.

non-calving

If

the

segments

calving
may

be

ground

is

mainly

conc::entrated

on

in
the

Alaska,

the

Alaska-Yukon

lx>rder, still east of the calving herd but much further westward

- 21 than in the previous example (Yukon Wildlife Branch 19830).
June,

By mid

cows and calves have begun to fo:r:m "nursing bands"

that

continue to grow in size until practically all the females and
their

yotll1C"J

are gathered into a few large calving herd a.ggreg-ations

and sane small peripheral groups.

This formation is CXlllpleted

b::Iwards the end of Jtme or in early July (Davis, 1978; Le Resche,

1975;

Roseneau and Curatolo,

1976; Whitten and Cameron,

1980).

During this period the animals are usually rroving eastward but
often head northward and even westward as well as towards the coast
(LGL Ltd. 1983, Roseneau et al., 1974).

Meanwhile the bull segments that have been rroving westward and/or
northward

encounter

and

amalgamate

the

with

aggregations in early to mid July to fo:r:m

calving

herd

massive post-calving'

aggregations, sane of which are very canpact while others may be
less densely organized (Whitten and Cameron, 1980; calef, 1981).
Animals that are not involved in the post-calving aggregations near
the coast are IlDSt often distributed alorg the cx::>astal plain or in
the foothills of the Arctic Slope (Whitten and

cameron,

1980).

In

sane years the p:>St-calving a.ggreg-ations do not cx.rnpletely form
(Bente and Roseneau, 1978) but remain as scattered bands over a
broad area (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1981d).
p:>Ssibly

related

to

reduced

fly

Such variations are

harrass:nent

asscx:::iated.

with

inclement weather (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1981d).

During the rana.inder of July the post-calving aggregations tend to
rrove southeastward or southwestward b::Iward the Yukon side of the

oorder, often reaching' points anywhere fran the upper Firth River

- 22 to the N.W.T. border by late July (Roseneau et al., 1975; Surrendi
and De Bock, 1976; Jakimchuk

al., 1974; Roseneau et al., 1974;

Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983c) ( Fig. 5).

b)

August dispersal:
In late July and throughout much of August, the large aggregations
progressively dissociate into sna.ller bands, rrost of which usually
travel quite rapidly into Alaska while the rest disperse in the
northern Yukon (Roseneau et al.,

1975;

Roseneau et al.,

1974;

In the past 12 years the

Surrendi and De Bock, 1976; Ealey, 1979).

only exception has been in 1975 when the majority re:nained in the
western Yukon (Thanpson 1979)..

By a1:xJut the third week of August

much of the herd is usually in Alaska and sane of it may already be
returning to the Yukon (Roseneau et al.,
Bock,

Those which had remained in the Yukon could be

1976) •

scattered

1975: Surrendi and De

in

the

and

British

Bam

M:Jtmtains,

the

oorthem

Richardson MJuntains and probably the periphery of Old Crow Flats
(Jak.irnchuk et al .. ,

1974;

Roseneau et al.,

1975;

Ealey,

1979).

AI t:tx:>ugh many or rrost cariOOu often retu:m to the Yukon in late
August and early September,

in sane years substantial numbers

remain on the Alaska side of the border and also

above

the

oontinental divide in Alaska (Rosenau et al., 1974) ..

As with the other phases of the Porcupine herd's distribution,

very

basic

superimp::>sed.

pattern
The

exists
general

upon

which

sequence

of

annual

variatiCl'lS

rrovements

can be

a

are
best

sumnarized ch:roIx>logically except for the least likely events which
are mentioned last as follows:

- 23 a)

Around mid to late June the calving herd aggreg-ates on or near the
Alaskan and/or Yukon arctic coast.

b)

During the latter part of the calving period and onward into mid to

late June the bull groups tend to ooa.lesce and

m:::JVe

towards the

calving herd aggreg-ations.

c)

Around late June to early July the bull herds eventually encounter
and mix in with the calving herd aggreg-ations to form large and

sanetimes massive post-calving aggreg-ations with the ranaining
caribou scattered about the coastal plain and the foothills.

d)

During the remainder of July the post-calving aggreg-ations in
Alaska usually

m:::JVe

southeastward into Yukon while the aggreg-ations

already in Yukon may

e)

m:::JVe

south or southwestwards.

Towards the end of July and during the first half of August the

large aggregations split into smaller bands, rrost of which travel
westwards into Alaska while the rest disperse in the northeastern
Yukon..

f)

By late August a return fran Alaska

to Yukon is underway while the

Yukon contingeI"l:t remains dispersed.

g)

caribou which did not leave Alaska becane scattered in groups about
the North Slope of the Brooks ra:rge.

h)

Sanetimes large post-calving aggregations do not canpletely fonn.

- 24 5.

Fall Migraticn
As

with the spring migration,

the fall

migration is a

canplex of

rrovements that vary in timing', direction and duration, not only arrong
years but arrong different herd segments in the same year.

l'tbst authors

consider the eastward return of cariOOu fran Alaska to Yukon in late
August to early September as part of the fall migration.

At that time

caribou may also be dispersed. in northern Yukon and along the north
Slope of Alaska (Roseneau

al., 1975; Jakim:::h.uk et a1., 1974; Roseneau

et al., 1974b).

Thereafter, the initiation, rapidity and prcgress of the fall migration
is strongly influenced by weather patterns in northern Yukon (Surrendi
and De Bock, 1976; Thanpson, 1979; Ealey, 1980).

As long as the fall

weather remains clement, caril:x:>u tend to rrove leisurely, either tcMards
Yukon fran Alaska or,

having' reached. there,

dispersed. pattern (Thanpson 1979).

sc>uthward in a

widely

Prest.nnably other herd segments in

northern and coastal Yukon and Alaska also rrove at a cx:mparatively slow
pace in many directions.

A marked change in these types of rrovernents

usually occurs shortly after rapid tEl1I>9rature declines and substantial
snowfalls

which

can

occur

anytime

in

September

(Thanpson

1979) •

Subsequent rrovernents are generally rapid and nore or less unifo:r:mly
southward fran wherever the carib::>u happen to be located when the
weather conditions deteriorate (Thanpson 1979).

However, if the weather

improves again (tEl1I>9ratures rise, low precipitation), the migration may
slow d::::Mn, or halt or reverse (Jakimchik et al., 1974; Ealey, 1980).

At

such times carib::>u may begin to drift northward sanetimes recrossing' the
Porcupine River or the Dempster Highway until renewed snowfalls and
tEl1I>9rature declines prOOuce a resumption of the southward migrations

- 25 sanet.ime in October (Jaki.rrchuk et al., 1974; Ealey, 1980; Yukon Wildlife
Branch,

1983d) •

Occasionally hcMever,

weather irnprovanents do not

affect the southward migration which maintains

its orientation and

strength despite ameliorating conditions (Yukon Wildlife Branch 1980g).

The timing and progress of the fall migration may vary annually to the
extent that carirou may reach a

particular reg-ion in the southern

extremity of their winter r8.IlQ'e ( i. e. the 10\'tt19r Tatonduk River) anytime
between late September and early November (or of

CXJUrSe

not at all),

(Yukon Wildlife Branch 1983d, Roseneau and. Curatolo 1976).

Similarly,

caril::xJu may be crossing the Porcupine River througtout September and
even up to mid October (Thcmpson and Roseneau 1979) and peak crossings
can occur anytime between September 1 and October 4 (Ealey 1980).

The fall migration is oonsidered to have ended when steady novements
have ceased and the migratory bands begin to disperse on the winter
range.

Such events have often been recorded between late October and

late NJvember (Th:mpson 1979, Russell and Martell 1980, Yukcn Wildlife
Branch 1983d) but sanetimes migratory type rrovements can persist into
December (Whitten and Cameron 1982).

An 'exceptional' fall migration

occurred in 1981 when caribou crossed the Yukon River in the vicinity of

Eagle, Alaska.

Such rrovements had not occurred since the 1950's when

presumably the Porcupine herd perfonned similar rnarx:>euvers, which at the
time -were oonfused with those of then large 40-Mile herd (Whitten and

cameron

1982).

- 26 Documented fall migration routes are if anything nnre diverse than the
spring ones,

primarily because srow conditions are seldcm a limiting

factor (Thanpson 1979).

Still the fall routes can be generally grouped

into the spring corridors ( Fig. 6) which are described in reverse as
follows:

a)

Old Crow Route:
Originating primarily in the British and Bam J.V.buntains, the paths
of this corridor cross the Porcupine River in numerous locations
but principally between Bell River and Lard Creek and also west of
Old Crow (Thcmpson 1979).

Beyond the Porcupine River this broad

corridor leads south generally within the Keele Range and JlOStly
west of Eagle Plains.

Up:n reach.ir.g the Og'ilvie M:Juntains, routes

either continue south to the Tatonduk reg-ion winter range or branch
westward tovlards the same area.

other routes diverge eastward to

winter r8n]es in the Hart and Blackstone winter ranges.

b)

Richardson Route:
The major Richardson Route penetrates the

Richa:rdscn M:xJntains

fX)rth of M:::Dougall Pass and extends south along the long axis of

this rrountain chain to the Peel River while minor routes reach the
Peel

River

by

crossing

the

Bell,

Rock

or

Eagle

Rivers

and

travelling along- the western flanks of the Richardsons (Thcmpson
1979) •

The majority of caribou appear to cross the Peel River

between the Bonnet Plune and Wind. rivers but crossings may occur as

far west as fX)rth of Hung:ry Lake (Thcmpson 1979).
the Peel River migration routes proceed

After crossing

to winter ranges in the

- 27 Swake,

Hart,

Bonnet Pltnne and Wind River drainages

Blackstone,

(Thanpson 1979).

c)

Western Route:
Originally identifed. as a distinct Spring Migration Route (Surrendi
and De Bock 1976), this corrioor has always been included as an

extreme western CCl'I1{Xlt1.eI1t of the Old

Crow Route.

appeared. as a principal route in the 1974,

It has hc::Mever,

1977 and 1981 fall

migrations (Roseneau et al. 1975, Bente and Roseneau 1978, Yukon
Wildlife

Branch

1983d)

and

recognition on those accounts.

should

perhaps

receive

separate

rxhe route essentially parallels the

Alaska - Yukon oorder fran the Upper Salm:>n Fork River to the
Tatonduk River ..

C8rioou using this :route have reached winter

r8n1es as far east as the Hart River (Bente and Roseneau 1978) and

as far 'West as Delta Junction and Central Alaska (Whitten and
Cameron, 1982; Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1983d) ..

d)

Cl1.anda1ar Route:
This route consists of a major CCl'I1{Xlt1.eI1t that extends westward fran
Old Crow Flats across the Alaska-Yukon oorder to the Cl1.anda1ar
River drainage (Fig.

6)

essentially covering the same territory

involved. in the August dispersal novements.

The mi.rx:>r cx::mponent

canprises trails through passes in the Brooks Range that are used.
by carioou

migrating southward

fran

the

Arctic Slope..

These

caribou are usually the "residuals" (Roseneau and stearrl, 1974a)
that

did

n::>t

join

the

large

p:st-ca1ving

aggreQ'ations

n::>r

participate in the basic surrmer novements of the majority of the
herd ..

- 28 A noteworthy variation of the Cl1andalar Route oocurred in 1972 when
many fall migrants crossed the Porcupine River in Yukcn but shortly

thereafter swung northwestward, recrossing the Porcupine River in
Alaska and merging with the Olandalar Route in the Coleen River
reg-ion (McCourt et al., 1974).

It must be emphasized that the preceding CX)rridor descriptions are
gross simplifications of an extremely canplex proc:ess.
migration

trails

vary

considerably

within

the

Not only do

corridors

but

additional albeit minor trails exist between them - particularly
the Old Crow and Richardscn routes.

Also caribou may begin the

migration in one oorridor but later &Witch to another ( JakirrK:::huk,

1974; Ealey, 1980).

Thus it is not possible to state unequivocally

that the late stmmer distribution of the herd will indicate which
migration routes the majority will take.

The migration oorrioors

and their constituent routes are best perceived as a canplex road

map in which turns may be made at aTr:l junction but in which certain
CXl1lbinations are used IlDre frequently than others.

An additional

feature of the fall migrations that sh::uld be kept in mind is that
all caribou seldon if ever follow the entire routes described but
may

winter

at

intennediate

locations

such

that

the

winter

distribution IlDSt often consists of a number of disjunctive winter
rarges located at various p:>ints along the routes.

Juc:il'Jing fran

winter distributioo records, sane caribou may not migrate at all
but remain fran one

Sl.lITIIler

to the next and perhaps for a few

consecutiva years on the North Slope or north of the Porcupine
River in Yukon.

- 29 In view of the preced.i.nJ c:onsiderations, a surrrnary of the basic fall
migration pattern for the Porcupine Herd should CX)I1tain the following'
highly generalized elanents:

a)

Each fall IlDst carihJu rrove southward fran late surrrner locations.

b)

In all but one year in the past 12, carib::>u have nuved eastward
fran Alaska into Yukon prior to turning' south.

c)

The fall migration often begins in late August to early Septanber

with the beginning of the eastward return fran Alaska to Yukon.
d)

The fall migration is eventually accelerated by inclement weather

(temperature declines, substantial snowfalls) , occurring sanetime
in Septanber, which often produces a southward rrovement in Yukon
segments that have not already turned south.
e)

Subsequent improvements in weather oonditions sanetimes slow, hal t
or reverse the Yukon migrations but not always.

f)

The fall migration may end anytime between late October and early

December.

In the same year it may also end at different times for

different herd segments.
g)

Each fall migration pattern is unique.
kn::Jwn routes are utilized each year,
being recorded as well.

Alt1:x:>ugh parts of many

new- routes are continually

- 30 POPULATlOO' RANGE

The range of the Porcupine cari1x:>u herd incorporates all accurate records of
its occurrence.

With respect to delineation, pertinent data is restricted to

the past 13 years since prior acoounts canrx::>t be reliably distirguished fran
those of adjacent migratory herds and resident herds of ITOUIltain carib::>u.
However, historical records dating fran the early 1800's to the early 1960's
indicate that cari1x:>u have at times wintered in all the reg-ians presently
utilized by the Porcupine Herd (Th:mpson and Roseneau, 1978).

Two note\«)rthy

historical locations are Herschel Island (Franklin, 1828 , cited by Surrendi
and De Bock, 1976), where caribou have not been reported in the past 13 years
and the MacKenzie Delta (Simpson, 1843, and Pullen, 1850 , cited by Surrendi
and De Bock, 1976), where few Porcupine caribou have recently been observed
and then only at the extreme -westexn perimeter (Th:mpson, 1979)..

Additional

oonfirmation of long term use of present sumner and fall migration routes
exists in the remnant of Kutchin caribou fences in northeastern Alaska and

northern Yukon which date to the late 1800' s

(Warbelow et al. ,

1975) •

Traditional crossing points on the Porcupine River near the Old Crow River
are believed to be at least 30,000 years old and archaeological evidence
indicates that natives have killed caribou at such p:>ints and others along
the Porcupine River for centuries

(Irving and Harrington,

1973;

:tJbrlan,

1973) •

The documented range of the Porcupine Herd, based

on distribution studies

since 1970, covers virtually the entire Yukon Territory north of Dawson, sane
l:::lOrdering sections of the N.W .. T.

particularly west of Aklavik and Ft.

MacPherson and a substantial portion of northeastern Alaska fran the Arctic

Coast alIrost to the Alaska Highway (Fig.. 7).

- 31 tJ.bst of this vast area has been used regularly or intennittent1y in the past
13 years with the exceptions of the extreme southeastern portion in the
N.W.T.

which

southwestern
( 1981-82) ,

was

reached

portion

west

(Thcmpson

and

twice
of

(1971-72,

Fairbanks

Roseneau

1978 ;

1976-77)

which

was

Whitten

and

the

occupied
and

extreme

ally

Cameron,

once

1982) •

Prolorged rarge shifts or aban.donnents have so far rx::>t been detected within
this region.

The 1981-82 southwestern winter distribution may be either a

rang'e extension or merely a recx::cupation after a 40+ year absen.ce (Whitten
and Cameron, 1982).

The rarge of the Porcupine Herd overlaps with th:>se of the Central Arctic
Herd and the 4O-Mile Herd north and south of the Yukon River respectively
(Fig.

6),

(Roseneau and stern,

Wildlife Branch, 1983a).

1974;

Whitten and Cameron,

1982;

Yukon

Elsewhere, the Porcupine range is distinct fran

other migrato:ry barren-ground herds, h:Jwever, it does cover the territories
of sane rrountain caril:::x:>u in the Hart River and Bonnet PlUI'lll:3 herds (Faxnell,
1984) ..

Since reliable distribution records span such a short pericx:l in the history
of the herd, the boundary delineations merely signify the general rarge of
the herd, which likely includes rrost but I'X)t all of the traditional rarge an area that will never be canpletely krx::Mn but which may becc:me better
identified as distribution data aCCLU11Ulates and is judg"ed in relation to
historical and archaeolog-ical info:rmation ..

- 32 REPROI:U::TICItl

The rutting perioo CX)incides with the fall migration but apparently has
little

or no

Prerutting

influence

behaviour

on

the

arrong

timing

Porcupine

or

progress

bulls

of

such novements.

usually

beg'ins

around

mid-September and continues to increase in intensity to mid-October (Yukon
Wildlife Branch, 1980g; Russell and Martell,

1980; calef,

1981).

Rutting

activity peaks aoout the middle to third '\N'99k of October and matings occur
(Russell and Martell, 1980; calef, 1981) in those cc:JUp1e of weeks (calef,
1974; Bergerud, 1978)..

,Bull cari1:x:>u are p:>lygarrous and the daninant ones

mate with the receptive females in their band (Banfield, 1974).

Cows can

have several estrus cycles until mating occurs (Skoog, 1968; Bergerud, 1978).
Age

specific

pregnancy

rates

of

the

Porcupine

Herd

have

never

been

detennineci, hc:Mever in other p:>pUlations nost females do not mature until
between the ages of 29 and 41 rronths, although a snaIl proporticn may bear

young as yearlings (Bergerud, 1978)..

For the Porcupine Herd it has been

assumed that the pregnancy rate is 86% for 2+ year old females (Hoffman,
1975)..

The rut wanes rapidly in early :fIbvember and the larger bulls beg'in

shed their antlers s1x>rtly thereafter (calef, 1981).

to

AI though the chronology

of the rut varies arrong barren-ground herds (Bergerud, 1978) , the preceding
sequence described for the Porcupine Herd closely approximates the average of
others in N:>rth America (Banfield, 1974; Kelsall, 1968).,

The gestaticn period for caribou has been variously given as al::xJut 227 - 229
days (Bergerud, 1978) and 210 days (U.S. Dept. of Interior and U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, 1982).

In the Porcupine Herd, ca1virg may beg'in as early

as May 22, but nore often o:::mnences about the 27th of that nonth (Table 1) ..
In all rea::>rded years, the peak of calving has occurred between June 4-8
except

in 1980 when several peaks were recorded between June 2-13

for

- 33 different parts of the calving ground (Table 1) •
canpleted by about the third week of June.

Calving is essentially

l'bx:mally a single calf is oorn to

each female although twi.nnirg has been reported but is believed to be rare
(Banfield,

1974;

Kelsall,

1968;

Bergerud,

1978).

caribou

calves

are

extremely precocious, being able to stand and suckle within a f€1tf.1 hours of
birth (Banfield, 1974; Kelsall, 1968) and to graze within their first day or
so (Kelsall, 1968).

Weaning probably is canpleted for nost calves by early

September, al though instances of suckling extending' into winter have been
recorded

(Kelsall,

1968;

Banfield,

1974)..

Such observations pertain to

barren-ground herds of the N .. W.. T .. , but a similar developnental sequence is
likely for Porcupine caribou calves as well.

Further considerations of reproduction such as productivity, sex ratios, etc ..
are discussed. in the fOllowing section.

- 34 Docunented calving pe:ricx1s of the Porcupine Herd 1971 - 1981

Table 1.

Reference

Year

start

Peak

1971

June 2

June 8

June 17-19

Roseneau

&

Curatolo, 1976

1972**

May

28-27

June 5-7

June 13

Roseneau

&

Curatolo, 1976

1973*

May

27

June 7

June 15

Doll et al., 1974

1974**

May

27-31

June 6-8

June 14-19

Roseneau

&

Curatolo, 1976

1975

June 4-5

June 14-15

Roseneau

&

OJratolo, 1976

1980***

June 2-13

Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980f

June 4

Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1981c

22

1981

May

*1973

June 3

**1972- 28
27

June 12

End

June 18

Surrendi and De Bock 1976

= Yukon

= Yukon 1974-

27

= Alaska

31 = Alaska

***Suggested. p:>Bsible progression of peaks fran west to east on calving
grol.ll1ds •

- 35 K)RrALITY

Prior to European contact, all rrortality factors affecting' the Porcupine Herd
could have been classed as natural.

Now,

it is necessary to

however ,

separate natural rrortality factors fran th::>se involving' human activities
which no longer bear a purely SUI:Vival relationship to caribou"

These two

categories are discussed separately as follows.

Natural lbrtality

1.

Predation
Porcupine caribou share their rang-e with predators carrron to rrost
caribou herds.
seriously

This aspect of rrortality,

investigated

and

existing'

however,

data

is

has seldon been

nnstly

incidental

observations of predators and c:x:::casianally predation re<:X)rded during"
other studies.

a)

WOlf:
The wolf p::>pulation of the Porcupine rang-e has never been properly

assessed.

In 499 h:::>urs of surveyirg the Yukcn portion of the

Porcupine range in 1971, 159 wolves were observed in 69 sighting's the largest pack conta.i.nirg 14 members ( Jak.ilrchuk et al.,

1974) "

Of 133 wolf kills examined at that time, 131 were caribou and. two
were m:x>se"

Wolf predation on caribou was observed throughout the

study perioo, and it appeared that wolves not involved with denning
followed cari1::x:>u (Jak.ilrchuk et al., 1974)"

A subjective estimate

of the northerrl Yukon population was 300-400 wolves between the
Peel River drainage IX:lUte and the Beaufort Sea (Jak.ilrchuk, et al.,
1974)"

A total of 154 wolf sightings were made durirYJ 1972 and

1973 caribou sw::veys, and like th::>se of 1971 their distrirution was

- 36 quite broad and "sp::>radic" throughout the rx::>rthen1. Yukon (Doll et
al., 1974b).

Wolves were often asscx::iated with cari1x:.u; of the 154

sightings 31 were either at caribou kills or of lIIJOlves hunting
caribou, while in 1972 of the 122 sighti.ng"s that year only two were
at m:ose kills (Doll et

, 1974b).

Wolves

'Were

reported to be

numerous in the Richardson Range in the winters of 1972/73 and
1974/75 and to kill calves and old bulls most frequently in a diet
that consisted exclusively of caribou (Hoffman, 1975).

In March 1980, nine lIIJOlves were observed in the Keele Range and one
was sighted on the Ogilvie Plains.

Since wolvas 'lJere not sighted

during' many hours of winter range surveys, it was suggested that

lIIJOlf p:>pulations were concentrated in the Keele Range and Porcupine
River area and that caribou were not followed further south into
the winter ranges (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980b).

Active lIIJOlf dens have been recordeCl in the nountairx::lus te:rrain of
the Hulahula, Canning and Kongakut drainages, however, rx:ne have so

far been found on the roastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge (U. S. Dept. of Interior and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1982) •

This has been attributed partly to the preference of wolves

for the fOC'.>thills of the Arctic Slope and the IlDtmtains of the
Brc:x::>ks Range where prey such as Dall sheep and rooose are found.
(U. S. Dept. of Interior and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982).
Fu:rthenrore when caril:x:>u are abundant on the coastal plain (May and
June) ,

most lIIJOlvas are probably confined to the rrountains where

denning activities restrict their hunti.ng" radius to al:x:>ut 32 km
(U. S. Dept. of Interior and U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982).

- 37 Aerial hunting up to the early 1970's and

~

continued aerial

p:>achirg have received credit for the existence of 10l'fl 'WOlf numbers

on the Alaskan Arctic Slope (Roseneau and Curatolo,

1976) •

In

Yukcn no wolf dens have so far been rep:>rted within the calving
grounds (D. Russell and R. Fcu::nell, pers. cx::mn.).

Also, despite

nunerous aerial surveys of the calving" grounds since 1971,

the

been very

IaN'

number of 'WOlf

sightings each year has

always

(Table 2).

In view of the conflicting evidence concex:n:i.ng wolf numbers on the
Porcupine winter ranges, it is difficult to establish the p:>tential
significance of 'WOlf predation on the herd.

Certainly the level of

predation must be lower than for adj acent N. W. T •

herds,

where

weIves are c:x::mronly sighted during winter range surveys; on the
other hand it is tmlikely that 'WOlf predation. is insignificant as a
rrortality factor.

b)

Grizzly Bear:
Grizzly bears are by contrast quite

CCl1IOC>I1

grounds (Table 2) and at times appear

on. the Porcupine calving

to be gathered where calving

activity is rrost oancentrated (YUkon Wildlife Brandh, 1979b).

Of

25 bear sightings made on the calving grounds in 1975, t'WO single
bears were at fresh caril:xJu kills and t'WO other attempts by bears

to kill caril.x:::>u were observed (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

1974,

In

four out of nine grizzly observations made on the calving

grounds involved bears at caril:xJu kills (Roseneau and CUratolo,
1976) •

Of 45 sightings on the calving" ground in 1979, t'WO lena

grizzlies were observed chasing caril:xJu and three lena grizzlies

- 38 were at kills - two of which were calves (Yukon Wildlife Branch,
1979b) •

On

two cx:::casions in 1981, grizzlies were observed feeding

on calf carcasses on the calving grounds and cne

SCM

was seen

In 1982 only one

chasing caribou (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1981c).

instance of grizzly predation was noted in a calf nortality study
on the calving grounds (Mauer et al.,

1983) ,

but on six other

occasions grizzlies were observed at caribou kills in a separate
study which captured 50 bears on the cx::>astal plains and adjacent
f<x>thills of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in 1982 (Garner

and Reynolds, 1983).

Of 93 sightings in 1971 throug:h:>ut northenl Yukon,

52 involved

grizzlies asscx::iated with caribou either as kills or in proximity

to live animals (Jakindluk et al.,

1974).

Between March and

November 1973, 144 grizzly bears were observed in northern. Yukon,
apparently scmewhat segregated in distribution accordirg to family

units and solitary animals

(Doll et al.,

1974b).

An apparent

southward shift in distrirution away fran the cx::>ast in September
was also noted (Doll et al., 1974b ) •

Recx:>rded derml..n.;J sites in

Yukon are all well south of the roast (Jakindluk et a1., 1974).

It

has been suggested that as calving and };X)St-calving progresses,
large manmalian predators becx:me nore ntnnerous as individuals are
attracted to these concentrations, however, it has also been noted
that in northeastern Alaska at least, both. wolvas and grizzlies are
relatively scarce north of the Brooks R9l1g'e (Roseneau and Curatolo,
1976) •
Wildlife

Of 38 den locations made in 1982 in the Arctic National
Refuge,

only one was

on

the

roastal

plain and

the

- 39 remainder were in the fcx::>thills and I1DUI1tains of the Brooks RaIl9'e

(Garner and Reynolds, 1983).

c)

Golden Eagle:
Between 1972 and 1975 rep:>rts of Golden Eagle numbers and calf

predation on the calving grounds indicated that this species,
particularly the non-nesting sub-adults,

was the rrost important

predator on the calving and p:st-calving' grounds (Roseneau and
Curatolo, 1976).

The sub-adults beirg neither confined to nesting

territories nor involved in the reproductive cycle,

are highly

nobile and the rnajority appear to maintain alrrost c:x::nstant contact
with the calving and post-calving' herds (Roseneau and Curatolo,
1976) •

In a 1982 study of calf rrortality,

Golden Eagles were

involved in 50% of the total llDrtality either as the pIObable
predator or a predator/scavenger (Gax:ner and Reynolds, 1983).

Fran the preceding information it is rx>t possible to determine the

relative importance of these three species as predators of the cari1:x::u
herd ror can the relative (X)l1.tribution of predation to overall rrortality
of the herd be detennined.

While in order of importance the major

calvirg ground predators are eagles, grizzlies and 'fIiIOlves respectively,
neither eagles I'X)r grizzlies are likely to be very significant predators
of adult carilx>u whereas wolves are.

The apparent scarcity of 'fIiIOlves on

the major winter rang-es in recent years suggests that 'fIiIOlf predation is
probably lCM during the winter season, h:Jwever, the am:::::sunt of predation
in winter,

spring or fall cannot,

at this time,

even be estimated.

Still, in cx:mparison to many other North American herds, wolf predation
seans to be relatively lCM, while eagle predation is relatively high.

- 40 2.

Accidents
Porcupine cariOOu are prone to accidents throughout the year, but they
may sustain rn:::>re injuries in certain periods such as during' migrations
and p:>St-calving rrovements.

A

of m::>rtality is river

oamon cause

crossing's where an.imals are either drowned or injured.
spring migration,

In the 1971

28 cariOOu were killed while tryi.ng' to cross the

Porcupine River which was can:ying nuving ice pans which, when too many
trapped an.imals tried. to climb on them, overturned causing' death by
crushing and drowning (Jaki.mchuk et al., 1974).

In 1975 a

c:x::M

with a

ruptured alxbninal cavity was found near the Kon:Jakut River bank fran
which it was inferred that the an.imal had impaled. itself en a rock or
limb while crossing' (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976) •

In 1982 a collared

calf apparently drowned '\'thUle attempting' to cross the Firth River with a

nursery band on June 30 (Mauer et al., 1983).

AIx>ther likely source of injury and sc.metimes eventual rn:::>rtality is

running

fran

aggregations

predators
in

or

fran

insect

particular

seem

prone

harrassment.
to

such

Post-calving'

accidents

perhaps

partially l::>ecause insect harrasSl'feI1.t peaks at this period and partially
l::>ecause

the

(Roseneau and

aggregations

appear

Curatolo, 1976).

extensively and rapidly,

susceptible

to

panic

stampeding

These aggregations also at times

crossing many rivers in a

interval (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1976).

IIDVe

relatively slx:>rt

In July 1972, of 32,784 caribou

which had been noving' rapidly across the coastal plain for

SCI119

time and

reacting' violently as well to insect harrasement, limping individuals

were cx:::rlSpicuous arrong the last 1,000-2,000 an.imals to pass, and an
estimated 200 or so were seriously injured and seemed unlikely to travel
much farther (Roseneau and Steanl, 1974) •

Such post-calving' rrovements

- 41 have

also

been

credited

with

contributing

nortality (Calef and Lortie, 1973).

to

significantly

calf

Not only \\OUld calves be exhausted

by hard travelling at such an early age and thus vulnerable

to accidents

and predation, but other factors such as calf abandorment \\OUld likely
be increased by numerous river crossings and erratic stampeding.

3.

Sickness, Disease and Parasitiem
Information concen1ing diseases
carirou is very limited.

and

parasitism

of

adul t

Porcupine

The only IX)te;...orthy disease which has so far

received carment is "lumpy jaw".

Calves may die fran

exp::>SUre

or

starvation during their first few weeks of life (Mauer et a1., 1983).
Starvation usually results fran abandorment which may have a number of
causes such as predator disturbance,
females,

I1eQ'lect by inexperienced young

and physiological disorders such as mastitis that interfere

with suckling (Mauer et al., 1976); as "Well as other factors such as
nortality or accidental separation, especially at water crossings.
1982,

ale

radio-collared calf died. of

exp::>SUre

CCIiiI

In

following high winds

( 42. 6 kph) and. 'mild temperatures' ( 3. 8°C) , (Mauer et al., 1983).

4.

Neonatal M:>rtality
Since calf rrortality has been discussed in the previous three sections,
it is only necessary to state that as an age class , calves have the
highest nortality rate owing to their vulnerability to predation,
accidents,

ex.p::>sure

and

starvation.

That

the

Porcupine

caribou

p:pulation has apparently increased slowly over the past decade despite
apparently

low hlIDting

and

predation

pressures,

may

signify

neonatal nortality rates in this herd are quite high.

that

A further

discussion of rrortality rates in relation to population dynamics is
presented in the following sectioo.
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1.

Hunting
Humans have apparently hunted caribou on the Porcupine Range for at
least 27, (X)() years (Irving and Harrington, 1973) employing, no doubt,
the typical strateg-ies of ambush, spearin;} at water crossings etc., but

also erecting long driftwcx:xl fences and corrals such as th:::>se used by
the Kutchin tribes (Warbelow et al .. , 1975)..

Aboriginal dependence up:n

Porcupine caribou likely fluctuated with the availability of other food
sources such as fish, muskoxen and marine mamnals for the Inuit and
fish, m:x:>se, Dall sheep and woodland caribou for the inland Athapaskans.
At times the failure of Porcupine caribou to arrive at a critical period
resulted in starvation arrong 'both Inuit and Athapaskan ccmnunities as
recently as the early 1900's (StefansSCl1, 1914) ..

The nature of the caribou harvest beg"an to change significantly with the
advent of the whalers in the early 1800's followed by the fur traders,
prospectors, trappers and miners.

At the height of the arctic whaling

industry in the 1890' s up to 5, CXJO caribou may have been taken annually
for provisioning' (Calef, 1974).

Professional meat hunting was a c::x::nm::::n

occupation in the period 1890-1910, and as late as the 1930's tl"o.Jsa:nds
of caribou were used as dog food by trappers and miners (U .. s. Department

of State, 1980) ..

other factors influencing the caril:x::>u harvest were a

shift fran subsistence lifestyles to a greater dependence on .imp::>rted
food and clothing,

centralization of hwnan settlements,

SOClWlllachines in preference to dog teams

(U .. S..

aCbption of

Department of State,

1980), as well as the population status of native and white groups plus
of course the increasingly widespread use of rifles and the availability
of armrunition.

- 43 The influence of such factors, in conjunction with the variability of

caril:x::Ju distribution, have determined the size of the caril:x::Ju harvests
over the past century, but since none of the factors can be quantified,
the net effect on the harvest is difficult to judge for any given

period.

For example, although i t has been suggested that the harvest

peaked during the height of the whaling era, and that "use by whites was
practically non-existent by the 1930's"

(La

Resche,

1975),

another

opinion is that hunting pressures were also extreme in the 1930' s
(USFWS, 1980).

A s.imilar analysis

for the Bathurst Herd in the N.W.T.

which was

subjected to llDSt of the same factors concluded that the greatest
hunting pressure in the 20th century may have oocurred between the two
World Wars (1918-1940) (urquhart, 1981).

Harvest data for the Porcupine Herd was probably first recx::>rded fran
1932 to 1948,

when Game Retlun fonns were distributed to R. C. M. P.

detachments in the N.W.T .. and Yukon,

(Banfield and Jalti..rrchuk, 1980).

Beginning" in 1953, hunters in the N.W.T. rep:>rted their harvest on their

General Hunting License, and analyses of these returns for the period
1964 to 1972 yielded an average of 1,345 as a reported harvest fran the
settlements of Aklavik,

Ft.

(Table 3) ..

analysis of

A separate

MacPhersc.n and Inuvik (Hoffman,
returns

fran Aklavik

1975),
and

Ft ..

MacPhersc.n plus rep:>rts for Old Cl:'oN and the Dempster Highway produced
an average annual harvest of 1,183 for the same period (Surrendi and De
Bc::x::k, 1976)..

Such analyses, l'loI'rJever, are fraught with errors since the

returns are incanplete,

individually inaccurate in many cases,

and
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ignore a significant segment of the hunting' cc::mnunity altogether (Table
3) •

other harvest data for the Porcupine Herd have 'been acq:uired mainly

by hunter interviews and field observations.

Alaska have been required to subnit

Since 1976-77 hunters in

a hal:vest report to transport

carib::>u south of the Yukon River (Davis, 1978).
account

for

a

very

These rep:>rts, however,

emaIl p:>rtion of the total

hal:vest fran Game

Managa:nent units 25 and 26c which cover the Porcupine R8.I1l3e in Alaska.
othe:rwise,

as

in

Canada,

Alaskan hal:vest

figures

are

based

on a

canbination of interview, observation and ccnjecture.

Such methods vary greatly in reliability,

but the types of errors

involved tend to reduce harvest figures and thus the arnrual harvest
totals (Table 3) are minimal, and since rrost totals are incanplete due
to unrep:>rted rE3g'ions, the figures are further reduced.

It is also

impossible to meanirgfully cx:::mpare harvests arrong years because the
annual values in addition to their inherent errors, have been canpiled
by a variety of methods each with its own biases.

Also,

OC>

two sets of

data represent all the same settla:nents and reg-ions.

Interpretations of harvest data are thus severely constrained by the
data quality and about all that can be detennined with sa:ne ocnfidence
is that the annual rep:>rted harvests of the Porcupine Herd fluctuate
between a

low of around a

neighOOurhood of 5, cx::>o.

<X>Uple of tb.:>usand and a

high in the

Not withstan.ding' these limitations, one version

is that the total Irortality of the Porcupine population is 8,500
annually

consisting of

3,000-5,000

animals

fran

hunting',

remainder being made up by natural factors (McCourt, 1980).

and

the

This seans

to imply that a) nortality is a constant, and b) that natural Irortality

- 45 sanehJw conpensates for harvest fluctuations.

If this is so, then it is

a unique and highly fortuitous relationship.

Annual harvests vary considerably rot only in total,

but also for

particular camrunities dependinc;;J upon the specific migration routes and
winter ranges cJ:xJsen by the majority of the herd.

In particular, the

camrunities in the N. W. T. on the eastern periphery of the range exhibit

the highest variability am::::rg armual harvests (U. S. Department of state,

1980) ,

but others such as those in the Olandalar winter ra:rge also

experience years of extreme scarcity and abundance (Le Resche, 1975;
Whitten and cameron,

1980; Whitten and Ccu:nera.1.,

hc:Jwever, rrore caribou are harvested armually in

1982).

canada

In general,

than in the

u. S.

perhaps within the suggested range of 50+% to 75% (U. S. Department of
State, 1980) but p:robably by rrore than that, such as in 1980 when the
rep:>rted Canadian harvest was 83% of the reported. total which did rot
include the N.W.T. ccmponent (Table 3).

TO properly assess the significance of huntirg as a rrortality factor,

the effect of crippling loss nrust also be considered.

.Accx:Junts of

"flook shooting" and pJOr marksnanship exist in htmting' reI;X>rts for the
Porcupine

Herd

(Hoffman, 1975).

fran which

a

crippling'

loss

of

10% was

suggested

Another suggestion put the crippling' loss as high as

33% (Jakimchuk et al., 1974).

A popular figure employed arbitrarily in

many such harvest analyses for other herds is 25% which if applied. to

the Porcupine caribou harvest would increase the approximate range of
the annual caribou kill to between about 2, 500 and around 6, ()()()+.
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Non Hunting Factors

Apart fran hunting, other human activities may directly or indirectly be

involved in caribou nortalities.

An obvious d.arlt'Jer is fran traffic on

the Danpster Highway, and alth:::>Ugh few road kills have so far occurred

(D.

Russell, pers. cc:mn.), increased traffic levels might eventually

result in significant nortality levels.

On sane caribou ranQ'es, such as that of the Tuktoyaktuk Reindeer Herd,

animals oocasionally becane entangled in blasting wire and die fran such
injuries (A. Martell, pers. cx:mn.).

Caribou are vulnerable to harrassment either by srv.:::lWlllachines (Hoffman,
1975) or aircraft (Surrendi and De Bock, 1976) which stress animals and
could conceivably contribute to nortality at certain times of the year.

So far rx:>ne of the preceding p::>ssibilities

CX)IlStitute significant

nortality for the Porcupine p:JpUlation but they might pose a threat if
industrialization and other activities increase on the herd's range.

Although nortality factors have so far received little research attention and
nost data are incidental to other studies, a few tentative conclusions are
provided as follows:

a)

In order of significance, the major caribou predators on the Porcupine
calvir'g

grounds

are

golden

eagles,

grizzly

bears

and

wolves

respectively.
b)

In order of significance the major caribou predators on the rest of the
Porcupine range probably are wolves and grizzly bears.
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c)

In recent years wolf predation has apparently been quite low.

d)

Accidents contribute to Irortality in the Porcupine p:>pulation chiefly
through mishaps at river crossings, but also fran injuries sustained in
stampedes either fran predators or insect harrassment.

e)

Sane cari1:x:>u succtmtb to

starvation and exposure and probably also

disease, although the latter has never been Cbcumen.ted as a Irortality
factor.
f)

Neonatal

Irortality

results

fran

a

variety

of

factors

including

predation, starvation, exp:>sUre and accident.
g)

Porcupine cariOOu have been hunted by humans for millenia.

h)

European contact ~ succeed:i.rg stages of human history on the Porcupine

rang-e

drastically

altered

hunti.ng"

mertfx::xjs

and

harvest

levels

of

Porcupine cari1:x:>u.
i)

Peak harvest periods may have oocurred in the late 1800' s and perhaps
again around the 1930' s.

j)

Harvest

data

for

the

Porcupine Herd

are

generally

in.c:x:Jnplete and

inaccurate to the extent that little substantive infonnation can be
obtained fran than.
k)

Annual ha:rvests fluctuate c:x::lTlSiderably for rrost cx:mnunities en the
Porcupine r8l'll'J'e, primarily due to the variability in migration routes
and winter r8l'll'J'es selected by the herd.

I)

Total reported harvests fluctuate between around 400 animals and around
5,000, but totals rarely include all communities.

m)

The total Irortality resultirg fran huntirg is substantially higher than

the actual harvest due to crippli.ng" losses which may aCCXJl.m.t for an

additional 10-33% of the actual harvest.
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n)

Generally rrore caribou are harvested annually in Canada than in the

u. S.,

with the Canadian p:>rtion sanetimes exceeding 80% of the rep:>rted

total.
0)

So

far human activities other than hunting' have caused neg-ligible

rrortality in the Porcupine p::>pulation, but sa:re of these could becane
significant if the levels of activity (i.e. traffic) were substantially
increased.

POPULATlOO DYNAMICS

The

Porcupine

Herd

is

a

population

continually (but not constantly)
(rrortality) ,

and

(productivity) .
the

once

interbreeding

losing' individuals

year

receives

a

caril:::x::1u

that

is

throughout the year

quantity

of

new

members

These contending events produce a dynamic that detenrd.nes

characteristics of

canposition.

each

of

the Porcupine population such as its size and

Information

concerning

various

aspec:ts

of

the

Porcupine

population dynamics are discussed under the following topics:

Catpositioo.
The

discussion

in

this

canposition data obtained

and

the

fran

the

following

subsection

Porcupine Herd.

are

based

at various

up::n

seasc:rl.S.

Typically these data are acquired by trained observers using spotting scopes
and hand tally counters.

The observers are ITOV'ed by aircraft to various

locations in order to obtain a reliable sample distribution.

Occasionally

caribou are classified by helicopter or fran aerial ph:>tographs.

Since the canposition of the Porcupine Herd is never hcm::lgeneous, 1 t

is

imperative that the total sample size be around 10% of the entire p:pulation
or in the rarge of a1:x::JUt 10, ()()() animals, and that this total be ccmp::>Sed. of

- 49 several

well

dispersed

samples.

Applyirg

these

criteria

to the data

sunmarized in Table 4, it is apparent that serre of the estimates are of
doubtful reliability due to inadequate sample sizes.

In addition all of the

July samples are taken fran the post-calvirg aggregrations, and therefore 00
not represent the entire p::>pulation since bull and yearlirg c:x:::rrp::nents are
highly variable at that time.

Thus the ooly value of the July data is the

calf:cow ratio since it is likely that all but a few cows are canprised by
the aggregations.

Even then, hc::Jwever, errors may arise such as in 1977 when

the calf:cow ratio in July was 11% smaller than the October -

figure.

November

'Ibis was attributed to calves beirg missed in oblique p'tDtographs

(Davis, 1978).

Productivity and Sm:vival

The productivity of the Porcupine populaticn is the mnnber of calvas 1:x:>:rn in
June each year.
calves

per

'!be best rreasure of the calf crop is the prop:>rtion of

100 cows.

Ideally this

calf:cow ratio

sh:>uld be

obtained

imnediately after calving, but this is not possible since the calvirg herd is
still widely dispersed and cannot be sampled accurately.

Also a significant

ntnnber of rx:>n-breOOing cows may not have reached the calvirg grounds and thus
carmot be accounted for.

Consequently calf: cow ratios are dete:rnrl.ned fran

the early to mid-July post-calvirg aggregations, but as such represent only
the proporticn of calves that have survived the first 2-4 -weeks of life.

These ratios vary annually within the range of 47 to 66 calves:100 cows
(Table 4) for reliable samples.

If atx::ut 86% of the fanales are PrerJI1B.Ilt

each year as they were in 1974 (Hoffman, 1975), then atout 54% to 76% of the
calves survive until mid-July.
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Calves continue to die throughout the

~

and fall.

The 1980 ccmposition

counts indicate that al:x:ru.t 82% of the early July calf population survived to
mid-October (Table 4).

If the 1972 October ratio is accurate, then only 66%

of the calves su:rvived that year between July and October (Table 4).

RecruitnEnt

Since the llOrtality rate of calves is so high, their cx::lrl"tributian to the
p::lpulation carmot be gauged until the fOllowirg sprirg at the earliest after the winter has

taken

its

toll.

Sprirg

segr9g'ations

are

rarely

because of the extreme difficul ty of

attempted for the Porcupine Herd,

For example, the March 1980 calf:cx::JW ratio of

obtaining reliable samples.

55:100 was higher than the July 1979 ratio of 54:100 indicating that the
March data is inaccurate.

The

July ccmposition counts

are

mentioned variability of

bull

aggregations (Whitten and

cameron,

also unreliable

and

yearling

1980).

due to

mixes

The only

in

the previously

the

:rernaini.rYJ

p:>st-calving"

data therefore

are the fall ccmposition counts which range between 8% and 12% of the herd
(Table 4) that actually represent 15 ITDnth old animals or "long yearlirgs".
tklfortunately, only the 1977 figure of 12% can be used, since the 1972 sample
size

is

too small

and

the

1980

sample

segregations (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980g) •

was

incomplete

for

yearling"

Thus the recruibnent rate for

the Porcupine Herd might be considered to be in the neighbourhood of 12%, but

must fluctuate accx:>rdi.ng to the previous years' calf crop and its llOrtality
rate over the succeed.in'J 15 rronths.

The dc.x:rurnented recruitment rate of 12% for the Porcupine Herd is sanewhat

leMer than average spring recruitment rates of 15-16% rep::lrted for canadian

- 51 Arctic caribou populations

(Kelsall,

1968)

Western Arctic Herd in Alaska (Lent, 1966).

and similar

figures for the

nus may indicate higher calf

nonality rates for the Porcupine Herd than for the other herds mentioned and
may be related to the levels of golden eagle and grizzly predation on the
calving grounds as well as significant calf losses during the period of rapid
rrovement often undertaken by the post-calving aggregations.
hand,

On the other

the 12% figure is a fall estimate and may be lower an that acc:x:>unt

alone canpared to spring figures for yourger animals.

Another recruibnent parameter is the yearling to
reliably taken fran the fall segregations.

et::M

ratio which can only be

For the Porcupine Herd the only

reliable estimate is 31:100 for 1977 as the 1972 and 1980 samples are
unreliable.

Since the 1976 July calf:CX)W' ratio was 59:100, then 53% of the

1976 July calves survived the fOllOW'ing 14 rron.ths of life that year.

Mortality Rates
There is cnly one canplete analysis of differential rrorta1ity rates for the

Porcupine caribou population (Martell and Russell, 1981).

'!his was based on

the age and. sex of jaws fran hunter kills on the Dempster Highway in the
falls of 1972, 1973, 1977 and the winter of 1973-74 harvest by Ft. MacPherson
residents.

When only the jaws of kr.own sex were used, the rrortality rate for

females greater than three years of age (3+ females) was 0.20, while for the
3+ males it was 0.41 (i.e. eaCh year 20% of the 3+ females and 41% of the 3+
male die).

For ccmbin.eCl sexes over three years of age the rate was 0.25.

The estimates for femaleS and a::Jnbined sexes are consistent with th:::>Se for
other herds,

where

Ironality rate

the same

(0.41)

is

analytical method was employeCl.

intennediate between

the

The

male

lightly sp:>rt-hunted

Kaminuriak Herd (0.34), (Miller, 1974) and the heavily sp:>rt-hunted Nelchina
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n)

Generally rrore carirou are harvested annually in canada than in the

u. S.,

with the canadian p:>rtion scmet.i.mes exceeding 80% of the rep:>rted

total.
0)

So

far htDTJ.an activities other than hunting' have caused negligible

rrortality in the Porcupine p::>pUlation, but sane of these could becane
significant if the levels of activity (i.e. traffic) were substantially
increased.

POPmATICfi DYrmMICS

The

Porcupine

continually
(rrortality) ,

Herd

is

a

p:>pulation of

(but not constantly)
and

(productivity) .

once

each

interbreeding

carirou

that

is

losing individuals througrout the year

year

receives

a

quantity

new members

of

These contending events produce a dynamic that determines

the characteristics of the Porcupine population such as its size and
canp:>Sition.

Information

cx:ncerning

various

aspects

of

the

Porcupine

};x)pulation dynamics are discussed under the following topics:

Calpositicn
The

discussion

in

this

and

the

canp:>Sition data obtained fran

the

following
Porcupine

subsection
Herd

at

are

based

upon

various seasons.

Typically these data are acquired by trained observers using' spotting scopes
and hand tally counters.

The observers are rroved by aircraft to various

locations in order to obtain a reliable sample distribution.

Occasionally

caribou are classified by helicopter or fran aerial pl'x:>tographs.

Since the canposition of the Porcupine Herd is never hcm::lgeneous,

it is

imperative that the total sample size be around 10% of the entire pJpulation
or in the range of about. 10, CX)() a.nimals, and that this total be canp:>Sed of

- 49 several

well

dispersed

samples.

sumnarized in Table 4,

Applying

these criteria to the data

it is apparent that sane of the estimates are of

doubtful reliability due to inadequate sample sizes.

In addition all of the

July samples are taken fran the post-calving aggregratians, and therefore do
not represent the entire ];X)pUlation since bull and yearling <:::anp:>nents are
highly variable at that time.

Thus the only value of the July data is the

calf:cow ratio since it is likely that all but a few
the aggreg-atians.

are canprised by

Even then, l1owever, errors may arise such. as in 1977 when

the calf:CXJW ratio in
figure..

cx::MS

~uly

was 11% smaller than the October -

November

This was attributed to calves being missed in oblique phJtographs

(Davis, 1978).

Productivity and Survival

The productivity of the Porcupine p::>pulation is the nt.nnber of calves oorn in
June each year.
calves

per

100

The best measure of the calf crop is the proportion of

cows.

Ideally this

calf:cow ratio

should be

obtained

imnediately after calving, but this is rx:>t possible since the calving herd is
still widely dispersed and canrx::>t be sampled accurately.

Also a significant

nunber of non-breeding cows may not have reached the calving grounds and thus
cannot be aCCOlIDted for..

Conseq:uently calf: cow ratios are determined fran

the early to mid-July post-calving aggregations, but as such. represent only
the proportion of calves that have survived the first 2-4 'Weeks of life.
These ratios vary annually within the range of 47 to 66 calves:lOO cows
(Table 4) for reliable samples..

If about 86% of the females are pregnant

each year as they were in 1974 (Hoffman, 1975), then about 54% to 76% of the
calves survive until mid-July.
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calves continue to die throughout the sunmer and. fall.

The 1980 CCIl'I};X)sition

oomts indicate that at:out 82% of the early July calf p::>pulation survived to
mid-Oc::tober (Table 4).

If the 1972 October ratio is accurate, then only 66%

of the calves survived that year between July and October (Table 4).

Recruitment
Since the rrorta1ity rate of calves is so high, their contribution to the
population cannot be gauged until the following spring at the earliest after the winter has

taken its

toll.

attempted for the Porcupine Herd,
obtaining reliable samples.

Sprin] segregations

are

rarely

because of the ex:trane difficulty of

For example, the March 1980 calf: cow ratio of

55:100 was higher than the July 1979 ratio of 54:100 indicatin] that the
March data is inaccurate.

The July cx.:mp:>sition counts are also unreliable due to the previously
mentioned variability of

bull

and

yearling mixes

aggregations (Whitten and Cameron, 1980) •

in

the

p:>St-calving

The cnly ranaining data therefore

are the fall c:x::mp:>sition counts which rarge between 8% and. 12% of the herd
(Table 4) that actually represent 15 rronth old animals or "lor.g yearlings".
Unfortunately, only the 1977 figure of 12% can be used, since the 1972 sample
size

is

too small

and

the

1980

sample

segregations (Yukon Wildlife Branch, 1980g).

was

inoarnplete

for

yearling

Thus the recruibnent rate for

the Porcupine Herd might be considered to be in the neighbourhood of 12%, but

must fluctuate according to the previous years' calf crop and its nnrtality
rate over the succeeding 15 rronths.

The documented recruitmen.t rate of 12% for the Porcupine Herd is scmewhat
lower than average spring recruitment rates of 15-16% re:PQrted for Canadian
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(Kelsall,

1968)

Western Arctic Herd in Alaska (Lent, 1966) •

and

similar figures

for

the

This may indicate higher calf

rrortality rates for the Porcupine Herd than for the other herds mentioned and
may be related to the levels of golden eagle and grizzly predation on the
calving grounds as well as significant calf losses during the period of rapid
rrovement often undertaken by the p:>st-calving aggregations.

On the other

hand, the 12% figure is a fall estimate and may be lower on that account

alone cx::mpared to spring figures for youn«,;;Jer animals.

Another rec:ruitment parameter is the yearling to
reliably taken fran the fall segreg'ations.

CON

ratio which can a1ly be

For the Porcupine Herd the only

reliable estimate is 31:100 for 1977 as the 1972 and 1980 samples are
unreliable.

Since the 1976 July calf:CCM ratio was 59:100, then 53% of the

1976 July calves survived the following 14 rronths of life that year.

Mortality Rates
There is only one ccmplete analysis of differential rrortality rates for the
Porcupine caribou population (Martell and Russell, 1981).

This was based on

the age and sex of jaws fran hunter kills on the Dempster Highw'ay in the
falls of 1972, 1973, 1977 and the winter of 1973-74 harvest by Ft. MacPherson
residents.

lA1hen only the jaws of known sex were used, the nnrtality rate for

females greater than three years of age (3+ females) was 0.20, while for the
3+ males it was 0.41 (i. e. each year 20% of the 3+ females and 41% of the 3+
male die).

For canbined sexes over three years of age the rate was 0.25.

The estimates for females and cx:mbined sexes are consistent with those for

other herds,

where the

rrortality rate

(0.41)

same analytical reth::Xi was employed.
is

intennediate between

the

The

male

lightly sport-hunted

Kaminuriak Herd (0.34), (Miller, 1974) and the heavily sport-hunted Nelchina
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(Bas,

1973) where the same analytical metlxx:i was employed

(Martell and Russell, 1983).

When unsexed jaws were included in the data, the rrortality rate for all age
classes was estimated to be .27,

and for 3+ animals the rate was 0.28,

employing a sanewhat different analytical metlxx:i than for the sexed jaws data
only.

In this version the estimates are slightly higher than the Kaminuriak

Herd (0.24 and 0.24 respectively),

(Miller, 1974) and for Northern. Canada

(0.21 and 0.22), (Banfield, 1955).

Using census, recruitrnent and hunting parameters for the Porcupine Herd, the
total rrortality rate for the population was calculated to be 0.07 comprised
of hunting 0.03 and natural rrortality 0.04.

~

total rate (0.07)

is

extremely low and likely inaccurate, since it depends on tw:> parameters yearling recruitrnent and harvest levels that are not reliable for this
population.

About all that can be ooncluded fran the preceding analyses is that the
Porcupine population does not exhibit drastically different rrortality rates
fran those of other herds when the same analytical methods are employed.

The

estimates therefore sh:>uld be considered as indices of c::x:npariSC>I1 with other
herds, but not as actual rrortality rates for the Porcupine Herd. alone.

Herd Structure

The

sex

and age

ccmposition of the Porcupine Herd is k:r'.lcMn fran the

segrec.;ration counts conducted in various seasc>ns (Table 4).

As mentioned

previously in subsection "Conposition data", h:Jwever, IIDSt of these data are
inadmissable due to the unreliability of the samples.

The best available

- 53 data is contained in the fall segregation of 1972, 1977 and 1980, but each of
these is flawed as well.
adul t

r:x:JWS

Hc:Mever , it appears fran these that in the fall,

canstitute slightly less than half of the herd and adul t bulls

aoout a quarter of the herd with the remainder elivided between calves and
long yearlincJs.

As the year progresses, the calf proportion in particular,

drops substantially with the effect of elevating all the other prq;x::>rtions.
Thus, by spring the percentage of adul t females and adult males in the herd
will be nruch. greater.

to adult

r:x:JWS

Also, it is likely that the proportion of adult bulls

will vary througrout the year as each sex experiences greater

or lesser nortality in different seasons.

Three of the four bull: cx::M ratios fran fall segret'Jations ra.nt;Je between 58: 100
and 78: 100 (Table 4), the fourth ratio of 33: 100 is likely biased (Bente and

Roseneau, 1978).

These figures c:x:>ncur with those for lightly hunted herds in

Alaska and canada (Pegau and Hemning,
whereas

for

(Bergerud,
populations

heavily

1971;
with

hunted

Bas,

bull

herds

the

1974).

This

only

hunting

1972; Skoog,

1968; Kelsall,

bull: cx::M

are

effect

of

ratios
course

restrictions

or

1968),

nruch

lower

only pertains
IX)

sex

to

hunting'

restrictions in which latter case there is usually sane selection for bulls.

The age distribution of the Porcupine Herd based on hunter kill data fran
1972 to 1977 indicated that 77% of the population is younger than six years
old, but that Porcupine cariOOu can reach the age of 13 years (Martell and
Russell, 1981).

Populaticn Size
As with other herds, attempts

to estimate the Porcupine p:lpUlation were made

long before a reliable method had been developed.

WitJ:n.lt going into the

numerous details of tow and why p:lpUlation estimates are 'l..n"lreliable, suffice
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it to say that the cumulative errors in each estimate contrive to make i t a
virtually unique figure that cannot be canpared with any others to provide a
trend except by the grossest standards (Table 5).

This pertains particularly

to estimates made prior to 1972 which by nodern standards are highly
questionable (even when they agree).

In the 1950' s and 1960' s the theo:ry of

population shifts arrDI1Q' adj acent cari1x>u herds became quite popular and was
used to help explain changes in the Porcupine populaticn estimates fran that
period.

Resul ts fran subsequent taggirYJ and radio-CX)llaring' studies however,

have sh:Jwn that exchanges of animals arrDI1Q' cari1::x:>u herds is very slight,
(Parker 1972 , Whitten and

Since 1972,

cameron

1982).

p::>pulation estimates have been based on a

Aerial-Photo-Direct-Count-Ex:trap::>lation

(.APIX:E).

technique tenned

Basically

this

meth::x:l

relies on aerial ptx:>tographs of the large p:>st-ca1ving a.ggrecJations which in
"good" years canprise essentially the entire herd.

These photographs can be

analysed in several ways to generate a total population figure.

The chief

advantage of this technique is that the total number of animals c:x::>unted in
the photographs represents a relatively solid figure although subsequent
analyses are always subject to interpretation.

Nevertheless in 1979, 105,683

caribou were counted fran the photos, in 1982 ab:Jut 125,339 were counted and.
in 1983 135,284 were counted.

Traditionally, the population estimates of the Porcupine Herd have usually
included calves.

This may suit biologists but it can becane confusing for

managers and the public since calf crops can vary substantially am:::r.g years.
'!hus a :pc:xJr calf crop"

although significant to the herd,

will have an

exagerated influence on the p::>pulation estimate and apparent trend.

Fran a

management standpoint, it see.m.s better to CCI1Sider cnly the adult :population
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Table 5.

Population Estimates of the Porcupine Herd, 1953 - 1983

Year

Reference

Estimate
Adults

Total

1953

30, (XX) (spring)

Munro 1953

1953

55, (XX) (spring)

SkoorJ 1963a

1961
1962
1964

110,000 (stnnner)

SkoorJ 1963b

unavailable
140,000 (S1.JIIIT19r)

SkoorJ 1968

1971

60,000 (spring)

1971

21-30,000 (spring)

calef & Lortie 1972

1971

60 , 000 (SllII1l19r )

calef & Lortie 1972

1972
1977
1979
1982
1983

84,965* (fall)
(.:!:.11,640)

99,959 (fall)
(.:!:.13,711)

85,685* (fall)
(.:!:.22,792)

105,126 (fall)
(.:!:.28,009)

84,700* (fall)
123,000** ( sunmer)
104,168*** (fall)

110, (XX) ( SllII1l19r )
137,000 (sumner)
135,284 (SllII1l19r)

Renewable Resources 1972

LeResche 1975
Bente & Roseneau 1978

Whitten & cameron 1980
Whitten 1986
Whitten 1986

*

calculated for this report fran data in references.

**

author assumed only 10.6% calves, adults would = 105,490 if 23% calves
(see Note).

***

assuming 23% calves (see Note).

Note: The 23% calves was derived fran 19% calvas in October 1977 and a calf
sw:vival rate of 82% fran July to Oc::tober (1979 data). Therefore the
percent of calves in July might be 19 divided by .82 = 23%.

- 56 ( i .. e.. over one year old), which is rrore stable and is the nost hunted segment
of the herd.

Accordingly I recalculated the estimates fran 1972 to 1983 to

provide this figure which during that period may have shifted fran the
80,000' s to the 100, QCX)' s except for the figure of 123,000 which may be
ananalous due to the meth::>d of analysis which attempted to eotmt calves on
the ph:>tos but only tallied 2.1%.

The p::>SSibility that other calves were

either eotmted as adults or missed makes subsequent analyses very risky ..
This emphasizes the value of the actual ph:>to eotmt of 125,339 which sh:Jws
that there were at least 125,000 caril:x:>u of sane kind or other out there.

It

should also be noted that the confidence intervals of the 1972 and 1977
estimates overlap the estimates for the early 1980' s (for which confidence
intervals were not calculated)..

This reduces supp:>rt for the assertion that

the herd has been increasing in the past 10 years ..

Considering the accuracy of the data and analyses fran the APDCE mettod
together with other p:JpUlation par8Il1E!lters suggest that the Porcupine Herd may
1

have increased slCM1y

fran the 1970's to the 1980's and presently nlD11bers

around 100,000 adul ts.

It also can be stated that there is IX) reliable

evidence to suggest that the herd has been anything other than relatively
stable

since

1953 when

the

first

census was

attempted.

The

reported

fluctuations between the early 1940's and the late 1960's mayor may IX)t have
occurred..

OJriously,

many

analysts

accept

the

herd's early p::>pu1ation

histoI:y without reservation but quibble endlessly over the unreliability of
vastly superior estimates since 1972..

The apparent increase fran 1972 to

1A change fran 80,000 to 100,000 in 10 years represents an increase of only
2% per year.
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1983 may be, in fact, only a rroderate fluctuation in a relatively stable
system that has prevailed for a number of decades ..

Fran a management standpoint, there is

IX)

need to becx:me excited over tile

resul ts of any "latest" survey unless it indicates a drastic change in the
herd's status.

Current methods are quite capable of detecting such changes,

and with periodic rroni toring should alert managers in time

to take action.

In SUlYII1aIY, the population dynamics of the Porcupine Herd are incanpletely

known.

Sane aspects have been quite well d:x:rumented while others remain

:poorly understcx:xi.

Given the

constraints

of

existing

infonnation,

the

following statements can be made.

a)

The productivity (as of July) of the Porcupine Herd has varied between

44 and 66 calves per 100
b)

et:::1NS ..

If the pregnancy rate in the Porcupine Herd is fairly constant, then
variatia1S in July calf:(X)W ratios \\UUld be due primarily to neonatal
rrortality ..

c)

The age and sex structure of the Porcupine Herd changes over the period
of a given year according to the survival rates of the various age and
sex classes but particularly calves.

d)

In the falls of the last 10 years (fran 1983)

adult cows probably

c.anprised slightly less than half of the herd and adult bulls aOOut a
quarter of the herd.

e)

Semi-reliable fall bull: (X)W ratios for the Porcupine herd range between
57: 100 and 78: 100 indicating a lightly harvested population.
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f)

'!he Porcupine caribou {x)pulation is probably young with the majority of
animals being less than 6 years of age with a p::>tential longevity of
about 13 years.

g)

There is rx:> reliable evidence to support any of the reported population

changes between 1900 and 1972 actually cnu:red..
h)

Prop::>sed

emigrations

of

Porcupine

caribou

to

adj acent

herds

and

imnigrations of Forty-mile caribou to the Porcupine Herd likely did rx:>t

occur.
i)

'!he

Porcupine

caribou

population presently

numbers

around

100, CX)()

adults.
j)

The herd has either remained relatively stable since 1972 or increased

slightly.

tJrILI2'ATICN

Subsistence hunting constitutes the bulk of the Porcupine caribou harvest,
rrost of which is taken by native peoples in Alaska, Yukon and the Northwest
Territories.

Non-native residents also hunt carib::>u for subsistence and

perhaps a few hunt for trophies.

Non-resident hunters are cx:::s:lSidered to

account for an average of 1-2% of the annual harvest (u. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1980).

Cannercial sport hunting enterprises operate in Alaska and Yukon parts of the
Porcupine range but constitute a very :m:irx>r p::>rtion of the total harvest.

Hunting

regulations

Porcupine herd.

are

Also,

different

for

each

jurisdiction

managing

the

such regulations are rrodified so often that any

account of them is alrrost inmediately obsolete.

'!his history therefore

St.nTI1larizes ret'JU1ations up to the sumner of 1983 and sh::>uld rx:>t be considered

- 59 as accurate after that date.

In Alaska,

hunting restrictions concerning

Porcupine caril::x:>u did not exist prior to 1975 and ccmnercial hunting was
permitted on part of the r8I1Q'e until that year.
caribou limit per hunter was instituted (U. S.

Fish and. Wildlife Service

Also no ITOre than UNo caribou per hunter cx>uld be rerroved fran the

1980) •
Game

Beginning in 1976, a 10

Management

Units

covering

the

Porcupine

ra.I'lQ'e.

In

the

Yukon,

non-natives are limited to an annual limit of one cariOOu. which must p:>8sess
antlers with one or ITOre forks.

Reg-istered. trappers may take two caribou per

year and native people have no limit but no one may hunt fa:na.les in the
spring.

Hunting alOl'lCJ the Dempster corridor is the subj ec::;t of an Ol'lCJoirg

r9C3Ulatory controversy.

l\Jon-native people were

within a five mile limit of the highway until 1985.

prohibited

fran

hunting

Native people including

a significant ntD11ber fran the N. W. T. do use the Dempster Highway for access
to Porcupine caribou.

Since caribou may be lawfully tra:nsp:>rted across the

Yukon-N. W. T. oorder, native hunters fran N. W. T. may take Porcupine caribou
fran Yukon and sell them in settlements of the N. W. T. (U. S. Fish and. Wildlife
Service, 1980).

In the N. W. T • there is no bag limit for native people but

non-natives are restricted to a maximum of two an:irnals per year, reduced in
1979 fran a maximum of 5 (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980).

Tourism within the Porcupine ra:rlQ'e is relatively undeveloped.

Sane canpanies

offer river-rafting trips in Alaska and as the Dempster Highway in Yukon
becanes the focus of greater tourism p:r:arotion by the territory, the presence

of Porcupine caribou is being rec:::xJgnized as a valuable asset.

Research interest in the Porcupine herd bJrgec::::ned in the early 1970's with
the proposed MacKenzie Valley Pipeline and. attendant enviror.mental impact
studies.

Since then the herd has been subj ected to numerous ecx:>logical
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studies in the past decade.

As

industrial p:rq;:osals for the Porcupine rarYJe

multiply, it is likely that research will increase as well.
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